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Abstract:  In response to a request from Basin Electric Power Cooperative (Basin Electric), 
Western Area Power Administration (Western) proposes to modify its interconnection agreement 
with Basin Electric for the Groton Generation Station to eliminate Western’s 50-megawatts 
(MW) annual average operating limit.  The Groton Generation Station is located about 5 miles 
south of Groton, South Dakota.  Basin Electric needs to eliminate the operating limit to help 
serve increased load demand for electric power in the eastern portion of its service area, and 
support firming and scheduling renewable generation. Western’s proposed action and the no 
action alternative are analyzed in this Final EIS.  Elimination of the operating limit under 
Western’s proposed action would allow Basin Electric to produce an estimated additional 
305,760 megawatt-hours (MWh) per year.  With elimination of the operating limit, the Groton 
Generation Station could emit more nitrous oxides, carbon monoxide and other air pollutants, but 
not above the limits established in the current Title V air quality operating permit for the 
generating station.  Additional water and some chemicals would be used for air quality control 
and facility maintenance.  Elimination of the operating limit would not require any modifications 
to the generating station, or require any new state or local approvals or permits.  Under the no 
action alternative, the generating station would continue to operate with the 50-MW annual 
average operating limit, where output of the facility would be capped at 438,000 MWh per year.   
 
The Final EIS is composed of the previously published Draft EIS with additions and revisions 
added in response to comments on the Draft EIS, and a comment and response appendix. 
Additions and revisions are delineated with a vertical line in the left margin. Western’s Record of 
Decision will be published no sooner than 30 days from the publication in the Federal Register of 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Notice of Availability for this Final EIS. 
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Executive Summary 
 
This executive summary is included at the beginning of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the Modification of the Groton Generation Station Interconnection 
Agreement, and is also intended to serve as a stand-alone document to provide a summary of the 
information contained within the full text version of the Final EIS.  For additional information on 
the topics contained within this summary, please see the Final EIS. 
 
Introduction 
 
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (Basin Electric) is a regional wholesale electric generation and 
transmission cooperative owned and controlled by its member cooperatives.  Basin Electric 
serves approximately 2.8 million customers covering 540,000 square miles in portions of nine 
states.  Basin Electric currently owns and operates the Groton Generation Station in Brown 
County, South Dakota.  The Groton Generation Station is located within Basin Electric’s eastern 
service area that comprises western Nebraska, northwestern and central Iowa, portions of 
southern Minnesota, all of South Dakota, portions of eastern Montana, and western and central 
North Dakota. 
 
Western Area Power Administration (Western) and Basin Electric have entered into a Large 
Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) per Western’s Open Access Transmission Service 
Tariff (Tariff).  Basin Electric currently operates the generating station with a condition in the 
LGIA with Western that limits the output of the generating station to 50 MW on an average 
annualized basis. 
 
Basin Electric has requested to modify the LGIA with Western to eliminate the 50-MW annual 
average operating limit on its generating station (up to the limits imposed by the current Title V 
air quality control operating permit), so it can produce power above the 50-MW limit on an 
average annualized basis. 
 
Western’s Purpose and Need 
 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires Federal agencies to consider the 
environmental effects of their decisions. Preparation of an EIS is one part of the agency decision-
making processes. The purpose and need for Western’s decision is discussed below. 
 
In response to Basin Electric’s request, Western needs to decide whether to modify its LGIA 
with Basin Electric to eliminate the operating limit of the existing generation station, up to the 
limits imposed by its current Title V air quality control operating permit. 
 
In response to the Need for Agency Action, Western must adhere to the following guidelines: 
 

• Providing Transmission Service.  Under Western’s Tariff, Western offers capacity on 
its transmission system to deliver electricity when capacity is available. The Tariff 
complies with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s Final Orders which are 
intended to ensure non-discriminatory transmission system access. Western submitted 
revisions to its non-jurisdictional Tariff in January 2005 as to certain terms and for 
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inclusion of the Large Generator Interconnection Procedures and a LGIA.  In March 
2007, Western submitted another revision for certain terms and to incorporate the Small 
Generator Interconnection Procedures and a Small Generator Interconnection Agreement.  
Final approval for both filings was received from the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) in September 2007.  In September 2009 Western submitted yet 
another set of revisions to address FERC Order 890 requirements along with revisions to 
existing terms, with FERC granting approval on April 25, 2011. 

 
• Protecting Transmission System Reliability and Service to Existing Customers.  

Western must ensure that existing reliability and service are not degraded.  Western’s 
Large Generator Interconnection Procedures provide for transmission and system studies 
to ensure that system reliability and service to existing customers are not adversely 
affected by new interconnections.  These studies also identify system upgrades or 
additions necessary to accommodate the proposed Project and ensure that they are in the 
project scope.  In the case of studies conducted for interconnecting the Groton Generation 
Station with Western’s transmission system, no upgrades or additions were needed. 

 
Basin Electric’s Purpose and Need 
 
Construction of the Groton Generation Station was initially required to meet the growing need 
for power of Basin Electric’s membership in its service territory.  Basin Electric has reevaluated 
this need and has currently established the need for an additional peaking resource to serve 
projected additional member load growth.  Even though the most rural areas are experiencing a 
loss in population, many areas served by Basin Electric are experiencing population growth.  
Basin Electric has established the need to lift the current 50-MW annual average limit to serve 
member load growth during increasingly heavy electrical use times in every consumer class, 
primarily during summer months and in anticipation of growth in commercial load throughout 
Basin Electric's service area.  The Groton Generation Station was also established on the basis of 
an ongoing need to address reliability and to supply low-cost power to Basin Electric members.  
Eliminating the 50-MW annual average operating limit at Groton Generation Station would help 
Basin Electric meet the increased intermediate demand for electric power in the eastern portion 
of its nine-state service area, and allow renewable generation to be considered more of a firm or 
schedulable product, and thus, an enhanced generation resource. 
 
Public Involvement 
 
A Notice of Intent for the Groton Generation Station EIS was published in the Federal Register 
(FR) on September 21, 2009 (74 FR 48067).  Western mailed scoping meeting notices directly to 
Federal and State agencies, Native American Tribes, and special interest groups to gain 
information regarding environmental impact that could potentially occur as a result of 
eliminating the operating limit for the Groton Generation Station.  Additionally, Western 
announced the scoping meeting by placing display advertisements in two local newspapers in the 
affected region. 
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A public scoping meeting was held in Groton, South Dakota, on October 7, 2009.  Display 
boards included the Groton Generating Station location, the NEPA process and schedule, and an 
operation limit table.  Several handouts, including the scoping process description, and fact 
sheets were available at the meetings.  The comment period was open until October 23, 2009, 
and no comments were received. 
 
Western initially contacted potentially interested Native American Tribes by letter on 
September 17, 2009, about the proposal to eliminate the operating limit.  No comments were 
received regarding sites of religious or cultural importance to the area.  In addition, Western 
sought comments from the South Dakota Public Utility Commission and the South Dakota 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources, and no comments were received. 
 
Western issued the Draft EIS in July 2010, and distributed it to the agencies, tribes, and 
individuals listed in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIS, List of Agencies, Organizations, and Persons to 
Whom Notification of Availability or Copies of the Draft EIS were Sent.  The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency published the Notice of Availability for the Draft EIS on August 6, 2010 (75 
FR 47591).  Western published local notices of availability of the Draft EIS in the Groton 
Independent on August 2, 2010, and the American News in Aberdeen, South Dakota on August 3 
and 17, 2010.  In addition, the Draft EIS and an announcement of the Draft EIS public hearing 
were posted on Western’s web site at: http://www.wapa.gov/transmission/groton.htm.  The 
comment period on the Draft EIS closed on September 20, 2010. 
 
Western held a public hearing on August 25, 2010, at the Groton Community Center in Groton, 
South Dakota between 7 and 8 p.m. to receive public input on the Draft EIS.  An open house 
from 6 to 7 p.m. preceded the public hearing to provide reviewers an opportunity to discuss the 
Draft EIS results with Western representatives.  The notice for the public hearing was published 
with Western’s local notices of availability.  Two persons attended the hearing in addition to 
Western and Basin Electric representatives.  No oral or written comments were provided at the 
hearing.  A transcript of the public hearing, including Western’s hearing officer’s remarks, was 
prepared and is available for viewing at:   
 

Western Area Power Administration 
Upper Great Plains Customer Service Region 
South Dakota Maintenance Office 
200 4th Street SW 
Huron, SD 57350 
 

Western received two letters on the Draft EIS.  One letter was received from the U.S. 
Department of the Interior and provided no comments.  A second letter was received from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  The EPA letter, including Western’s responses to 
EPA’s comments, is provided in Appendix D.  Where applicable, Western made changes based 
on comments and incorporated these changes into this Final EIS.  The changes are delineated by 
a vertical line in the left margin.  
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Proposed Federal Action 
 
Western proposes to modify its LGIA with Basin Electric to eliminate the 50-MW annual 
average operating limit.  Western’s proposed action would only result in a modification to the 
LGIA for the Groton Generation Station.  The elimination of the 50-MW annual average 
operating limit would not require any modifications to the Groton Generation Station or 
Western’s Groton Substation, or any new permits or authorizations from local, State, or Federal 
agencies.  The elimination of the 50-MW annual average operating limit would give Basin 
Electric greater operational flexibility in meeting its objectives and allow Basin Electric to 
produce an estimated additional 305,760 megawatt-hours (MWh) per year, up to the limits 
imposed by the current Title V air quality control operating permit. 
 
No other changes to Western’s LGIA or the interconnection configuration with the Groton 
Generation Station would be required.  Western’s proposed Federal action is its preferred 
alternative. 
 
No Action Alternative 
 
Elimination of the 50-MW annual average operating limit would require Western’s approval and 
modification of the LGIA.  Under the No Action Alternative, Western would not approve the 
modification to the LGIA to eliminate the operating limit.  The Groton Generating Station would 
continue to operate with the 50-MW annual average operating limit. 
 
Alternatives Considered but Eliminated 
 
Western considered whether the EIS should address operation alternatives that involved 
operating the Groton Generation Station above the limits set by the current Title V air quality 
operating permit or to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  Under the proposed action, the Groton 
Generation Station could only operate up to the existing limits in the Title V air quality operating 
permit, which is based on emission limits of 238 tons for both nitrogen oxides (NOX) and carbon 
monoxide (CO) per year.  The Groton Generation Station has a theoretical maximum capacity of 
100 MW, however, with the limitation of 238 tons of both NOX and CO emissions per year, the 
Groton Generation Station cannot operate at 100 MW capacity for every hour of the year without 
exceeding the Title V air quality operating permit.
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Basin Electric requested an interconnection for 120 MW for each generating unit at the Groton 
Generation Station.  However, even at full output of 100 percent load, the generating station 
would not exceed the limits provided by Western, because optimum generation conditions only 
exist for a small portion of the year.  Basin Electric could increase the output of the generating 
station to be closer to the limits of the interconnection request if it applied for and received a 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit per Chapter 74:36:09 of the South Dakota 
Air Quality Rules.  Basin Electric currently has no plans to apply for a PSD permit.   
 
Western determined that the EIS will not fully analyze generation output above levels currently 
authorized by the Title V air permit, greenhouse gas capture and sequestration, and demand-side 
management because they are outside the scope of Western’s decision, Western does not have 
Congressional authority to participate in the operation of Groton Generation Station, and it is 
speculative that Basin Electric would apply for a PSD permit or implement greenhouse gas 
emission reductions.  
  
In the future, should Basin Electric apply for a PSD permit or pursue operation or technologies to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and then request Western to eliminate the operating limit 
imposed by the current Title V air quality operating permit, Western would address the request 
under the environmental review requirements in place at the time a request is made. 
 
Even though Western will not fully evaluate an alternative addressing demand-side management, 
Western has provided information on Basin Electric’s demand-side management program. 
 
Summary of Potential Impacts of Groton Generation Station with and without Operating 
Limit 
 
Resource Operation without Western’s Operating 

Limit (Proposed Action) 
Operation with Western’s Operating 
Limit (No Action Alternative) 

Air Quality Air quality operating permit conditions 
would apply.  NOX and CO emissions 
would not each exceed 238 tons/yr. Units 
may operate more on an annual basis 
without the 50-MW annual average 
limitation. The pound per hour emission 
rates and limits would not change. 

Air quality operating permit conditions 
would apply. NOX and CO emissions would 
each be less than 238 tons/yr, because 
Western’s 50 MW annual average operating 
limit would be reached first.  The pound per 
hour emission rates and limits would not 
change. 

Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions and Climate 
Change 

More CO2e could be emitted. Operation 
could release up to 318,098 metric tons 
CO2e per year (based on the 2009 emissions 
data). Because numerous models produce 
widely divergent results, and there is 
insufficient information, Western is unable 
to identify the specific impacts of the 
Groton Generating Station’s CO2e 
emissions on human health and the 
environment. This uncertainty of impacts 
precludes identifying adaptation measures 
in light of the expected climate change 
impacts. 

Generating station would continue to emit 
CO2e up to 187,322 metric tons per year 
(based on the 2009 emissions data). Because 
numerous models produce widely divergent 
results, and there is insufficient information, 
Western is unable to identify the specific 
impacts of the Groton Generation Station’s 
CO2e emissions on human health and the 
environment. 

 Water Resources Water use would increase to a maximum of 
57 acre-feet/yr, but would not deplete 
available water supplies. Water supplier has 
adequate capacity to meet generating 

Water use would remain at a maximum of 
33.6 acre-feet/yr. Water use would not 
deplete available water supplies. 
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Resource Operation without Western’s Operating 
Limit (Proposed Action) 

Operation with Western’s Operating 
Limit (No Action Alternative) 

station’s water supply needs.  
Aesthetics Additional exhaust stack plumes would be 

possible, but would be limited due to more 
operation during warmer days during the 
summer, when plumes are less likely to 
form.  There are no highly sensitive viewer 
locations within viewing distances of the 
generating station. The overall change in 
ambient lighting conditions at the 
generating station, as viewed from nearby 
locations, would not be substantial. 

There would be no change in facility 
operations and effects to views in the area 
would not change. 

Transportation Additional deliveries of chemicals and 
necessities for maintenance would not 
increase congestion, impair emergency 
access, or reduce levels of service. 

Deliveries would continue to be infrequent 
and would not interfere with any local traffic 
patterns, cause major traffic delays or road 
damage, or change traffic patterns.   

Noise Even with increased output, significant 
noise impacts would not occur since 
operation of the facility would not increase 
noise levels above limits established for the 
nearest sensitive receptor, expose persons to 
excessive groundborne vibration or ground 
borne noise levels where they live, work or 
recreate, or result in a substantial permanent 
increase in ambient noise levels. 

There would be no change in facility 
operations.  Noise levels would not change. 

Human Health and 
Safety 

The frequency of maintenance activities 
would increase, increasing the use of 
chemical materials, lubricating oils, and 
insulating mineral oils.  However, increased 
use would not require any changes to 
control measures and plans, or require the 
installation of additional chemical storage 
facilities or vessels. Considering the control 
measures and plans in place, it is unlikely 
increased operations would cause 
significant impacts to human health and 
safety.  

There would be no change in facility 
operations and effects to the risk of 
accidental spills from the transport, storage, 
use, and disposal of chemical materials and 
waste would not change.  Considering the 
control measures and plans in place, it is 
unlikely current operations would cause 
significant impacts to human health and 
safety. 

Intentional Destructive 
Acts 

The risk to workers or the public from 
damage to generating station facilities as a 
result of accidental or intentional actions by 
outside parties is low because public access 
is controlled, the site is monitored, and an 
emergency response plan and site security 
plan exists for the Groton Generation 
Station. 

The risk to workers or the public from 
damage to generating station facilities as a 
result of accidental or intentional actions by 
outside parties is low because public access 
is controlled, the site is be monitored, and an 
emergency response plan and site security 
plan exists for the Groton Generation Station. 

Environmental Justice The operation of the Groton Generating 
Station without Western’s operating limit 
would not have a disproportionate negative 
effect on minority or low-income 
populations in the area. 

There would be no change in facility 
operations and, therefore, no impacts to 
environmental justice communities. 
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Major Conclusions 
 
Eliminating Western’s operating limit would not result in any significant environmental impacts.   
 
Areas of Controversy 
 
No areas of controversy were identified during the scoping process.   
 
Issues to be Resolved 
 
There are currently no issues to be resolved. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
Western Area Power Administration (Western) is a Federal power-marketing agency within the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) that sells and delivers Federal electric power to 
municipalities, public utilities, Federal and state agencies, and Native American tribes in 
15 western and central states.  The Groton Generation Station is located within Western’s 
Upper Great Plains Region, which operates and maintains nearly 90 substations and more than 
8,000 miles of Federal transmission lines in Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana, 
Nebraska, and Iowa.   
 
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (Basin Electric) is a consumer-owned, regional cooperative 
headquartered in Bismarck, North Dakota.  Basin Electric owns 2,827.5 megawatts (MW) and 
operates a total of 3,767 MW of electric generating capacity of which 953 MW is for participants 
of the Missouri Basin Power Project (a group of six consumer-owned utilities, including the 
Missouri River Energy Services and Heartland Consumers Power District), and 80 MW is jointly 
owned by Basin Electric and its Class A member, Corn Belt Power Cooperative, Humboldt, 
Iowa.  Basin Electric has purchased a total of 672.1 MW of electric generation capacity/energy, 
including 270.1 total MW of renewable energy, of which 225.8 MW are wind energy, and 
44 MW are waste-heat energy (known as recovered energy generation), and 375 kilowatts are 
from a bio-gas facility in South Dakota.  Basin Electric’s purchased power portfolio also 
includes 62 MW of nuclear energy.  Basin Electric also owns 1,880 miles and maintains 
1,965 miles of high-voltage transmission lines; 56 switchyards and substations, and 
101 telecommunication installations.   
 
Basin Electric currently owns and operates the Groton Generation Station in Brown County, 
South Dakota (See Figure 1-1, Location Map and Figure 1-2, Topographical Map).  The Groton 
Generation Station is located within Basin Electric’s eastern service area that comprises western 
Nebraska, northwestern and central Iowa, portions of southern Minnesota, all of South Dakota, 
portions of eastern Montana, and western and central North Dakota.  Western and Basin Electric 
have entered into a Large Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) per Western’s Open 
Access Transmission Service Tariff (Tariff, Western, 2009a).  Groton Generation Station has 
two generating units.  Each unit is powered by a General Electric (GE) LMS100® simple cycle 
gas turbine rated at 100 MW at design conditions.  Unit 1 went into commercial operation on 
July 1, 2006, and Unit 2 went into commercial operation on July 1, 2008.  Basin Electric 
currently operates the generating station with a condition in the LGIA with Western that limits 
the output of the generating station to 50 MW on an average annualized basis. 
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Basin Electric proposes to modify the LGIA with Western to eliminate the 50 MW annual 
average operating limit on its generating station, so it can produce power above the 50 MW limit, 
up to the limits imposed by its current Title V air quality control operating permit, on an average 
annualized basis.  Basin Electric needs to eliminate the operating limit to help serve increased 
load demand for electric power in the eastern portion of its service area, and allow renewable 
generation to be considered more of a firm or schedulable product, and thus, an enhanced 
generation resource.  The need for additional generating capacity is driven by the increasing 
electrical power usage of the Basin Electric membership consumers. 

 
Figure 1-1, Location Map 
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Figure 1-2, Topographical Map 
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Between 1999 and 2006, Basin Electric’s total system peak demand increased 752 MW from 
1,195 MW to 1,947 MW, or approximately 107 MW per year.  In 2007, Basin Electric prepared 
a forecast showing load and capability surpluses/deficits through the year 2021.  The forecast 
predicts that, by 2014, there will be a deficit of 800-900 MW for the eastern portion of their 
service area. 
 
The interconnection of each generating unit with Western’s transmission system was addressed 
in separate environmental assessments; East Side Peaking Project, South Dakota Environmental 
Assessment, DOE/EA-1524 (Western, 2005) and Groton Generating Station Unit 2 Project 
Amended Environmental Assessment, DOE/EA-1524-S1 (Western, 2007).  Based on these 
environmental assessments, which included the 50 MW annual average operating limit 
provision, Western issued separate findings of no significant impact, with determinations that the 
preparation of an EIS was not required, on July 25, 2005, and June 20, 2008, respectively. 
 
1.1 Western’s Purpose and Need For Agency Action 
 
NEPA requires Federal agencies to consider the environmental effects of their decisions.  
Preparation of an EIS provides the framework for the agency decision-making processes.  The 
purpose and need for Western’s decision is discussed below.   
 
In response to Basin Electric’s request, Western needs to decide whether to modify its LGIA 
with Basin Electric to eliminate the operating limit. 
 
In response to the Need for Agency Action, Western must adhere to the following guidelines: 
 

• Providing Transmission Service.  Under Western’s Tariff, Western offers capacity 
on its transmission system to deliver electricity when capacity is available.  The Tariff 
complies with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) Final Orders 
which are intended to ensure non-discriminatory transmission system access.  Western 
submitted revisions to its non-jurisdictional Tariff in January 2005 as to certain terms 
and for inclusion of the Large Generator Interconnection Procedures and a LGIA.  In 
March 2007, Western submitted another revision for certain terms and to incorporate 
the Small Generator Interconnection Procedures and a Small Generator 
Interconnection Agreement.  Final approval for both filings was received from FERC 
in September 2007.  In September 2009 Western submitted yet another set of revisions 
to address FERC Order 890 requirements along with revisions to existing terms, with 
FERC granting approval on April 25, 2011. 
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• Protecting Transmission System Reliability and Service to Existing Customers.  
Western must ensure that existing reliability and service are not degraded.  Western’s 
Large Generator Interconnection Procedures provide for transmission and system 
studies to ensure that system reliability and service to existing customers are not 
adversely affected by new interconnections.  These studies also identify system 
upgrades or additions necessary to accommodate the proposed project and ensure that 
they are in the project scope.  In the case of studies conducted for interconnecting the 
Groton Generation Station with Western’s transmission system, no upgrades or 
additions were needed. 

 
1.2 Basin Electric’s Purpose and Need 
 
Basin Electric was formed in 1961 by 67 member cooperatives after the U.S. Department of the 
Interior announced that the Federal hydropower system would not be able to meet additional 
energy requirements of the region's rural electric cooperatives and other preference consumers or 
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) beyond the winter of 1965.  Basin Electric was 
formed as a wholesale power supplier to plan, design, construct, and operate generating facilities 
necessary to meet the growing electrical demands of its member systems. 
 
Construction of the Groton Generation Station was initially required to meet the growing need 
for power of Basin Electric's membership in its service territory.  Basin Electric has reevaluated 
this need and has currently established the need for an additional peaking resource to serve 
projected additional member load growth.  Even though the most rural areas are experiencing a 
loss in population, many areas served by Basin Electric are experiencing population growth.  
Basin Electric has established the need to lift the current 50-MW annual average limit to serve 
member load growth during increasingly heavy electrical use times in every consumer class, 
primarily during summer months and in anticipation of growth in commercial load throughout 
Basin Electric's service area.  The Groton Generation Station was also established on the basis of 
an ongoing need to address reliability and to supply low-cost power to Basin Electric members.  
Eliminating the 50-MW annual average operating limit at Groton Generation Station would help 
Basin Electric meet the increased intermediate demand for electric power in the eastern portion 
of its nine-state service area.  With the 50-MW annual average operating limit at the Groton 
Generation Station and with two 100-MW units in operation, the resulting capacity factor for the 
station with this limit is approximately 25 percent.  With current system operations, Basin 
Electric sees a need to operate the Groton Station beyond the current 25 percent capacity factor 
limitation to help serve increased load demand for electric power in the eastern portion of its 
service area. 
 
Presently, additional peaking production capability with an increased annual limit from the 
Groton Generation Station is needed to provide backup for wind generation and meet overall 
system requirements for peaking capabilities required by regulations. By the end of 2012, Basin 
Electric will have over 700 MW of wind generation within its generation portfolio.  The 
increased generation from the Groton Generation Station would supply a portion of the natural 
gas-based generation necessary for operational flexibility that also provides the needed reliability 
for the wind/gas generation combination.  The reliability provided by natural gas generation 
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allows wind generation to be considered a generation resource that can be relied upon to satisfy 
the region’s electrical system’s demand on a consistent basis.  Specifically, Basin Electric’s 
Groton Generation Station is co-located with 99 MW of wind generation at the Day County 
Wind Project. These two facilities are interconnected to the high voltage transmission system of 
the Integrated System (IS), operated by Western at the Groton substation. The combined Groton 
Generation Station and the Day County Wind Project generation injection to the IS is limited to 
240 MW of output at any given time.  The additional peaking generation, should Western 
remove the existing operating limit under this EIS process, allows renewable generation to be 
considered more of a firm or schedulable product, and thus, an enhanced generation resource. 
 
1.3 Authorizing Actions 
 
The Groton Generation Station operates under authorization from the South Dakota Public 
Utilities Commission (SDPUC), a Title V air quality operating permit (SDDENR, 2010) from 
the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources (SDDENR), and approved 
zoning changes granted by the Brown County Board of County Supervisors.  If Western decides 
to eliminate the operating limit, no additional authorizations or permits would be required to 
increase the output of the generating station. 
 
1.4 Agency Consultation and Public Involvement 
 
Public participation is an integral part of the EIS process and is conducted to help determine 
issues to be addressed and identify significant issues related to the Proposed Action. 
 
A Notice of Intent for the Groton Generation Station EIS was published in the Federal Register 
on September 21, 2009 (74 FR 48067).  Western mailed scoping meeting notices directly to 
Federal and State agencies, Native American Tribes, and special interest groups to gain 
information regarding environmental impact that could potentially occur as a result of 
eliminating the operating limit for the Groton Generation Station.  Additionally, Western 
announced the scoping meeting by placing display advertisements in two local newspapers in the 
affected region.  The display advertisements were published once per week for three weeks in the 
Groton Independent, and once per week for two weeks in the Aberdeen American News. 
 
1.4.1 Scoping Process 
 
A public scoping meeting was held in Groton, South Dakota, on October 7, 2009.  The scoping 
meeting was conducted in an open house format.  Western provided information and gave 
attendees the opportunity to ask resource specialists questions and to express their concerns 
about the proposed elimination of the operating limit.  Display boards included the Groton 
Generating Station location, the NEPA process and schedule, and an operation limit table.  
Several handouts, including the scoping process description, and fact sheets were available at the 
meetings.  The comment period was open until October 23, 2009, and no comments were 
received. 
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1.4.2 Consultations 
 
Western initially contacted potentially interested Native American Tribes by letter on 
September 17, 2009, about the proposal to eliminate the operating limit.  No comments were 
received regarding sites of religious or cultural importance to the area. In addition, Western 
sought comments from the SDPUC and the SDDENR, and no comments were received.   
 
1.4.3 Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
 
Western issued the Draft EIS in July 2010, and distributed it to the agencies, tribes, and 
individuals listed in Chapter 6 of this Final EIS, List of Agencies, Organizations, and Persons to 
Whom Notification of Availability or Copies of the Draft EIS were Sent.  The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency published the Notice of Availability for the Draft EIS in the Federal Register 
on August 6, 2010 (75 FR 47591).  Western published local notices of availability of the Draft 
EIS in the Groton Independent on August 2, 2010, and the American News in Aberdeen, South 
Dakota on August 3 and 17, 2010.  In addition, the Draft EIS and an announcement of the Draft 
EIS public hearing were posted on Western’s web site at: 
http://www.wapa.gov/transmission/groton.htm.  The comment period on the Draft EIS closed on 
September 20, 2010. 
 
Western held a public hearing on August 25, 2010, at the Groton Community Center in Groton, 
South Dakota between 7 and 8 p.m. to receive public input on the Draft EIS.  An open house 
from 6 to 7 p.m. preceded the public hearing to provide reviewers an opportunity to discuss the 
Draft EIS results with Western representatives.  The notice for the public hearing was published 
with Western’s local notices of availability.  Two persons attended the hearing in addition to 
Western and Basin Electric representatives.  No oral or written comments were provided at the 
hearing.  A transcript of the public hearing, including Western’s hearing officer’s remarks, was 
prepared and is available for viewing at:   
 

Western Area Power Administration 
Upper Great Plains Customer Service Region 
South Dakota Maintenance Office 
200 4th Street SW 
Huron, SD 57350 
 

Western received two letters on the Draft EIS.  One letter was received from the U.S. 
Department of the Interior and provided no comments.  A second letter was received from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA letter, including Western’s responses to EPA’s 
comments, is provided in Appendix D.  Where applicable, Western made changes based on 
comments and incorporated these changes into this Final EIS.  The changes are delineated by a 
vertical line in the left margin. 
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2.0 Proposed Federal Action and Alternatives 
 
This chapter describes Western’s proposed Federal action associated with the operation of Basin 
Electric’s Groton Generating Station, alternatives to its proposed Federal action, and changes to 
the operation of the Groton Generating Station if Western decides to eliminate the 50-MW 
annual average operating limit.  
  
The last section of this chapter contains a summary of the environmental impacts of 
implementing the proposed Federal action and the no action alternative based on the impact 
analysis in Chapter 4.  The summary includes the potential adverse impacts to each resource or 
environmental component.   
 
2.1 Proposed Federal Action 
 
The proposed Federal action evaluated in this EIS is based on Western’s purpose and need for 
agency action as described in Section 1.1.  Western and Basin Electric have executed a LGIA 
under Western’s Tariff that limits the output of the Groton Generation Station to 50 MW on an 
average annualized basis.  Western proposes to modify its LGIA with Basin Electric to eliminate 
the 50-MW annual average operating limit.  Western’s proposed action would only result in a 
modification to the LGIA for the Groton Generation Station.  The elimination of the 50-MW 
annual average operating limit would not require any modifications to the Groton Generation 
Station or Western’s Groton Substation, or any new permits or authorizations from local, state, 
or Federal agencies.  The elimination of the 50-MW annual average operating limit would give 
Basin Electric greater operational flexibility in meeting its objectives as described in Section 1.2, 
and allow Basin Electric to produce an estimated additional 305,760 MWh per year, up to the 
limits imposed by its current Title V air quality control operating permit. 
 
No other changes to Western’s LGIA or the interconnection configuration with the Groton 
Generation Station would be required.  Western’s proposed Federal action is its preferred 
alternative. 
 
2.2 No Action Alternative 
 
Elimination of the 50-MW annual average operating limit would require Western’s approval and 
modification of the LGIA.  Under the No Action Alternative, Western would not approve the 
modification to the LGIA to eliminate the operating limit.  The Groton Generating Station would 
continue to operate with the 50-MW annual average operating limit.  A comparison of the 
operating parameters, including fuel and water use, under Western’s proposed Federal action and 
the No Action alternative is provided in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 - Annual Operating Parameters under Proposed Federal Action and No Action 
Alternative 

Parameter 
With 50-MW 

Operating Limit – 
No Action Alt. 

W/O Operating 
Limit -- Proposed 

Federal Action 

Full Output  
(Would require PSD 

Modification)1

Station Capacity Factor 
 

25 percent2 42.5 percent3 100 percent 
Output – Station  438,000 MWh4 743,760 MWh5 1,752,000 MWh6 
Output per Unit 219,000 MWh 371,880 MWh 876,000 MWh 
Annual Station Output-Based 
Emission Rate7 1.09 lb/MWh 0.64 lb/MWh < 0.64lb/MWh 

Annual Unit Output-Based 
Emission Rate7 2.17 lb/MWh 1.28 lb/MWh < 1.28 lb/MWh 

Unit No.1 Water Use8 2,190,000 gal/yr   3,679,200 gal/yr   8,760,000 gal/yr 
Unit No. 2 Water Use9 5,475,000 gal/yr   9,198,000 gal/yr 21,900,000 gal/yr 
Station Combined Water 
Use10 7,665,000 gal/yr 12,877,200 gal/yr 30,660,000 gal/yr 

Unit No.2 Produces All 
output10 10, 950,000 gal/yr 18,593,750 gal/year N/A 

Natural Gas Consumption11 3,412 million cubic ft 5,795 million cubic ft 13,650 million cubic ft 
Station GHG Emissions 
(CO2e)12 

186,322 mtons 
CO2e/yr 

 318,098 mtons 
CO2e/yr 

749,299  mtons 
CO2e/yr 

Station NOX Emissions13 238 tons/yr 238 tons/yr BACT13 
Station CO Emissions13 238 tons/yr 238 tons/yr BACT14 

                                                 
1 Provided for comparison purposes only. Operation beyond permit limits would be subject to Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) review and installation of Best Available Control Technology (BACT). 
2 Based on 50-MW annual average operating limit required by Western. 
3 Based on Title V air quality operating permit of 238 ton limits for each CO and NOX, and worst-case air analysis 
resulting in 7,438 combined hours per year (or 3,718.8 hours per year for the generating station) per air permit 
application. 
4 Based on 25-percent capacity factor or 50 MW annual average output (50 MW *8,760 hours per year). 
5 Based on 42.5-percent capacity factor (200 MW*3718.8 hours per year). 
6 Based on 100-percent capacity factor (200 MW capacity*8,760 hours per year). Provided for comparison purposes 
only; emission limits dictate actual generating station output. 
7  Emission rates in pounds per MWh based on 238 tons/yr emission limits for each NOX and CO per current Title V 
air quality operating permit. 
8 Based on 10 gallons/MWh times unit output per year (12.5 capacity factor per unit).  
9 Based on 25 gallons/MWh times unit output per year (12.5 capacity factor per unit). 
10 Combined water use reflects water use by each unit at 100 percent load.  Unit No. 2 uses more water for NOX 
control, so if only Unit No. 2 was used, its water use would reflect maximum use by the generating station. 
11 Each unit is rated at 786.5 million British thermal units per hour. Natural gas is 1009.5 million British thermal 
units per thousand cubic feet; natural gas consumption equals the number of operating hours times the heat rate 
divided by the energy value of natural gas. 
12 Based on actual 2009 emissions data, or about 0.43 metric ton/MWh.  CO2e equals CO2 equivalent terms. 
13 NOX and CO emissions limited to 238 tons/yr each per current Title V air quality operating permit. Emissions 
would be less with less hours of operation.  The 2009 emission inventory is provided in Appendix A. 
14 NOX and CO emissions limited to 238 tons/yr each per current Title V air quality operating permit. Operation 
beyond permit limits would be subject to PSD review and installation of BACT. 
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2.3 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated 
 
Under Western’s Proposed Federal Action, Basin Electric would operate the Groton Generation 
Station in accordance with its current Title V air quality operating permit, which established 
emission limits for both nitrogen oxides (NOX) and carbon monoxide (CO) of 238 tons per year 
each.  Based on the current permit, the Groton Generation Station could not operate for all hours 
of the year at any load.  Basin Electric requested an interconnection for 120 MW for each 
generating unit at the Groton Generation Station.  However, even at full output at 100-percent 
load, the generating station would not exceed the interconnection limits provided by Western, 
because optimum generation conditions only exist for a small portion of the year.  Basin Electric 
could increase the output of the generating station to be closer to the limits of the interconnection 
request if it applied for and received a PSD Permit per Chapter 74:36:09 of the South Dakota Air 
Quality Rules.  Basin Electric currently has no plans to apply for a PSD permit.   
 
Western considered whether the EIS should address an operation alternative that involved 
operating the Groton Generation Station at the output limits set by GE, which are higher than the 
limits set by the current Title V air quality operating permit. If Basin Electric wanted to operate 
the generation station above the limits set by the current Title V air quality operating permit 
(limits of 238 tons per year each for NOX and CO), the generation station would be subject to 
PSD requirements. PSD review requires a full BACT analysis.  
 
Western also considered whether or not the EIS should address alternatives or mitigation to 
reduce greenhouse gases, or demand-side management alternatives.  Since CO2 and other 
greenhouse gases are unavoidable components of the combustion of natural gas, reductions in 
greenhouse gases could be obtained by two means: a reduction in the number of hours of 
operation, or confinement of the greenhouse gases away from the atmosphere by capture and 
sequestration. 
 
Western has determined that the EIS will not fully analyze alternatives addressing operation 
under BACT, greenhouse gas capture and sequestration, and demand-side management for the 
following interrelated reasons: 
 

• These alternatives fall outside of Western’s purpose and need (see Section 1.1).  An 
analysis of different operation alternatives is unreasonable because such alternatives are 
not consistent with Western’s purpose and need. 

 
• Western’s decision is limited to whether to eliminate the operating limit in its LGIA with 

Basin Electric.  Western has no control over the Basin Electric’s decision to operate 
within the limits of the current Title V air permit. Western’s sole decision is whether to 
modify its LGIA with Basin Electric.  Thus, consideration of additional operation 
alternatives would be speculative. 

 
• Absent specific legislation, Western has no Congressional authority to participate in 

operation of the Groton Generation Station. Western’s mission is to market and deliver 
reliable, cost-based hydroelectric power within a 15-state region of the central and 
western United States.  Western provides transmission service and processes applicants’ 
interconnection requests under its Tariff.  Western’s statutory authorization and 
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Congressional directives are limited to marketing and delivering power.  Western has no 
authority to participate in the operation of a generating facility. 

 
• Assuming that Basin Electric would apply for a PSD permit or operate the Groton 

Generation Station to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is speculative and as such it 
would be inappropriate for Western to consider alternatives to generation that have not 
been proposed.  For example, addressing operation alternatives would require Western, a 
Federal agency that operates no generation facilities, to evaluate the impacts of a 
hypothetical operation scenario.  Both the scenario and its impacts would be speculative. 
 

• Western is not aware of any technically feasible technologies that would economically 
capture and sequester greenhouse gases from natural-gas-fired combustion turbines.  It 
would be unreasonable to address an alternative that is not currently economically viable.  

 
In the future, should Basin Electric apply for a PSD permit or pursue operation or technologies to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and then request Western to eliminate the operating limit 
imposed by the current Title V air quality operating permit, Western would address the request 
under the environmental review requirements in place at the time a request is made. 
 
Even though Western will not fully evaluate an alternative addressing demand-side management, 
Western has provided information on Basin Electric’s demand-side management program. Basin 
Electric has programs in-place to continually evaluate increased demand-side management and 
energy conservation as a means to meet increasing member load obligations.  Basin Electric, on 
its own and through its membership, engages in variety of programs and activities to reduce the 
overall system generation demand.  Numerous conservation and energy efficiency programs 
have been developed to promote, support and market high efficiency equipment and alternate 
energy programs related to dual heat, water heaters, heat pumps, air conditioning, storage 
heating, grain drying, irrigation, photovoltaic, and energy audits. Various potential technology 
alternatives were evaluated in previous environmental assessments completed in 2005 and 2008 
for the Groton Generation Station Unit 1 and Unit 2; respectively.  In those documents, other 
technologies were not considered suitable for the project purpose and need of providing peaking 
generation of the quantity and flexibility to be a backup for wind power in the region and 
conform to the peaking generation needs as required by the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool for 
the accreditation necessary for Basin Electric to operate its overall system. 
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2.4 Generating Station Description 
 
This section describes the existing Groton Generation Station and its operation as it relates to 
both the proposed Federal action and the no action alternative.  The existing Groton Generation 
Station includes two generating units.  Each 100-MW unit is powered by a GE LMS100® simple 
cycle gas turbine (see Figure 2.4-1, GE LMS 100® Gas Turbine).  Unit 1 went into commercial 
operation on July 1, 2006, and Unit 2 went into commercial operation on July 1, 2008.  In each 
turbine, combustion air flows through an inlet air filter and associated air inlet ductwork, is 
compressed in the gas turbine compressor section, and then flows to the turbine’s combustor.  
Natural Gas fuel is injected along with the compressed air into the combustor and then ignited. 
The hot combustion gases expand through the power turbine section of the turbine, causing the 
shaft to rotate and drive the electric generator and turbine compressor.  Both units are capable of 
operating at all loads from 3 to 100 percent of rated capacity, but would normally operate 
between 50 and 100 percent of rated capacity.  Currently, the combined yearly output of the 
turbines is less than 50 MW on an average annualized basis with Western’s operating limit. 
 
Thermal energy comes from the combustion of natural gas, which is converted into mechanical 
energy required to drive the combustion turbine compressors and electric generators.  Each 
turbine system consists of a stationary combustion turbine generator, supporting systems, and 
associated auxiliary equipment.  The gas turbines are equipped with the following required 
accessories to provide safe and reliable operation: 
 

• Inlet air filters 
• Inlet air evaporative coolers 
• GE LMS100® Wet Intercooler System 
• Metal acoustical enclosure 
• Redundant lube oil cooler 
• Water injection for Nitrogen Oxide (NOX) control 
• Compressor wash system 
• Fire detection and protection system 

 
A GE LMS100® simple cycle gas turbine system is designed to be more energy efficient than a 
typical simple cycle gas turbine system.  Over the course of a 3,000-hour peaking season, an 
LMS100® turbine running at full capacity avoids the emission of 45,000 metric tons of CO2 
emissions when compared with the a typical simple cycle gas turbine system, which such 
avoidance being equivalent to the CO2 emitted annually by over 8,500 passenger cars on the U.S. 
roads (GE, 2009). 
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2.4.1 Maintenance 
 
Maintenance on the turbine follows a 50,000-hour cycle.  Preventive maintenance for the engine 
primarily consists of annual borescope inspections, requiring one shift of downtime.  At 
approximately 25,000 hours of operation, the hot section and the combustor need to be 
refurbished, which would be accomplished at the site in about 2-3 days downtime.  At around 
50,000 hours of operation, the entire engine needs to be overhauled.  This can be accomplished 
by installing a leased engine while the original engine is being overhauled.  Total downtime is 
about 2-3 days to install the leased engine and another 2-3 days to install the original engine.  
The shop overhaul is estimated to take 60 days.  Other facility maintenance, being routine in 
nature, is on the fin-fan cooling tower fans and the coolant circulating pumps (Western, 2005). 
 

Figure 2.4-1, GE LMS 100 Gas Turbine 
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2.4.2 Safety and Security 
 
A comprehensive occupational health and safety program is in place to protect workers during 
operation of the Groton Generating Station.  The health and safety program meets Federal, State, 
and local health requirements.  It includes regular employee education and training in safe 
working practices; communication of hazards in accordance with Federal, State, and local 
standards; accident incident evaluations; administrative health and safety procedures; emergency 
response; fire protection and fire response; and reporting and recordkeeping of safety 
performance data.  Operations personnel have been provided with written safety guidance.  A 
first aid station containing basic first aid equipment is presently established at several locations 
around the generation station.  First aid training is required for operations personnel. 
 
If an accident occurred, the Avera Clinic of Groton, located 6 miles north of the generation 
station at 8 East Highway 12 in Groton, or the Avera St. Luke’s Hospital about 25 miles west of 
the generating generation at 303 South State Street in Aberdeen, would  provide medical 
services.  These facilities have adequate capacity to accommodate the generation station during 
operation.  Avera St. Luke’s CareFlight and Aberdeen Flying Service, 4430 East Highway 12, 
Aberdeen, provide helicopter transport.  The Aberdeen Ambulance Service and the Aberdeen 
Fire and Rescue provide local response to calls for service in an emergency (SDDPS, 2009). 
 
2.4.3 Waste Management 
 
Waste management is the process whereby all wastes produced at the Groton Generating Station 
are properly collected, treated if necessary, and disposed of.  Waste management would not be 
altered with the implementation of the proposed Federal action or the no action alternative. 
Generation station wastes include process and sanitary wastewater, nonhazardous waste, both 
liquid and solid.  All non-contact cooling water is collected in an on-site storage pond, where it 
evaporates into the atmosphere.  Contaminated industrial wastewater and sewage is collected in 
underground storage vessels and then transferred to trucks and removed from the site for 
treatment at authorized disposal facilities.  Water quality-related design considerations are 
associated with site run-off during operation and are controlled and managed by a water 
treatment system under the terms and conditions of a South Dakota Storm Water Management 
and Control Permit for the facility. 
 
Generation station wastes include oily rags, scrap metal and plastic, insulation material, defective 
or broken electrical materials, empty containers, and other solid wastes, including the typical 
refuse generated by workers.  Solid wastes are trucked offsite for recycling or disposal. 
 
Safety showers and eyewashes are provided adjacent to, or in the vicinity of, chemical storage 
and use areas.  Plant personnel use approved personal protective equipment during chemical spill 
containment and cleanup activities.  Personnel are properly trained in the handling of these 
chemicals and instructed in the procedures to follow in case of a chemical spill or accidental 
release.  Adequate supplies of absorbent material are stored onsite for spill cleanup. 
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2.4.4 Operation for Air Quality Control 
 
Based on the design parameters for Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2 and the Title V air quality 
operating permit conditions, Table 2.4-1 and the discussion below describe the emission controls 
and limits for criteria pollutants that apply to the Groton Generating Station for both the 
proposed Federal action and the no action alternative. 
 

Table 2.4-1, Emission Limits for the Groton Generation Station 
 

Design Parameter Unit 1 Unit 2 
Nameplate Capacity (MW) 100 100 
Max Operating Firing Rate (mmBTU per hour) 787 787 
Long-term Emissions Limit for NOX and CO 
(tons per year) 238 each on Combined Plant 

Gallons Water per MWh 10 25 
 
Particulate Matter  
 
Particulate emissions from the GE LMS100® result from the incomplete combustion of 
noncombustible trace constituents in the fuel.  The particulate emissions are negligible, however, 
because the GE LMS100® is fired exclusively on natural gas, which contains only trace 
quantities of noncombustible material.  In addition, combustion turbines typically operate at 
99 percent or greater combustion efficiency at full load.  The Clean Air Act Standards of 
Performance for Stationary Gas Turbines (40 CFR 60 Subpart GG) does not establish a limit for 
particulate emissions.  Firing of natural gas in the GE LMS100® is considered the most stringent 
level of control for Particulate Matter.  In accordance with the Title V air quality operating 
permit, Basin Electric shall not allow the emission of total suspended particulate in excess 
0.3 pounds per million BTU heat input.  
 
Sulfur Dioxide 
 
SO2 is formed in the gas turbine combustion process and is completely dependent on the sulfur 
content of the fuel, since virtually all fuel sulfur is converted to SO2.  Pipeline-quality natural gas 
is a relatively clean fuel with a negligible amount of sulfur.  The firing of only pipeline-quality 
natural gas in simple-cycle combustion turbines is the most stringent method demonstrated for 
controlling SO2 emissions.  Since the GE LMS100® is fired exclusively on pipeline-quality 
natural gas; this level of control is considered the most stringent for SO2 emissions.  Basin 
Electric is required to sample and report on the sulfur content of the natural gas twice per year 
per requirements in the Title V air quality operating permit.  Basin Electric is not allowed to burn 
any fuel which contains sulfur in excess of 0.8 percent by weight per the operating permit. 
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Carbon Monoxide 
 
CO emissions from turbines are a function of oxygen 
availability or excess air, flame temperature, residence 
time at flame temperature, combustion zone design, and 
turbulence.  Combustion turbines are designed for 
maximum conversion of fuel to energy at full load 
conditions, resulting in comparatively low levels of 
incomplete combustion, and consequently low CO 
emissions when they are fired at full load.  At lower 
loads, however, the fuel-to-energy conversion can be 
less efficient, resulting in incomplete combustion and 
formation of CO.  Catalytic oxidation removes CO from 
the turbine exhaust gas rather than limiting pollutant formation at its source.  The oxidation of 
CO to CO2 and water uses the excess air in the turbine exhaust and the catalyst lowers the 
activation energy for the oxidation reaction to proceed.  The turbine manufacturer has provided a 
guarantee that the operation of the GE LMS100® with the supplied catalyst, under specified 
conditions, will limit CO emissions to be within New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) 
requirements.  The Title V air quality operating permit limits CO emissions to 238 tons per 12-
month rolling period. 
 
Volatile Organic Compounds 
 
VOCs are formed during the combustion process as a result of the incomplete oxidation of the 
carbon contained in the fuel.  Commonly classified VOC pollutants can encompass a wide 
spectrum and may include some hazardous air pollutants.  With natural gas combustion, some of 
the VOCs are unreacted trace constituents of the gas, while others are formed in the combustion 
of the heavier hydrocarbons.  VOC formation is limited by ensuring complete and efficient 
combustion of the fuel in the combustion turbine.  Maximized operating loads, high combustion 
temperatures, adequate excess air, and sufficient air/fuel mixing during combustion minimizes 
VOC emissions.  Catalytic oxidation is the post-combustion method for controlling VOC 
emissions in the GE LMS100®.  The oxidation catalyst promotes the oxidation of VOC to CO2 
and water.  No reagent injection is necessary for the reaction to occur.  The temperature of the 
flue gas as it passes through the catalyst and the VOC species present in the flue gas are the two 
factors that affect VOC oxidation.  Higher temperatures promote more efficient oxidation of 
VOCs. 
 

Carbon monoxide, or CO, is a 
colorless, odorless gas that is 
formed when carbon in fuel is not 
burned completely.  It is a 
component of motor vehicle 
exhaust, which contributes about 
56 percent of all CO emissions 
nationwide.  Electricity generation 
produced about 640,776 tons in 
2005 (EPA, 2010). 
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Nitrogen Oxides 
 
Nitrogen oxides are the number-one pollutant in terms of quantity of emissions from the 
combustion of natural gas in the simple-cycle turbine.  NOX are formed in the gas turbine 
combustion process by the dissociation of nitrogen and oxygen.  Reactions after this dissociation 
result in seven known oxides of nitrogen.  Of these, nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are 
the pollutants of interest and are referred to as NOX.  Nitrogen oxides are formed in turbine 
combustors by two mechanisms:  (1) from the burning of fuel containing nitrogen, and (2) 
through the thermal oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen found in the combustion air.  The GE 
LMS100® is fueled by natural gas that contains little or no fuel that contains nitrogen.  
Therefore, the majority of NOX emissions are a result of thermal oxidation. 
 
The primary factors that influence the amount of NOX 
generated are the turbine combustor design, the type of 
fuel burned, ambient conditions, operating cycles, and 
the power output level as a percentage of the rated full 
power output of the turbine (USEPA, 1993).  NOX 
emissions from the turbines are controlled by wet 
injection.  The wet injection control reduces the 
formation of thermal NOX with the injection of water or 
steam directly into the primary combustion zone with 
the fuel.  The injected water creates a heat sink that 
lowers the flame temperature and reduces the thermal 
NOX formation.  The water-to-fuel ratio is the most 
important factor that affects the performance of wet 
controls.  NOX emissions decrease with higher water-to-
fuel ratios (USEPA, 1993).  The turbine manufacturer 
has provided a guarantee, based on the NSPS, that the 
operation of Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2 will limit NOX 
emissions to be within NSPS requirements.  See Table 
2.4-1, Emission Limits for Groton Generation Station. 
 
Greenhouse Gases 
 
Greenhouse gases are an unavoidable byproduct of combustion of a fuel.  While many gases act 
to enhance global warming, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) are 
thought to have the greatest impact on global temperatures.  To better compare the relative global 
warming effect of these different gases, CO2 has been made the baseline greenhouse gas, and the 
other gases have been assigned a “global warming potential” of an equivalent amount of CO2.  
CH4 for example has the global warming potential of 21.  This means a metric ton of CH4 has the 
equivalent warming potential of 21 tons of CO2

2

                                                 
2 The global warming potential is measured over a 100 year period. 

 and this amount is designated as 21 tons of 
CO2e.   Emissions of CO2e are presented in Table 2.4-2.  In addition to CO2, CH4, and N2O have 
been included to determine the total CO2e emitted from the facility.   

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) is one of 
a group of highly reactive gasses 
known as “oxides of nitrogen”, or 
“nitrogen oxides” (NOX).  Other 
nitrogen oxides include nitrous 
acid and nitric acid. While EPA’s 
National Ambient Air Quality 
Standard covers this entire group 
of NOx, NO2 is the component of 
greatest interest and the indicator 
for the larger group of nitrogen 
oxides.  NO2 forms quickly from 
emissions from cars, trucks and 
buses, power plants, and off-road 
equipment.  In addition to 
contributing to the formation of 
ground-level ozone, and fine 
particle pollution, NO2 is linked 
with a number of adverse effects 
on the respiratory system (EPA, 
2010a). 
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Table 2.4-2, Greenhouse Gas Emissions for the Groton Generation Station (Units 1 and 2) 

 

Greenhouse 
Gas 

Global 
Warming 
Potential 

Current Actual 
Emissions 

(2009) 

 
Current Allowable 

Emissions(1) 

Proposed Federal 
Action Allowable 

Emissions(2) 

mtons 
CO2e 

(mtons) mtons 
CO2e 

(mtons) mtons 
CO2e 

(mtons) 
CO2 1 25,542(3) 25,542(3) 187,145 187,145 317,788 317,788 
CH4 21 0.5 10.5 3.4 72 5.9 124 
N2O 310 0.05 15.5 0.3 105 0.6 186 
Total  25,543 25,568 187,149 187,322 317,795 318,098 

(1) Based on annual average limit of 50 MW. 
(2) Based on PSD limit of 238 tons per year of NOX or CO (42.5 percent capacity). 
(3)2009 greenhouse gas emissions based on 468.3 MMcf natural gas (2009 Air Emission Inventory, Appendix A). 
mtons: metric tons (2,205 pounds) 
Example: 3.4 mtons CH4=3,412 MMft3 x 1,009.5 MMBtu/MMft3 x 1.0x10-3 kg CH4/MMBtu/1,000 kg/mton 
 
Emission Monitoring 
 
For each combustion turbine, a separate continuous emissions monitoring system is used to 
sample, analyze, and record flue gas flow rate, NO2 and CO concentration levels, and percentage 
of oxygen in the exhaust gas from the stacks.  The monitoring system’s sensors transmit data to a 
data acquisition system that stores the data and generates emission reports in accordance with 
Title V air quality operating permit requirements.  The data acquisition system also includes 
alarm features that send signals to the generating station’s Distributive Control System when the 
emissions approach or exceed pre-selected limits.  2009 Emissions data for the Groton 
Generation Station is provided in Appendix A. 
 
2.5 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under the Proposed Federal Action 
 
2.5.1 Generation Station Output 
 
The capacity factor with Western’s 50 MW annual average operating limit is 25 percent, 
equivalent to an output limit of 438,000 MWh per year.  Under optimal operating conditions, 
each unit is capable of producing 876,000 MWh per year or 1.752 million MWh for both units, 
based on 8,760 hours of continuous operation.  However, based on operating restrictions 
imposed with the Groton Generation Station’s current Title V air quality operating permit, the 
combined air emission limits for Unit No. 1 and No. 2 are 238 tons per year each for NOX  and 
CO.  Based on the long-term emission limits of 238 tons per year each for NOX and CO, the 
output of the Groton Generation Station without the operating limit required by Western would 
be limited to an approximate 42.5 percent capacity factor at 100 percent load.  These emission 
limits required by the current Title V air quality operating permit would not be exceeded with 
elimination of Western’s operating limit.  
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2.5.2 Fuel Use 
 
The combustion turbines at the Groton Generation Station are designed to burn natural gas.  The 
maximum natural gas requirement, experienced during low ambient temperature operation, is 
approximately 787 million British thermal units per hour.  The Northern Border Pipeline supplies 
natural gas to the Groton Generation Station via an approximately 11.5-mile-long gas supply 
pipeline.  No modifications to the gas supply line would be required if Western eliminates its 
operating limit.  Based on design data, gas consumption would increase from 3,412 million cubic 
feet to 5,795 million cubic feet with elimination of the operating limit, but within the limits 
imposed by the current Title V air quality operating permit. 
 
2.5.3 Water Supply and Use 
 
WEB Water Development Association (WEB) in Aberdeen, South Dakota, provides all of the 
water for the Groton Generating Station from an existing 12-inch rural water distribution 
pipeline that is adjacent to the site.  Water provided by WEB is conveyed from the water 
distribution pipeline to an on-site 170,000 gallon water storage tank via a 6-inch diameter service 
line.  Most of the water is treated by a mobile demineralization unit and pumped to an adjacent 
200,000 gallon water storage tank for use by the combustion turbines for air quality control and 
combustion turbine cooling.  WEB also provides water for fire protection, service water, potable 
water, safety showers, and sanitary uses. 
 
Unit No. 1 is designed to use 10 gallons of water per MWh and Unit No. 2 is designed to use 25 
gallons per MWh to meet NOX emission limits.  Actual water use is tied to emissions monitoring 
and operating conditions.  Based on Western’s operating limit and assuming a 12.5 percent 
capacity factor per unit or 219,000 MWh per year (438,000 MWh per year/2), Unit No. 1 would 
use 2,190,000 gallons of water per year.  Unit No. 2 would use 5,475,000 gallons per year.  
However, actual water use would vary depending on load conditions and the number of hours 
each unit was used during a year.  With elimination of Western’s operating limit, up to 1,489,200 
additional gallons of water could be used for Unit No. 1 and 3,723,000 additional gallons of 
water for Unit No. 2, assuming each unit was operated at 100 percent load for 3,718.8 hours per 
year.  Basin Electric does have the option to operate only one unit.  If Basin Electric only 
operated Unit No. 2 for 7,437.6 hours (up to the emission limits required by the Title V air 
quality operating permit), 18,593,750 gallons of water would be used.  This represents the 
maximum amount of water that could be used by the generating station. 
 
Sixty-five percent, or 130,000 gallons of the water stored in the demineralization tank is reserve 
in the event of any delays in treating the raw water delivered to the generation station.  The 
mobile demineralization unit is capable of treating 400,000 gallons of water per visit.  Based on 
current annual water use of 7,665,000 gallons per year with the operating limit, the mobile 
demineralization unit could visit the generating station 19 times per year to ensure an adequate 
supply of demineralized water is available.  With elimination of Western’s operating limit and 
additional water use, the mobile demineralization unit could visit the generation station 
13 additional times per year.   
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2.6 Environmental Impact Comparison of the Proposed Action and No Action 
Alternative 

 
This section contains a summary table of the environmental impacts of implementing the 
proposed Federal action and the no action alternative based on the impact analysis in Chapter 4.  
The summary includes the potential adverse impacts to each resource or environmental 
component.   
 

Table 2.6-1, Summary of Environmental Impacts 
 

Resource Operation without Western’s 
Operating Limit (Proposed 
Action) 

Operation with Western’s 
Operating Limit (No Action 
Alternative) 

Air Quality Air quality operating permit 
conditions would apply. NOX and 
CO emissions would not each 
exceed 238 tons/yr.  Units may 
operate more on an annual basis 
without the 50-MW annual average 
limitation. The pound per hour 
emission rates and limits would not 
change.   

Air quality operating permit 
conditions would apply. NOX and 
CO emissions each would be less 
than 238 tons/yr, because 
Western’s 50-MW annual average 
limit would be reached first.  The 
pound per hour emission rates and 
limits would not change. 

Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions and 
Climate Change 

More CO2e could be emitted. 
Operation could release up to 
318,098 metric tons CO2 per year 
(based on 2009 emissions data), 
based on operation as limited by 
the Title V permit. Because 
numerous models produce widely 
divergent results, and there is 
insufficient information, Western 
is unable to identify the specific 
impacts of the Groton Generating 
Station’s CO2e emissions on 
human health and the environment. 
This uncertainty of impacts 
precludes identifying adaptation 
measures in light of the expected 
climate change impacts. 

Generating station would continue 
to emit CO2e up to 187,322 metric 
tons per year (based on 2009 
emissions data). Because numerous 
models produce widely divergent 
results, and there is insufficient 
information, Western is unable to 
identify the specific impacts of the 
Groton Generating Station’s CO2e 
emissions on human health and the 
environment. 

Water Resources Water use would increase to a 
maximum of 57 acre-feet/yr, but 
would not deplete available water 
supplies. Water supplier has 
adequate capacity to meet 
generating station’s water supply 
needs.  

Water use would remain at a 
maximum of 33.6 acre-feet/yr. 
Water use would not deplete 
available water supplies. 

Aesthetics Additional exhaust stack plumes There would be no change in 
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Resource Operation without Western’s 
Operating Limit (Proposed 
Action) 

Operation with Western’s 
Operating Limit (No Action 
Alternative) 

would be possible, but would be 
limited due to more operation 
during warmer days during the 
summer, when plumes are less 
likely to form.  There are no highly 
sensitive viewer locations within 
viewing distances of the generating 
station. The overall change in 
ambient lighting conditions at the 
generating station, as viewed from 
nearby locations, would not be 
substantial. 

facility operations and effects to 
views in the area would not 
change. 

Transportation Additional deliveries of chemicals 
and necessities for maintenance 
would not increase congestion, 
impaired emergency access, or 
reduce levels of service. 

Deliveries would continue to be 
infrequent and would not interfere 
with any local traffic patterns, 
cause major traffic delays or road 
damage, or change traffic patterns.   

Noise Even with increased output, 
significant noise impacts would not 
occur since operation of the facility 
would not increase noise levels 
above limits established for the 
nearest sensitive receptor, expose 
persons to excessive ground borne 
vibration or groundborne noise 
levels where they live, work or 
recreate, or result in a substantial 
permanent increase in ambient 
noise levels. 

There would be no change in 
facility operations.  Noise levels 
would not change. 

Human Health 
and Safety 

The frequency of maintenance 
activities would increase, 
increasing the use of chemical 
materials, lubricating oils, and 
insulating mineral oils.  However, 
increased use would not require 
any changes to control measures 
and plans, or require the 
installation of additional chemical 
storage facilities or vessels. 
Considering the control measures 
and plans in place, it is unlikely 
increased operations would cause 
significant impacts to human 
health and safety.  

There would be no change in 
facility operations and effects to 
the risk of accidental spills from 
the transport, storage, use, and 
disposal of chemical materials and 
waste would not change.  
Considering the control measures 
and plans in place, it is unlikely 
current operations would cause 
significant impacts to human health 
and safety. 
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Resource Operation without Western’s 
Operating Limit (Proposed 
Action) 

Operation with Western’s 
Operating Limit (No Action 
Alternative) 

Intentional 
Destructive Acts 

The risk to workers or the public 
from damage to generating station 
facilities as a result of accidental or 
intentional actions by outside 
parties is low because public 
access is controlled, the site is  
monitored, and an emergency 
response plan and site security plan 
exists for the Groton Generation 
Station. 

The risk to workers or the public 
from damage to generating station 
facilities as a result of accidental or 
intentional actions by outside 
parties is low because public access 
is controlled, the site is monitored, 
and an emergency response plan 
and site security plan exists for the 
Groton Generation Station. 

Environmental 
Justice 
 

 

The operation of the Groton 
Generating Station without 
Western’s operating limit would 
not have a disproportionate 
negative effect on minority or low-
income populations in the area. 

There would be no change in 
facility operations and, therefore, 
no impacts to environmental justice 
communities. 
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3.0 Affected Environment 
 
The construction of the Groton Generation Station was previously addressed in the East Side 
Peaking Project Environmental Assessment (DOE/EA-1524, Western, 2005), which addressed 
the installation of Unit No.1, and the Groton Generation Station Unit 2 Project Amended 
Environmental Assessment (DOE/EA-1524-S1, Western, 2007), which addressed the installation 
of Unit No. 2.  This chapter describes the affected environment related to the operation of the 
Groton Generation Station where an increase in the output of the generating station could cause 
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental impacts.  Several environmental 
resources would not be affected if Western’s proposed Federal action is implemented, including 
land use, floodplains, wetlands, cultural resources, threatened and endangered species, fish and 
wildlife resources, vegetation, geology, topography, soils, and socioeconomic conditions and 
community resources.  Resources that would be affected by an elimination of the operating limit 
include air quality, climate, water resources, aesthetics, transportation, noise, and human health 
and safety.  The affected environment area or region of influence that could be affected with an 
increase in generating station output varies for each affected resource as described for each 
resource below. 
 
3.1 Air Quality 
 
The regions of influence for climatology and air quality include the state of South Dakota and are 
related to the region of influence previously established for the air quality permitting process. 
 
3.1.1 Climate 
 
The semiarid climate of the project region is characterized by cold, dry winters and moderately 
hot, more moist summers.  Annually, temperatures in nearby Aberdeen, South Dakota, have 
ranged from minus 52 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) (February 12, 1916) to 115° F (July 06, 1936).  
The annual mean temperature for Aberdeen is 43.3° F.  According to the High Plains Regional 
Climate Center the highest mean monthly temperature occurs in July and is 72.4° F, while the 
lowest occurs in January and is 10.6° F (HPRCC, 2009).  The area is subject to these large 
variations in annual temperature because it is in the center of the North American land mass.  
Arctic air moves into the region from the north and northwest during the winter, causing periods 
of extreme cold that alternate with milder temperatures.  Summer temperatures are usually warm, 
but hot spells and cool days can be expected.  Table 3.1-1 lists the mean monthly and annual 
temperatures and precipitation for Aberdeen.  The annual average total precipitation is 21.6 
inches, with the highest levels of precipitation occurring from May through July (HPRCC, 2009). 
The driest months are December, January, and February. 
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The U.S. Global Change Research Program’s Global Climate Change Impacts in the United 
States’ Great Plains section predicts that the climate of South Dakota will change in the 
following ways. 

• By the end of the century, temperatures are projected to continue to increase by 2.5oF to 
more than 13oF compared with the 1960 to 1979 baseline.3

• Precipitation by 2080 is expected to increase 5 percent to more than 40 percent in the 
extreme northeastern corner of the state.

  

4  Nevertheless, the increase in precipitation is 
not expected to offset the decrease in soil moisture and water availability.5

• Native American communities will likely face worsening water quality and quantity 
shortages in the future.

 

6

 

 

Table 3.1-1, Groton Generation Station Mean Monthly and Annual Temperature and 
Precipitation (Aberdeen, South Dakota) 

 
Month Temperature (°F) Precipitation (inches) 
January 10.6 0.68 
February 15.6 0.69 
March 28.9 1.32 
April 45.0 2.26 
May 56.9 2.95 
June 66.4 3.68 
July 72.4 2.84 
August 70.2 2.38 
September 59.9 1.84 
October 57.1 1.50 
November 30.2 0.84 
December 16.8 0.60 
Annual 43.3 21.6 

 
Source:  High Plains Regional Climate Center, Aberdeen Meteorological Monitoring Station 

retrieved from:  
http://www.hprcc.unl.edu/data/historical/index.php?state=sd&action=select_state&sub
mit=Select+State.  

                                                 
3 Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States, U.S. Global Research Program, August, 2009, pg. 123,  
4 Ibid, Diagram: Projected Spring Precipitation Change by 2080s-2090s pg. 125. 
5 Ibid, pg. 126. 
6 Ibid, pg. 128. 
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3.1.2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change 
 
Climate change refers to changes in many climatic factors such as temperature, precipitation, or 
wind lasting for an extended period.  There continues to be a degree of uncertainty surrounding 
the contemporary causes of climate change, but it may result from: 
 

• Natural factors such as solar and orbital variations 
 

• Natural processes within the climate system (e.g., ocean circulation changes) 
 

• Human activities that change the atmosphere’s composition (e.g., land use changes, 
burning fossil fuels) and the land surface  

 
A large number of scientists believe that global warming is occurring and causing climate 
change.  They also believe GHGs are major contributors to global warming and climate change.  
Assessments by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggest that the Earth’s 
climate has warmed between 0.6 and 0.9 degrees Celsius over the past century and that human 
activity affecting the atmosphere is “very likely” an important driving factor.7

 

  The IPCC’s 
Fourth Assessment Report (Summary for Policymakers) states, “Most of the observed increase in 
globally averaged temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed 
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.”  It goes on to state, “The observed 
widespread warming of the atmosphere and ocean, together with ice mass loss, support the 
conclusion that it is extremely unlikely that global climate change of the past 50 years can be 
explained without external forcing, and very likely that it is not due to known natural causes 
alone.” 

GHGs are gases that trap heat in the earth's atmosphere by absorbing and re-emitting solar 
radiation.  GHGs such as water vapor and carbon dioxide (CO2) occur naturally and are emitted 
to the atmosphere through natural processes and human activities.  The IPCC estimates that 
water vapor is responsible for 60 to 80 percent of the world’s greenhouse effect (IPCC, 2001).  
Other GHGs (e.g., fluorinated gases) are created and emitted solely through human activities.  
The principal anthropogenic8

 
 GHGs and their origins are: 

• CO2 enters the atmosphere through the burning of solid waste, wood, and fossil fuels 
(oil, natural gas, and coal) and also as a result of other chemical reactions (e.g., 
manufacture of cement).  CO2 is removed from the atmosphere or “sequestered” 
naturally by plants, dissolved in the oceans, or stored below the earth’s surface. 

                                                 
7 According to the IPCC “very likely” indicates that there is a 90 percent chance that this is the case. 
8Anthropogenic means those effects, processes, materials or objects that are derived from human activities, as opposed to those 
occurring  in natural environments without human influences.  A substantial increase in anthropogenic GHG emissions coincides 
with the Industrial Revolution. 

 

http://www.lime.com/glossary/greenhouse_gases�
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• Methane is emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and oil.  
Methane is also emitted from livestock, agricultural processes, and organic waste 
decay.   

 
• Nitrous oxide is emitted during the combustion of fossil fuels and solid wastes, as well 

as during agricultural and industrial activities.  
 

• Fluorocarbon gases such as perfluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons, and sulfur 
hexafluoride are some of the strongest known GHGs .  They are emitted from a variety 
of industrial processes.  

 
According to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007) most of the observed increase in 
global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed 
increase in anthropogenic GHG concentrations.  The GHG emissions related to human activities 
increased 70 percent from 1970 to 2004, according to the report.   
 
At present, the U.S. emits approximately one-fourth of the world’s GHGs (National Center for 
Public Policy, 2008).  The nation’s CO2 emissions from energy consumption were estimated by 
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) to be about 5.9 billion metric tons9

 

 in 2006.  
Another 0.3 billion metric tons of CO2 equivalent emissions came from energy-related GHGs 
other than CO2.  Total GHGs for the U.S. related to energy and non-energy sources were 
estimated to be over 7.1 billion metric tons in 2006 (EIA, 2007).  CO2 emissions from energy 
consumption are projected to rise to 6.4 billion metric tons by 2030 (EIA, 2009).  Further, 
worldwide, CO2 emissions are projected to increase substantially, primarily as a result of 
increased development in China and India.  Petroleum use, primarily due to transportation, is the 
largest fuel source of CO2 emissions from energy consumption in the U.S., estimated by EIA to 
be approximately 2.436 billion metric tons, or 42 percent of the total, in 2008 (EIA, 2009).  EIA 
estimates that 2,359.1 million metric tons of CO2 were emitted in 2008 in the electric power 
sector in the U.S. (EIA, 2009).  For the Groton Generation Station, 25.49 thousand metric tons of 
CO2 were produced in 2009 (See Appendix A).   

The Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord (Accord) is a regional consortium of states 
(and one Canadian province) with the common goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.10

 

  
The goal of the Accord is to achieve greenhouse gas reductions using a regional cap-and-trade 
program. The state of South Dakota is an observer of the Accord and is not bound by its 
recommendations. 

Electricity generation and transportation are the biggest sources of energy-related GHGs in the 
U.S.  Figure 3.1-1 below shows the 2008 EIA estimates of CO2 emissions for the U.S. by sector 
and fuel source (EIA, 2009). 

                                                 
9 A metric ton equals approximately 2,204.6 pounds.  A ton equals 2,000 pounds. 
10 Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the Province of Manitoba, Canada are all formal members of the 
Accord. 

http://www.epa.gov/highgwp/sources.html�
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Figure 3.1-1, 2008 CO2 Emissions in Millions of Metric Tons 

 

 
Source: EIA, 2009. 
 
As the figure shows, the electric power sector emitted approximately 40 percent of total CO2 
emissions in the U.S. in 2008.  Of the total electric power sector emissions, gas-fired generation 
contributed to approximately 16 percent of that total.  CO2 emissions, as well as other GHG 
emissions, would likely continue to grow if it were not for domestic and international regulatory 
and legislative efforts. 
 
On April 2, 2007, in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the Supreme Court found that 
greenhouse gases are air pollutants covered by the Clean Air Act.  The Court held that the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Administrator must determine whether or not 
emissions of greenhouse gases from new motor vehicles cause or contribute to air pollution 
which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or whether the 
science is too uncertain to make a reasoned decision.  In making these decisions, the 
Administrator is required to follow the language of section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act.  The 
Supreme Court decision resulted from a petition for rulemaking under section 202(a) filed by 
more than a dozen environmental, renewable energy, and other organizations.  
 
On April 17, 2009, the EPA Administrator signed proposed endangerment and cause or 
contribute findings for greenhouse gases under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act.  EPA held a 
60-day public comment period, which ended June 23, 2009, and received over 380,000 public 
comments.  These included both written comments as well as testimony at two public hearings in 
Arlington, Virginia and Seattle, Washington. 
 
On December 7, 2009, the EPA Administrator signed two distinct findings regarding greenhouse 
gases under section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act: 
 

• Endangerment Finding:  The EPA Administrator finds that the current and projected 
concentrations of the six key well-mixed greenhouse gases -- carbon dioxide (CO2), 
methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride --
in the atmosphere threaten the public health and welfare of current and future 
generations.  
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• Cause or Contribute Finding:  The EPA Administrator finds that the combined 
emissions of these well-mixed greenhouse gases from new motor vehicles and new motor 
vehicle engines contribute to the greenhouse gas pollution which threatens public health 
and welfare.  

 
These findings do not themselves impose any requirements on industry or other entities.  
However, this action is a prerequisite to finalizing the EPA’s proposed greenhouse gas emission 
standards for light-duty vehicles, (http://www.epa.gov/oms/climate/regulations.htm), which were 
jointly proposed by EPA and the U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Safety 
Administration on September 15, 2009 (EPA, 2009). 
 
3.1.3 Regulated Air Emissions  
 
The Groton Generation Station is located in Brown County, which is classified as an attainment 
area for all regulated pollutants by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  The title 
“attainment area” indicates that all National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are being met.  Table 
3.1-2 lists the NAAQS that are applicable to the area 
which includes the Groton Generation Station (Title 40 
CFR Part 50). 
 
No published concentrations for nitrogen dioxide (NO2), 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs), or lead near the Groton 
Generation Station are available because there are no 
nearby monitoring stations for these criteria pollutants.  
Data for particulate matter with an aerodynamic 
diameter of ten microns or less (PM10) are, however, 
available for 2000 and 2001 from a monitoring station 
at 111 2nd 

Avenue SE in Aberdeen, South Dakota (Table 
3.1-3).  PM10 data from another station, at 500 South 
Phillips in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, were available for 
1998 through 2001.  The data are presented in Table 
3.1-4. The Sioux Falls station is not as representative of 
the local conditions at the Groton site since it is located 
in a more populated area and is farther away.  Data from 
both stations were used to approximate concentrations 
that may be found in the area since no other monitoring 
stations are nearby.  

The Clean Air Act requires EPA to 
set National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards 
(http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.ht
ml) for six common air pollutants.  
These commonly found air 
pollutants (also known as “criteria 
pollutants”) are found all over the 
United States.  They are particle 
pollution (often referred to as 
particulate matter), ground-level 
ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur 
oxides, nitrogen oxides, and lead.  
These pollutants can harm your 
health and the environment, and 
cause property damage.  Of the six 
pollutants, particle pollution and 
ground-level ozone are the most 
widespread health threats.  EPA 
calls these pollutants “criteria” air 
pollutants because it regulates 
them by developing human health-
based and/or environmentally-
based criteria (science-based 
guidelines) for setting permissible 
levels.  The set of limits based on 
human health is called primary 
standards.  Another set of limits 
intended to prevent environmental 
and property damage is called 
secondary standards (EPA, 2010b). 
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Table 3.1-2, National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

 
 Primary Standards Secondary Standards 

Pollutant Level Averaging Time Level Averaging Time 
Carbon Monoxide 9 ppm (10 mg/m3)  8-hour (1)  None 

35 ppm (40 mg/m3) 1-hour (1) 

Lead 0.15 µg/m3 (2) Rolling 3-Month Average Same as Primary 
1.5 µg/m3 Quarterly Average Same as Primary 

Nitrogen Dioxide 0.053 ppm (100 µg/m3) Annual (Arithmetic Mean) Same as Primary 
Particulate Matter 
(PM10) 

150 µg/m3 24-hour (3) Same as Primary 

Particulate Matter. 
(PM2.5) 

15.0 µg/m3 Annual (4) (Arithmetic 
Mean) 

Same as Primary 

35 µg/m3 24-hour (5) Same as Primary 
Ozone 0.075 ppm (2008 std)  8-hour (6)  Same as Primary 

0.08 ppm (1997 std)  8-hour (7)  Same as Primary 
0.12 ppm 1-hour (8)  Same as Primary 

Sulfur Dioxide 0.03 ppm  Annual (Arithmetic Mean)  0.5 ppm (1300 
µg/m3) 

3-hour (1) 
0.14 ppm 24-hour (1) 

 
(1)  Not to be exceeded more than once per year. 
(2)  Final rule signed October 15, 2008. 
(3)  Not to be exceeded more than once per year on average over 3 years. 
(4)  To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the weighted annual mean PM2.5 concentrations from single or multiple 

community-oriented monitors must not exceed 15.0 µg/m3. 
(5)  To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of 24-hour concentrations at each population-oriented 

monitor within an area must not exceed 35 µg/m3 (effective December 17, 2006). 
(6)  To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average ozone concentrations 

measured at each monitor within an area over each year must not exceed 0.075 ppm.  (effective May 27, 2008)  
(7)  (a)  To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average ozone concentrations 

measured at each monitor within an area over each year must not exceed 0.08 ppm. 
     (b)  The 1997 standard-and the implementation rules for that standard-will remain in place for implementation purposes as 

EPA undertakes rulemaking to address the transition from the 1997 ozone standard to the 2008 ozone standard. 
(8)  (a)  The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly average 

concentrations above 0.12 ppm is < 1.  
     (b)  As of June 15, 2005 EPA has revoked the 1-hour ozone standard in all areas except the fourteen 8-hour ozone 

nonattainment Early Action Compact (EAC) Areas.   For one of the 14 EAC areas (Denver, CO), the 1-hour standard 
was revoked on November 20, 2008.   For the other 13 EAC areas, the 1-hour standard was revoked on April 15, 2009. 

Source:  EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Retrieved from:  http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html  

http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#1�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#1�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#2�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#3�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#4�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#5�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#6�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#7�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#8�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#1�
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html#1�
http://www.epa.gov/air/oaqps/greenbk/oindex.html�
http://www.epa.gov/air/eac/�
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Table 3.1-3, Groton Generation Station PM10 Monitored Values from Aberdeen 

Monitoring Station 
 

 
Source:  South Dakota Department of Environment and natural Resources, Aberdeen Air Quality 

Monitoring Site retrieved from:  http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/airprogr/aspx/ 
Note: µg/m3 Micrograms per cubic meter 
 

Table 3.1-4, Groton Generation Station PM10 Monitored Values from Sioux Falls 
Monitoring Station 

 

 
Source:  South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Aberdeen Air 

Quality Monitoring Site retrieved from: http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/airprogr.aspx 
Note: µg/m3 Micrograms per cubic meter  
 
In accordance with the Title V air quality operating permit for the Groton Generation Station 
(Permit No. 28.0802-03), Basin Electric has installed, certified, operated, and maintained a NO2 
and a CO monitoring system on Unit No. 1 and Unit No. 2.  The continuous emission monitoring 
system has measured and recorded the emissions at all times, including periods of startup, 
shutdown, and malfunctions.  The results of continuous monitoring for NO2 and CO are provided 
in Appendix A, Air Emissions Inventory for 2009. 
 
3.2 Water Resources 
 
The region of influence for water resources is limited to the water conveyance system used by 
the Groton Generation Station, including the water intake area, the source of water for the WEB. 
WEB in Aberdeen, South Dakota, provides all of the water for the Groton Generation Station 
from an existing 12-inch rural water distribution pipeline that is adjacent to the site.  Water 
provided by WEB is conveyed from the water distribution pipeline to an on-site water storage 
tank via a 6-inch pipeline.  This water is treated by a mobile demineralization unit and 

Year Number of Data Collection 
Days per Year 

1st Max 24-hour 
Value (µg/m3) 

2nd Max 24-hour 
Value (µg/m3) 

Annual Mean 
(µg/m3) 

2000 100 56 50 19.7 

2001 61 56 53 20.4 

Year  
Number of Data 

Collection Days per 
Year  

1st Max 24-hour Value 
(µg/m3)  

2nd Max 24-hour 
Value (µg/m3)  

Annual Mean 
(µg/m3)  

1998  98  54  52  21.9  
1999  112  74  43  22  
2000  110  50  50  19.6  
2001  60  60  54  22.6  
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pumped to an adjacent water storage tank for use by the combustion turbines for air quality 
control.  The Groton Generation Station does not use groundwater, and it is a zero-discharge 
facility, discharging no waste water to surface water or groundwater sources.   
 
The water intake and pumping plant for the WEB is located on Lake Oahe, south of Mobridge, 
South Dakota (WEB, 2009). 
 
3.3 Aesthetics 
 
The region of influence for aesthetics includes South Dakota State Highway 37 within 5 miles of 
the Groton Generation Station, including the residences along State Route 37 (see Figure 3.3-1, 
Residences in Proximity of the Groton Generation Station).  
 
The Groton site is located five miles south of the town of Groton, South Dakota.  The site is 
located in relatively level terrain adjacent to Western’s Groton 115-kV substation and a Basin 
Electric 345-kV substation.  An existing 345-kV transmission line owned by Basin Electric and 
115-kV transmission lines owned and operated by Western currently pass near the generating 
station.   
 
The original prairie landscape exists in an altered agricultural state.  Linear features of highways, 
paved roads, gravel roads, two-track roads, electric transmission lines, and fencing transect each 
project area.  Evidence of a buried gas pipeline also transects the project area in a general 
northwest to southeast direction.  Vegetation in these areas consists primarily of mixed grass-
pasture land and planted corn, oats, and soybeans.  The land is primarily used agriculturally for 
crops and livestock grazing. 
 
Depending on climatic conditions, a plume from the generating station exhaust stacks is visible 
during colder days. Visible plumes from power plants form when the mass of water in an exhaust 
plume exceeds the saturation point of the exhaust gases.  The saturation point of air is directly 
related to its temperature with warm air having a higher saturation point (being able to carry 
more water in a vapor state) than cold air.  When the saturation point is reached, water will 
condense out of vapor state to a liquid state, forming fine water droplets.  These water droplets 
are visible in an exhaust plume. 
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Figure 3.3-1, Residences in Proximity of the Groton Generation Station 
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3.4 Transportation 
 
The region of influence for transportation resources is defined as a 15-mile radius around the 
Groton Generation Station, the same region of influence that was addressed in the EAs 
addressing the construction of the generating facility. 
 
3.4.1 Highways 
 
As shown in Figure 1-2, Topographical Map, the Groton Generation Station site is immediately 
adjacent to South Dakota State Highway 37, and access to the site is directly from this highway.  
State Route 37 intersects with U.S. Route 12 five miles north of the site at Groton, South Dakota.  
 
3.4.2 Roads  
 
Gravel roads located on Public Land Survey System section lines are common in the area. 
 
3.4.3 Railroad Lines  
 
An abandoned segment of railroad is located adjacent and east of the Groton Generation Station. 
 
There are no other railroad lines (active or abandoned) within five miles of the Groton 
Generation Station.  
 
3.4.4 Airports  
 
The Aberdeen Regional Airport is located 16 miles northwest of the Groton Generation Station.  
No major international or regional airports exist within 15 miles of the proposed site. 
 
3.5 Noise 
 
The region of influence for noise includes an area within a one half-mile radius of the Groton 
Generation Station. 
 
3.5.1 Ambient Noise 
 
The region of influence is predominantly rural.  Topography near the generating station is mostly 
open, gently rolling agricultural land with scattered woodlands.  As a result, existing ambient 
noise levels in the vicinity of the Groton Generation Station are generally low because the land is 
used for agriculture.  The region of influence consists of large tracts of pasture, crops, rangeland, 
and undeveloped grassland, with unpaved and infrequently traveled roads, typically constructed 
along section lines.  Sources of noise in the region of influence include wind, livestock, insects, 
wildlife, farm equipment, light vehicular traffic, farm truck traffic, and adjacent substations.  
Elevated levels of noise occur in the portion of the project area near transportation corridors and 
are generally associated with automobile and truck traffic and farm equipment.  One residence is 
located 1,700 feet north of the Groton Generation Station, adjacent to State Highway 37.  
Evergreen and deciduous trees are planted along the southern side of the house.  The other 
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nearest residences in the area are outside the region of influence and are 4,400 feet to the 
northwest and 5,700 feet to the southeast.  
 
Sound or noise levels are measured in A-weighted decibels (dBA), a unit of sound pressure 
adjusted to the range of human hearing, with an intensity greater than the ambient or background 
sound pressures.  Noise in the environment is constantly fluctuating, such as when a car drives 
by, a dog barks, or a plane passes overhead.  Therefore, noise metrics have been developed to 
quantify fluctuating environmental noise levels.  These metrics include the exceedance sound 
levels.  The exceedance sound level, Lx, is the sound level exceeded “x” percent of the sampling 
period and is referred to as a statistical sound level.  The most common Lx values are Lave, L90, 
L50, and L10.  Lave is the level of a constant sound over a specific time period that has the same 
sound energy as the actual sound over the same period.  L90 is the sound level exceeded 90 
percent of the sampling period.  L90 represents the sound level without the influence of loud, 
transient noise sources and is therefore often referred to as the residual or background sound 
level.  L50 is the sound level exceeded 50 percent of the sampling period.  L10 represents the 
occasional louder noises and is often referred to as the intrusive sound level.  The variation 
between the L90, L50, and L10 sound levels can provide an indication of the variability of the 
acoustical environment.  If the acoustical environment is perfectly steady, all values are identical.  
A large variation between the values indicates the environment experiences highly fluctuating 
sound levels (Burns & McDonnell, 2008).  The “equivalent continuous sound level”, the Leq, is 
known as the essential averaged parameter.  The Leq is the level that, had it been a steady level 
during the measurement period, would represent the amount of energy present in the measured, 
fluctuating sound pressure level.  The Leq is measured directly with an integrating sound level 
meter.  Leq is a measure of the averaged energy in a varying sound level.  It is not a direct 
measure of annoyance.  Extensive research, however, has shown the Leq to correlate well with 
annoyance.  However, a noise level acceptable on a Wednesday afternoon may be distressing 
early on Sunday. Corrections for time of day may, therefore, be applied (Brüel & Kjær, 2000). 
 
Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company Inc. (Burns and McDonnell), was contracted by 
Basin Electric as a third party independent contractor to conduct an operational noise assessment 
study for the Groton Generation Station.  The objective of this noise assessment was to verify 
that the noise levels emanating from the Groton Generation Station were below the noise limits 
set by the SDPUC for the facility.  These limits were set for the nearest occupied residence to the 
Groton Generation Station and are 60 dBA (L10) daytime and 55 dBA (L10) nighttime.  
Background sound level measurements were performed by Burns and McDonnell in August 
2006 at a point 100 feet from the nearest residence; 1,700 feet north of the Groton Generation 
Station (see Figure 3.5-1, Noise Measurement Point Location (MPR1), Groton Generation 
Station).   The dBA-weighted Leq and L10 levels were 42 dBA and 44 dBA, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5-1, Noise Measurement Point Location (MPR1), Groton Generation Station 
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3.6 Human Health, Safety, and Security 
 
The region of influence for human health and safety encompasses an area within a 1-mile radius 
of the Groton Generation Station. 
 
A records review of the state database conducted for the East Side Peaking Project EA did not 
identify any potentially affected schools and health facilities within a 0.5 mile range of the 
proposed turbine location.  A records review conducted for this EIS did not identify any sensitive 
receptors within a one mile radius of the Groton Generation Station.  The closest school is 
Groton High School, about 5.5 miles away, and the closest medical facility is 6 miles away, both 
in Groton. 
 
The Groton Generation Station uses chemical materials during operation. Most of the materials 
used are required for facility operations and maintenance, such as lubrication of equipment or 
mineral oil use in transformers and electrical switches.  The generating station complies with 
applicable laws and regulations for the storage of these materials to minimize the potential for a 
release of chemical materials and has an emergency response plan to address public health 
concerns regarding chemical materials storage and use. 
 
A list of the chemicals used at the generation station and their storage locations is provided in 
Table 3.6-1.  The type and quantities of lubricating and mineral oils used and stored at the 
Groton Generation Station are provided in Table 3.6-2. 
 
Groton Generation Station operation requires transportation of chemical materials as materials 
are used for operation and maintenance activities.  Transportation of chemical materials meets 
applicable requirements of the South Dakota Department of Transportation, the Environmental 
Protection Agency, and the South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 
 
The Groton Generating Station is fenced, and access is controlled by an automatic gate with a 
keypad entry station.  The station is manned during the day and remotely controlled from Basin 
Electric’s control room at its Leland Olds Station. 
 
Also within the region of influence are Western’s Groton Substation and the Basin Electric 345-
kV substation.  Each of these facilities stores and uses chemicals for substation operation and 
maintenance.  Each substation meets applicable laws and regulations for the storage of materials 
to minimize the potential for a release of chemical materials and has an emergency response plan 
to address public health concerns regarding chemical materials storage and use. 
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Table 3.6-1, Chemicals Used at the Groton Generation Station 

 
Chemical  Use  Quantity  Storage Location  State  
Cleaning 
chemicals/detergents  

Periodic cleaning of 
combustion turbine  

55 gallons  Chemical storage 
tote or drums at a 
protected 
temporary storage 
location on site  

Liquid  

Laboratory reagents  Water/wastewater 
laboratory analysis  

130 pounds  Laboratory 
chemical storage 
cabinets (stored in 
original chemical 
storage 
containers/bags)  

Liquid and 
Granular 
Solid  

Propylene Glycol  Anti-icing system  2,000 
gallons 
(contained 
within 
equipment)  

Anti-icing 
equipment  

Liquid  

Acetylene  Welding gas  435 cubic 
feet  

Maintenance / 
Warehouse 
Building  

Gas  

Oxygen  Welding gas  562 cubic 
feet  

Maintenance / 
Warehouse 
Building  

Gas  

Propane  Torch gas  None  Maintenance / 
Warehouse 
Building  

Gas  

Cleaning Chemicals  Cleaning  Varies (less 
than 25 
gallons 
liquids or 
100 pounds 
solids for 
each 
chemical)  

Admin / Control 
Building, 
Maintenance / 
Warehouse 
Building  

Liquid or 
Solid  

Paint  Touchup of painted 
surfaces  

Varies (less 
than 25 
gallons 
liquids)  

Maintenance / 
Warehouse 
Building  

Liquid  
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Table 3.6-2, Lubricating and Mineral Oils Used at Groton Generation Station1 

 
Container Name Container Type Substance Capacity (Gallons) 
Unit 1 Main Mineral Lube Oil Single Walled Steel AST Mineral Oil 8,270 
Unit 1 Synthetic Lube Oil Single Walled Steel AST Jet II Mobil Oil 175 
Unit 1 Hydraulic Starting Lube 
Oil Tank Single Walled Steel AST DTE Mobil Light Oil 40 

Unit 1 Clutch/Generator 
Mineral Lube Oil Tank Single Walled Steel AST Mineral Oil 3,000 

Unit 2 Main Mineral Lube Oil Single Walled Steel AST Mineral Oil 8,270 
Unit 2 Synthetic Lube Oil Single Walled Steel AST Jet II Mobil Oil 175 
Unit 2 Hydraulic Starting Lube 
Oil Tank Single Walled Steel AST DTE Mobil Light Oil 40 

Unit 2 Clutch/Generator 
Mineral Lube Oil Tank Single Walled Steel AST Mineral Oil 3,000 

55 Gallon Lube Oil Drums -20 
maximum Steel Misc Lube Oils 1,100 max 

Unit 1 Main Generator Step up 
Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 9,470 

Unit 1 Auxiliary 1 Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 516 
Unit 1 Auxiliary 2 Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 516 
Unit 2 Main Generator Step-
Up Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 9,470 

Unit 2 Auxiliary 1 Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 516 
Unit 2 Auxiliary 2 Transformer Electric transformer Mineral Oil 516 
Unit 1 Turbine Lubrication 
System Lubrication System Mineral Oil Included in Unit 1 Main 

Step-Up Transformer 
Unit 2 Turbine Lubrication 
System Lubrication System Mineral Oil Included in Unit 2 Main 

Step-Up Transformer 
Mobile Storage Tank 1 Mobil Fuel Tank Diesel Fuel 100 
Mobile Storage Tank 2 Mobil Fuel Tank Gasoline 50 
 

1 Source: Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan for the Groton Generation Station, Basin Electric Rural 
Cooperative, Bismarck, North Dakota. 
 
3.7 Environmental Justice 
 
The region of influence for Environmental Justice encompasses Brown County, South Dakota, 
and relates to U.S. Bureau of Census data maintained for Brown County.  
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations, states that “each Federal agency shall make achieving 
environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, 
policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.”  An analysis based 
on this executive order and guidelines from the CEQ, Environmental Justice Guidance under the 
NEPA (CEQ, 1997) was conducted for the Groton Generation Station Unit 2 Project Amended 
Environmental Assessment (Western, 2007).  This analysis has been incorporated into this EIS 
and updated where needed to reflect current population estimates. 
 
The Groton Generation Station is located in Brown County, South Dakota, a region consisting of 
a predominantly Caucasian population engaged in predominantly agricultural activities.  Brown 
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County’s population has decreased since 1990 based on estimates provided by the U.S. Census 
Bureau.  The nearest town to the generation station is Groton, which is 5 miles north.  The 
nearest urban area is Aberdeen, South Dakota.  Table 3.7-1, Brown County Population, compares 
the populations of Brown County and the City of Groton to the state of South Dakota (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2010). 
 

Table 3.7-1, Brown County Population 
 

Area 1990 2000 2005 2009 

South Dakota 696,004 754,844 780,084 812,383 

Brown County 35,580 35,460 34,869 35,204 

Groton  1,356 n/a n/a 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Estimates Program, 2010 
 
The race and sex of the population in Brown County compared to the state of South Dakota is 
provided in Table 3.7-2, 2000 Population Data by Race and Sex. 
 

Table 3.7-2, 2000 Population Data by Race and Sex 
 

 

Total 
Population Caucasian African-

American 

American 
Indian 

and 
Alaska 
Native 

Asian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

and 
other 

Pacific 
Islander 

Other 
(single 
race) 

Other 
(tow or 
more 
races) 

Total 
Minority 

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
Total 
Population 

754,844 
(100%) 

669,404 
(88.7%) 

4,685 
(0.62%) 

62,283 
(8.3%) 

4,378 
(0.6%) 

261 
(0.03%) 

3,677 
(0.49%) 

10,156 
(1.3%) 

90,259 
(11.9%) 

Female 
Population 

380,286 
(50.3%) 

335,697 
(50.1%) 

1,649 
(35.2%) 

31,569 
(50.7%) 

2,329 
(53.2%) 

122 
(46.7%) 

1,561 
(42.5%) 

5,054 
(49.8%) 

44,589 
(49.4%) 

Male 
Population 

374,558 
(49.7%) 

328,888 
(49.9%) 

3,036 
(64.8%) 

30,714 
(49.3%) 

2,049 
(46.8%) 

139 
(53.3%) 

2,116 
(53.3%) 

5,102 
(50.2%) 

45,670 
(50.6%) 

Combustion Turbine Site: Brown County, South Dakota 
Total 
Population 

35,460 
(100%) 

33,715 
(95%) 

100 
(0.3%) 

964 
(2.7%) 

142 
(0.4% 

31 
(0.09%) 

63 
(0.2%) 

306 
(0.9%) 

1,745 
(4.9%) 

Female 
Population 

18,343 
(51.7%) 

17,439 
(51.7%) 

33 
(33%) 

507 
(52.6%) 

83 
(58.5%) 

12 
(38.7%) 

32 
(50.8%) 

165 
(53.9%) 

904 
51.8%) 

Male 
Population 

17,117 
(48.3%) 

16,276 
(48.3%) 

67 
(67%) 

457 
(47.4%) 

59 
(41.5%) 

19 
(61.3%) 

31 
(49.2%) 

141 
(46.1%) 

841 
(48.2%) 

Source: Table 3-13, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 2000 County Population By Race and  Sex from Groton 
Generation Station Unit 2 Project, Amended Environmental Assessment (Western, 2007)
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The percentage of all minorities in Brown County was 4.9 percent in the census taken in the year 
2000.  By contrast, the percentage of all minorities in the state of South Dakota was 11.9 percent.  
The largest minority population is Native Americans, who make up 8.3 percent of the total 
population in South Dakota and 2.7 percent in Brown County.  Approximately 9.9 percent of the 
population of Brown County was below the poverty level.  This compares to 13.2 percent of the 
total population of South Dakota that is below poverty level (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010a) 
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4.0 Environmental Consequences 
 
Chapter 4 presents the analysis of impacts related to the operation of the Groton Generation 
Station where an increase in the output of the generating station could cause potential direct, 
indirect, and cumulative environmental impacts.  Direct impacts are caused by an action and 
occur at the same time and place as the action.  Indirect impacts are reasonably foreseeable 
impacts caused by an action that occur later in time or farther in distance.  Long-term impacts 
would persist throughout the life of a project; short-term impacts would be limited in time and 
duration.  
 
Several environmental resources would not be affected if Western’s proposed Federal action is 
implemented, including land use, floodplains, wetlands, cultural resources, threatened and 
endangered species, fish and wildlife resources, vegetation, geology, topography, soils, and 
socioeconomic conditions and community resources.  This chapter focuses on resources that 
would be affected by an elimination of the operating limit and includes air quality, climate, water 
resources, aesthetics, transportation, noise, and human health and safety.  After the recent 
decisions made by the U.S. Court of Appeals, DOE National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
documents are now required to include an evaluation that explicitly considers “intentional 
destructive acts,” (i.e., acts of sabotage or terrorism) and the potential environmental 
consequences of such acts (DOE, 2006).  This additional discussion is included in Section 4.7.4. 
 
Issues identified that pertain to Federal, State, and local regulations are listed as part of the 
introduction to each resource.  The methodology used to assess impacts from the proposed 
Project is described for each resource.  In addition, significance criteria were developed and 
presented for each resource to provide a basis from which the significance of impacts was 
judged.  
 
Additionally, impacts that would result from implementing the No Action Alternative are 
described in this chapter for each resource.  Finally, cumulative impacts of the proposed Project 
are also addressed in this chapter.  Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations define 
cumulative impacts as those that result from the incremental impact of an action when added to 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of the agency or person 
that undertakes these actions. 
 
4.1 Air Quality 
 
4.1.1 Identification of Issues 
 
The following was identified as an important element of the air quality impact analysis: 
 

• Emissions from the proposed Project must comply with the NAAQS. 
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4.1.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Since the Groton Generation Station is operating under an existing Title V air quality operating 
permit and would continue to do so with implementation of Western’s proposed action, no new 
air quality analysis was completed for this EIS.  The air quality analyses completed for the air 
permitting for the Groton Generation Station have been incorporated into this EIS.  These 
analyses are still valid since they reflect information that Basin Electric provided to the 
SDDENR for the operating permit issued for the generating facility. 
 
4.1.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on air quality may result if the following were to occur: 
 
• Predicted concentrations of Criteria Air Pollutants would exceed state and/or Federal ambient 

air quality standards. 
 
4.1.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
The Groton Generating Station is subject to South 
Dakota’s Air Pollution Control Program, Article 74:36, 
which contain 18 separate chapters relating to air 
quality.  The Groton Generating Station was permitted 
for two GE LMS100® natural gas combustion turbines 
in March 2009 (SDDENR Permit No. 28.0802-03).  
Dispersion modeling was used to estimate the air quality 
impact of potential emissions of NOX and CO from both 
combustion turbine generators at the Groton Generation 
Station.  The dispersion modeling followed the guidance 
outlined in the EPA’s Guideline on Air Quality Models 
(Revised) (EPA 2005).  Modeling was conducted to 
demonstrate that potential air pollution emission 
impacts from the two generators were below National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and South 
Dakota Ambient Air Quality Standards, in accordance 
with South Dakota Air Regulation §74:36:05:06, 
Standard for Issuance of Operating Permit.  See Table 
4.1-1, Groton Generation Station GE LMS 100® Gas 
Turbine Emissions Summary for Criteria Pollutants, for 
emissions summary for criteria pollutants generated 
from both units at the Groton Generation Station.  Basin 
Electric operates the Groton Generation Station with 
emission limits on the two combustion turbines of 238 
tons per rolling 12 month average of NOX and 238 tons 
per rolling 12 month average of CO, keeping the facility 
below the major source threshold of 250 tons per year 
with respect to PSD, but above the South Dakota Title 

Carbon monoxide can cause harmful 
health effects by reducing oxygen 
delivery to the body's organs (like the 
heart and brain) and tissues.  The 
health threat from lower levels of CO 
is most serious for those who suffer 
from heart disease, like angina, 
clogged arteries, or congestive heart 
failure.  For a person with heart 
disease, a single exposure to CO at 
low levels may cause chest pain and 
reduce that person's ability to exercise; 
repeated exposures may contribute to 
other cardiovascular effects (EPA, 
2010b). 
 
NO2: Current scientific evidence links 
short-term NO2 exposures, ranging 
from 30 minutes to 24 hours, with 
adverse respiratory effects including 
airway inflammation in healthy people 
and increased respiratory symptoms in 
people with asthma.  Also, studies 
show a connection between breathing 
elevated short-term NO2 
concentrations, and increased visits to 
emergency departments and hospital 
admissions for respiratory issues, 
especially asthma (EPA, 2010d). 
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V Operating Permit major source threshold of 100 tons per year, for CO and for NOX.  With the 
elimination of Western’s operating limit, the turbines would operate under permitted conditions 
and would not exceed the emissions thresholds outlined in the Title V air quality operating 
permit, nor would they contribute to a violation of the NAAQS.  The short-term emission rates 
that were used for most of the modeling averaging periods would not change as a result of 
Western’s elimination of the output limit. All modeling was based on the limits in the Title V air 
quality operating permit, therefore, air quality impacts would remain the same as the no action 
alternative. Additional details of the dispersion modeling results are included in the Air Quality 
Operating Permit Application (Basin Electric, 2007) submitted to the SDDENR. 
 
Since the conditions of the Title V air quality operating permit would not change with the 
implementation of Western’s proposed action, operation of the Groton Generation Station would 
not cause emissions of criteria pollutants above concentrations that would exceed Federal and 
State air quality standards.  Therefore, implementation of Western’s proposed action would not 
cause significant impacts to air quality. 

Table 4.1-1 
Groton Generation Station 

(2) GE LMS 100 Turbine Emissions Summary for Criteria Pollutants 
 

Emission Unit: (2) GE LMS100 Natural Gas Combustion Turbine Generators 
Fuel Flow: 786.5 MMBtu/hr 
Control Equipment Dry Low NOX 

Criteria 
Pollutants 

Emission 
FactorA 

(lb/MMBtu)C 

Emission 
RateB 

(lb/hr)D 

Emission 
Rate 

(tons/yr)E 
TSP 6.60E-03 5.19 19.3 
PM10 6.60E-03 5.19 19.3 
SO2 3.40E-03 2.67 9.94 
NOX NA 64.0 238 
CO NA 43.6 238(F) 

VOCs NA 12.3 45.6 
Lead 

 
4.90E-07 

 
3.85E-04 

 
1.43E-02 

 
Notes: 

NA Not applicable 
A The emission factors for TSP, PM10, and SO2 were obtained from AP-42, Table 3.1-2a (dated 4/00).  An emission factor for lead 

was not available from AP-42, 3.1-2a, and was obtained from AP-42, Table 1.4-2 (dated 7/98).  (The emission factor for lead 
was calculated by dividing 0.0005 lb/ 106scf by 1,020 MMBtu106scf).  NOX, CO and VOCs emissions are based on annual 
average conditions (approximately 40°F, at 100 percent load) with manufacturer “Guarantee” information. 

B The NOX. CO and VOCs emission rates were provided by the manufacturer in units of lb/MMBtu and converted to pounds per 
hour or tons per year based on fuel now data at 78°F under 100 percent load conditions.  A safety factor was applied to the NOX 
and CO emission rates to account for variable temperature conditions, creating maximum emissions.  NOX, CO and VOCs 
emission rates in this table are based on annual average conditions (approximately 40°F. at 100 percent load) with manufacturer 
“Guarantee” information.  Calculations are provided in Appendix B to the air permit application. 

C lb/MMBtu => pounds per million British thermal units. 
D lb/hr => pounds per hour. 
E tons/yr => tons per year; assuming operation of 7,438 combined hours per year for two turbines. 
F 238 tons/yr is the permitted CO emission rate in Permit Number 28.0802-03.  Basin Electric does not wish to change this value.  

However, it should be noted that an emission rate of 43.6 lb/hr CO for 7,438 hours/yr will not emit 238 tons/yr. 
See http://puc.sd.gov/commission/dockets/electric/2007/el07-002/appendixd.pdf. 
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4.1.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
Under the No Action alternative, the output of the Groton Generation Station would continue to 
be limited to 50 MW on an average annualized basis, equivalent to an output limit of 
438,000 MWh per year.  Worst-case air quality dispersion modeling was conducted for the Air 
Quality Operating Permit Application (Basin Electric, 2006) and included analyses that 
addressed operation under different load and temperature scenarios.  These emission scenarios 
covered the combination of ambient temperatures of -30° F, 0° F, 40° F, 59° F, 78° F, and 92° F 
and equipment loads of 50 percent, 75 percent, and 100 percent.  All scenarios were based on 
operation equivalent to a 42.5 percent capacity factor.  With Western’s operating limit, operation 
at 100 percent load would be equivalent to a 25 percent capacity factor.  Although the air quality 
dispersion modeling was conducted for the higher capacity factor, the emission impact  would be 
within the limits imposed by the Title V air quality operating permit and NAAQS.   The pound 
per hour emission rates would not be affected with Western’s operating limit; however, the 
annual ton per year emissions would be reduced with Western’s 50 MW annual average 
operating limit. 
 
Since the conditions of the Title V air quality operating permit would be met under the No 
Action alternative, operation of the Groton Generation Station with Western’s operating limit 
would not cause emissions of criteria pollutants above concentrations that would exceed Federal 
and State air quality standards.  Therefore, implementation of the No Action alternative would 
not cause significant impacts to air quality. 
 
4.2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change 
 
4.2.1 Identification of Issues 
 
The following was identified as an important element for Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Climate Change: 
 

• Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are recognized as a specific concern to the public. 
 
4.2.1 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Because there is incomplete information and  no regulatory standards for CO2 , Western analyzed 
the impacts associated with these emissions in accordance with the NEPA regulations at 40 CFR 
1502.22, which state:  “When an agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
effects on the human environment in an environmental impact statement and there is incomplete 
or unavailable information, the agency shall always make clear that such information is lacking”.  
With respect to CO2 emissions, Western has identified the areas where information does not yet 
exist and relies on available information where it does exist.  In accordance with this regulation, 
Western: (1) recognizes that information regarding impacts from CO2 is incomplete or 
unavailable, (2) recognizes that with the absence of this relevant information, it is unable to use 
available information to determine whether there are significant adverse impacts on the human 
environment, (3) has provided the relevant information regarding CO2 within this EIS, and (4) 
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has discussed and evaluated the impacts of CO2 based upon theoretical approaches and generally 
accepted methods. 
 
There are differing views on the procedure for addressing climate change under the NEPA.  
Draft guidance issued in 2010 by the CEQ provides some suggestions as to how Federal agencies 
should address climate change.  In the guidance, CEQ recognizes that individual projects will 
likely have only marginal impacts on global climate change and that it is the programmatic 
NEPA documents where an analysis of global climate change would be most useful.  However, 
CEQ concludes that climate change is “a global problem that results from global GHG 
emissions11

 

 and that NEPA documents should consider two aspects of climate change: (1) The 
GHG effects of a proposed action and alternative actions, and (2) The relationship of climate 
change effects to a proposed action or alternatives…”.   

There are currently two Federal rules governing greenhouse gas emissions.  The EPA Mandatory 
Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule (40 CFR 98) requires facilities in certain source categories that 
emit 25,000 metric tons or more of greenhouse gases to report annual emissions directly to the 
EPA (EPA, 2010d).  Starting this year (2011), greenhouse gases will also become part of the 
PSD program through EPA’s finalized Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule (EPA, 2010e).  Sources 
that emit more than 75,000 short tons or 100,000 short tons may be subject to the rule depending 
on timing of the application and other PSD applicability determinants.  There are currently no 
NAAQS set for greenhouse gas (CO2e) emissions.  Since the Groton Generation Station has 
already received a signed and final construction permit, PSD for CO2 cannot apply to this station 
unless a major modification that increases CO2 emissions above 75,000 short tons per year 
occurs.  The proposed Federal action is not considered a major modification for PSD 
considerations.    
 
The discussion of GHG emissions in NEPA documents has evolved over time due to several 
factors, including heightened public awareness, advances in the science of global warming, 
litigation, advances in technologies, and potential legislation and regulation (DOE, 2007).  The 
lack of certainty regarding the impacts of source-specific emissions has made it difficult to 
estimate the impact of specific proposed projects with definitive conclusions (i.e., “a coal plant 
emitting X tons of CO2 per year would result in a Y degree increase in global temperatures.”).  
However, current DOE NEPA documents do include the following elements: 
 

• Discussion of global climate change – When GHG emissions are relatively small, the 
discussion is typically limited to reasons why no further analysis is necessary.  In cases 
where potential emissions are significant, discussions usually include findings and 
potential consequences mentioned in various studies by governmental agencies 
(i.e., EPA, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), DOE, etc.). 

 
• Quantification of GHGs – Emissions in the form of annual emission rates are typically 

provided. 

                                                 
11 Memorandum For Heads of Federal Departments and Agencies, Council on Environmental Quality, February 18, 2010, pg. 2. 
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• Consideration of cumulative impacts – The extent of cumulative impacts generally 
depends on the type of proposal and amount of potential GHG emissions.  Some of the 
elements include the following:  (1) total emissions over the project lifetime, (2) life 
cycle analyses, (3) incremental emissions to existing similar source base (i.e., proposed 
plant emissions addition to emissions from all fossil plants), and (4) potential to induce 
other actions. 

 
• Exploration of reasonable alternatives – Primarily occurs at the project definition and 

scoping stage. 
 
• Consideration of potential mitigation – includes exploring current and future GHG 

reduction options such as carbon capture and sequestration. 
 
4.2.3 Significance Criteria 
 
The lack of information and differences in predictive models have made it difficult for scientists 
and other experts to link a direct cause and effect of  impacts of climate change on a global scale, 
much less on a local scale.  As a result, a significance criterion was not established for impacts 
associated with greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
4.2.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
There is a growing body of evidence indicating that GHGs are contributing to climate change.  In 
November 2007, the IPCC published “Climate Change 2007 Synthesis Report” (IPCC, 2007), also 
known as the Fourth Assessment Report on Climate Change.  The report concluded that climate 
change is occurring and human activity is likely the primary contributor.  In this report and 
previous reports, the IPCC has predicted that global warming could lead to more heat waves, 
droughts, fires, and coastal flooding, as well as, decreased snowpack, more severe hurricanes, 
increased spread of infectious diseases, and more heart and respiratory ailments.  In May 2008, a 
report by the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources of the National Science and 
Technology Council (NSTC) published a report titled “Scientific Assessment of the Effects of 
Global Change on the United States” (NSTC, 2008), which integrated and evaluated the findings 
of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program and the findings from the IPCC assessments.  The 
NSTC report concluded that there is a strong human influence on climate change, and while the 
lines of evidence vary in their degree of certainty, they provide a compelling and scientifically 
sound explanation.  The NSTC report further concluded that while GHGs are but one of many 
factors that affect climate, they are very likely the single largest cause of the recent warming.  The 
IPCC report finds that, “most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the 
mid-20th century is very likely (i.e., more than 90 percent likely) due to the observed increase in 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.” (IPCC, 2007)  Correspondingly, the IPCC report 
finds, “It is extremely unlikely (<5 percent) that the global pattern of warming during the past 
half century can be explained without external forcing, and very unlikely that it is due to known 
natural external causes alone.  The warming occurred in both the ocean and the atmosphere and 
took place at a time when natural external forcing factors would likely have produced cooling.”  
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As discussed in Section 3.1.2, EPA’s Administrator signed two distinct findings regarding 
greenhouse gases under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act.  The key effects that support EPA’s 
determination that greenhouse gases in the atmosphere endanger the welfare of current and future 
generations include (see: 
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/endangerment/downloads/EndangermentFinding_Environment
alEffects.pdf):  
 

Sea Level Rise 
 

• The global sea level gradually rose in the 20th century and continues to rise.  
 

• The most serious potential adverse effects are the increased risk of storm surge and 
flooding in coastal areas from sea level rise and more intense storms. Observed sea 
level rise is already increasing the risk of storm surge and flooding in some coastal 
areas.  

 
• The U.S. East Coast and Gulf Coast are particularly vulnerable to sea level rise because 

the land is relatively low with respect to mean sea level and also is sinking in many 
places. 

 
Water and Implications for Water Use 

 
• Rising temperatures will decrease the size of snow packs in the western United States, 

affecting seasonal water supplies,relied on by humans and wildlife.  
 

• Climate change will likely put more pressure on already stressed water resources in 
some areas of the United States.  

 
Agriculture and Forestry  

 
• There is a potential for a net benefit in the near term for certain crops, but there is 

significant uncertainty about whether this benefit will last, given the potential adverse 
impacts of climate change on crop yield, such as the increasing risk of extreme weather 
events. Other aspects of this sector may be adversely affected by climate change, 
including livestock management and irrigation requirements, and there is a risk of 
adverse effect on a large segment of the total crop market.  

 
• Climate change has very likely already increased the size and number of wildfires, 

insect outbreaks, and tree mortality in the interior West, the Southwest, and Alaska, and 
will continue to do so.  

 
Energy and Infrastructure  

 
• Climate change is likely to affect U.S. energy use (e.g., heating and cooling 

requirements), energy production (e.g., effects on hydropower), physical 
infrastructures, and institutional infrastructures.
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Ecosystems 
 

• Changes in climate will cause some species to shift north and to higher elevations, 
which may fundamentally rearrange U.S. ecosystems, and in combination with other 
stresses such as development, habitat fragmentation, and invasive species, could have 
negative consequences on biodiversity and the benefits that healthy ecosystems provide 
to humans and the environment.  

 
• Climate change effects outside of the United States may exacerbate problems that raise 

humanitarian, trade, and national security issues for the United States.  
 
While this scientific evidence has moved many governments around the world to take action to 
curb GHG emissions, the difficultly in measuring the source-specific, incremental impact of 
anthropogenic sources on climate change has made it impossible for these governments to 
establish a single regulatory threshold to apply to new electric power generation. 
 
There are no specific Federal, State, or regional GHG regulations that apply to the Groton 
Generation Station at this time, nor are there established standards to guide assessment of GHG 
emissions.  Western has provided estimates in this EIS that reflect a comparison of GHG 
emissions from the Groton Generation Station with other estimated GHG emission sources. 
 
The projected carbon emissions from the Groton Generation Station would be 0.43 metric ton 
CO2/MWh based on 2009 emissions data.  Based on this emission factor, the operation of the 
proposed Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit would release an 
estimated 318,098 metric tons of CO2e  into the atmosphere each year.  According to and based 
on Energy Information Administration (EIA) information, this amount would represent about 
0.00108 percent of global anthropogenic emissions produced in 2006.  Using EPA’s emissions 
equivalency calculator, the projected CO2e emissions from the Groton Generation Station would 
be roughly equivalent to the annual CO2 emissions from 60,822 passenger cars, or 
35,781,522 gallons of gasoline consumed (EPA, 2009a).  Based on a comparison of the CO2 
emissions from various fossil fuel-fired power generation technologies conducted for the Big 
Stone II Power Plant and Transmission Project EIS, U.S. coal-fired generation averaged 1.18 
tons CO2/MWh in 2005 (Western, 2009).  Based on this average, a 200 MW coal-fired 
generation unit with a 42.5 percent capacity factor would release an estimated 796,179 metric 
tons of CO2 each year.  This estimate does not take into account advances in coal combustion 
efficiencies nor carbon capture and sequestration. 
 
On a state level, CO2 emissions in 2005 for South Dakota were reported to be approximately 
3.3 million metric tons from electric power sources (EIA, 2009).  Carbon emissions from the 
Groton Generation Station would be about 9.64 percent of the South Dakota CO2 emissions 
produced in 2005. 
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The Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit could emit more CO2, which 
could have an undetermined effect on local, regional, or global climate change.  Because 
numerous models produce widely divergent results, and there is insufficient information, 
Western is unable to identify the specific impacts of Groton Generation Station’s CO2 emissions 
on human health and the environment.  This lack of sufficient information and the use of widely 
diverging models are evident in the IPCC report where it states in the Key Uncertainty section 
“Difficulties remain in reliably simulating and attributing observed temperature changes to 
natural or human causes at smaller than continental scales.”  At these smaller scales, factors such 
as land use change and pollution also complicate the detection of anthropogenic warming 
influence on physical and biological systems.  The same section also states, “Models differ 
considerably in their estimates of the strength of different feedbacks in the climate system, 
particularly cloud feedbacks, oceanic heat uptake, and carbon cycle feedbacks, although progress 
has been made in these areas.”  The lack of information and differences in predictive models 
have made it difficult for scientists and other experts to link a direct cause and effect of 
anthropogenic impacts of climate change on a global scale, much less on a local scale.  As a 
result, Western believes that any attempt to analyze and predict the local or regional impacts of 
the station’s CO2 emissions on human health and the environment cannot be done in any way 
that produces reliable results.  This uncertainty of impacts precludes identifying adaptation 
measures in light of the expected climate change impacts. 
 
4.2.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
The Groton Generation Station with Western’s operating limit could continue to emit CO2e up to 
187,322 metric tons per year (based on the 2009 CO2 emission rate), which could have an 
undetermined effect on local, regional, or global climate change.  However, as with the Proposed 
Federal action, Western believes that any attempt to analyze and predict the local or regional 
impacts of the generating station’s CO2  on human health and the environment cannot be done in 
any way that produces reliable results due to the lack of information and differences in methods. 
 
4.3 Water Resources 
 
4.3.1 Identification of Issues 
 
Impacts to water resources may occur from increasing the output of the Groton Generation 
Station.  A related concern is that available quantities of surface water could be reduced with 
increased consumptive use of surface water from Lake Oahe.  These effects could then reduce 
the availability of water resources for other beneficial uses. 
 
4.3.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Since no new water conveyance systems would be needed to support increased water 
consumption without Western’s operating limit, the analysis for water resources was limited to 
an examination of water use and supply for the Groton Generation Station.  This included an 
examination of available water supply for the Groton Generation Station as well as other water 
association uses. 
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4.3.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on surface water may result if any of the following were to occur from 
operation of the Groton Generation Station: 
 
• Water use leads to depletion that adversely affects existing or proposed uses of a water 

source. 
 
• Conflicts with existing or planned public utilities and services, water conveyance facilities 

and/or utility right-of-ways occur. 
 
4.3.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
WEB provides all of the water for the Groton Generation Station.  With elimination of the 
operating limit, water use by the generating station would increase from a maximum of 
10,950,000 gallons per year (based on output from Unit No.2, which uses more water), or 
33.6 acre-feet per year, to a maximum of 18,593,750 gallons per year, or 57 acre-feet per year12

 

, 
assuming the generating station would run up to the limits prescribed in the Title V air quality 
operating permit.  To put the water consumption in context, it is estimated that a family of four 
uses approximately 1 acre-foot of water per year.  Therefore, Groton Generation Station’s 
expected annual water usage of 12,877,200 gallons per year (based on running both units up to the 42.5 
capacity factor), or 39.5 acre feet per year, is equivalent to the consumption of approximately 40 
families.   

The WEB project was authorized by the U.S. Congress (PL 96-355) on September 20, 1980, as 
part of a settlement of the Oahe Irrigation Project.  Congress reauthorized the WEB Project 
(PL 97-237), and on September 22, 1983, President Ronald Reagan signed WEB into law.  WEB 
water is pumped from the intake and pumping plant located on Lake Oahe south of Mobridge, 
South Dakota.  WEB’s water treatment plant in Selby, South Dakota, was expanded from 9 to 14 
million gallons per day in 2008.  With this expansion, the maximum annual water use at the 
Groton Generation Station represents one and one-third days capacity of the treatment plant.   
 
Lake Oahe has 3,201,000 acre feet dedicated to flood control and multiple uses, and 
13,461,000 acre feet of carryover for multiple uses (Corps, 2009).  Based on WEB’s daily 
treatment capacity of 14 million gallons, WEB’s annual treatment capacity is 5.11 billion 
gallons, or 15,682 acre-feet, representing 0.094 percent of available water from Lake Oahe under 
the Missouri River’s proposed 2009-2010 operating plan. 
 
As a peaking unit, much of the Groton Generation Station’s operation is expected to be at partial 
load while following the system electrical demand.  With the capacity to supply 14 million 
gallons per day of water, WEB is expected to have adequate capacity to meet the Groton 
Generating Station’s water supply needs.  The water supply system has been designed to provide 
75 gallons per minute, or about 121 acre-feet per year.  Based on the water supply system in 

                                                 
12 One acre foot equal 325,851 gallons 
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place, WEB has available water to serve the Groton Generation Station in excess of project 
needs.  Existing WEB water supplies are sufficient to provide the estimated Groton Generation 
Station’s use of 57 acre-feet per year for maximum permitted operation.   
 
Therefore, Groton Generation Station’s water use without Western’s operating limit would not 
deplete available water supplies leading to significant impacts.  In addition, since no new water 
conveyance system would be needed to supply water without Western’s operating limit, there 
would be no impacts to existing or planned public utilities and services, water conveyance 
facilities and/or utility right-of-ways. 
 
4.3.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
With the No Action alternative, water use by the generating station would remain at a maximum 
of 10,950,000 gallons per year, or 33.6 acre-feet per year, less than the water consumption for 
operation with elimination of the operating limit under the Proposed Action.  Thus, Groton 
Generation Station’s water use with Western’s operating limit would not deplete available water 
supplies leading to significant impacts.  In addition, since water conveyance systems needed to 
supply water with Western’s operating limit are in place, there would be no impacts to existing 
or planned public utilities and services, water conveyance facilities and/or utility right-of-ways. 
 
4.4 Aesthetics 
 
4.4.1 Identification of Issues 
 
Increased operation of the Groton Generating Station may increase the incidents of exhaust stack 
plumes and create additional needs for lighting at night. 
 
4.4.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
4.4.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on visual resources may result if any of the following were to occur from 
operation of the proposed Project: 
 
• Substantial degradation of the foreground character or scenic quality of a visually important 

landscape 
 
• Substantial dominant visual changes in the landscape that are seen by highly sensitive viewer 

locations such as community enhancement areas (community gateways, roadside parks, 
viewpoints, and historic markers) or locations with special scenic, historic, recreational, 
cultural, archaeological, and/or natural qualities that have been recognized as such through 
legislation or some other official declaration   
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4.4.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
Visible plumes from the exhaust stacks of the Groton Generation Station form when the mass of 
water in the exhaust plume in each unit exceeds the saturation point of the exhaust gases.  The 
saturation point of air is directly related to its temperature with warm air having a higher saturation 
point (being able to carry more water in a vapor state) than cold air.  When the saturation point is 
reached, water condenses out of vapor state to a liquid state, forming fine water droplets.  These 
water droplets are visible in the exhaust plumes under low temperature and high humidity 
conditions. 
 
With elimination of the operating limit, the generating station would operate up to 3,718.8 hours 
per year compared with 2,190 hours with the operating limit.  The amount of time the generation 
station would produce more plumes from the exhaust stacks would be limited because, as a 
peaking facility, the Groton Generating Station would operate more often on warmer days during 
the summer when electric loads are the greatest.  Coincidentally, these hot summer days are the 
times at which plumes are the least likely to form.  Also, Basin Electric’s experience with the 
operation of the Groton Generation Station has demonstrated that the high velocity and 
temperature of the stack exhaust result in a quick dispersion of stack plumes, minimizing the size 
of visible plumes that would be created above the stacks.  Based on this and the likelihood of more 
operation time in the summer, additional hours of operation without Western’s operating limit 
would not cause a substantial degradation of the scenic quality in the area due to additional visible 
plumes from the generating station.  In addition, there are no highly sensitive viewer locations 
within viewing distance of the Groton Generation Station.  This, coupled with the lack of any 
visually important landscapes in the region of influence for visual resources, means the elimination 
of the operating limit would not cause any significant impacts to aesthetics in the area.   
 
Because the Groton Generation Station is a peaking facility, its effects on visual conditions during 
hours of darkness are limited.  Some night lighting is required for operational safety and security.  
There is some additional visible lighting associated with the generating station’s stacks and open 
site areas.  High illumination areas not occupied on a regular basis have switches or motion 
detectors to light these areas only when occupied.  At times when lights are turned on, the lighting 
is not highly visible offsite and does not produce offsite glare effects.  The offsite visibility and 
potential glare of the lighting is restricted to non-glare fixtures and placement of lights to direct 
illumination into only those areas where it is needed.  With increased hours of operation with 
elimination of Western’s operating limit, the overall change in ambient lighting conditions at the 
generating station, as viewed from nearby locations, would not be substantial. 
 
4.4.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no change in facility operations and effects to 
views in the area would not change. 
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4.5 Transportation 
 
4.5.1 Identification of Issues 
 
The primary issues associated with transportation are congestion, travel impediments, and 
adequate emergency access.  Railways would not be used for Groton Generation Station 
operations.  Transportation of the primary fuel for the generating station is through a natural gas 
pipeline. 
 
4.5.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Impacts to transportation were assessed by comparing projected additional travel demand due to 
increased hours of operation to existing daily traffic counts.  Potential traffic impacts during 
plant operation have been considered and analyzed.  Significance criteria were developed based 
on the EAs developed for the construction of Units 1 and 2 and previous Western environmental 
documents.  During operations, the Groton Generation Station generates no more than four 
vehicle trips per day during the daytime (three daily employees with an 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
shift, and an operator with a 7:00 AM – 7:00 PM shift).  A quantitative traffic analysis was not 
conducted for the long-term operations of the Groton Generation Station because traffic 
increases without the operating limit would generate a very low volume of trips. 
 
4.5.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on transportation may result if any of the following were to occur from 
increased operation of the generating station: 
 

• Increases in traffic that exceed a level of service established by the local or state 
transportation management agency 

 
• Creation of road dust and/or severe road damage at levels that create hazardous situations 

for motorists and pedestrians 
 

• Cause long term major traffic delays for a substantial number of motorists 
 

• Changes in traffic patterns that result in hazardous situations for motorists or pedestrians 
 
4.5.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
During operations, a limited number of service vehicles, delivery trucks, and employee vehicles 
would use existing paved roadways.  One or two additional deliveries per month would be required 
to provide chemicals, and other necessities for maintaining plant operations with elimination of 
Western’s operating limit.  The demineralization unit would be required to treat water at the 
generation station about 13 additional times per year.  U.S. Route 37 road is adequate to 
accommodate these additional trips without resulting in congestion, impaired emergency access, or 
reduced levels of service.  Deliveries would be infrequent and would not interfere with any local 
traffic patterns, cause major traffic delays or road damage, or change traffic patterns.  Therefore, 
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there would be no significant impacts to the transportation infrastructure from operation of the 
Groton Generation Station without the operating limit. 
 
Vendors are used to transport chemical materials and wastes.  Over-the-road hazards associated 
with the transport of chemical materials and wastes would continue to be minimized by adherence 
with the applicable U.S. Department of Transportation and SDDOT regulations, and are expected 
to be less than significant. 
 
4.5.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
During operations, a limited number of service vehicles, delivery trucks, and employee vehicles 
would continue to use existing paved roadways.  There would be no increases in deliveries or 
employee vehicles.  Deliveries would continue to be infrequent and would not interfere with any 
local traffic patterns, cause major traffic delays or road damage, or change traffic patterns.  
Therefore, there would be no significant impacts to the transportation infrastructure from 
operating the Groton Generation Station with Western’s operating limit. 
 
4.6 Noise 
 
4.6.1 Identification of Issues 
 

Issues related to noise include: 
 

• Daytime noise levels above 60 decibels on the A-weighted scale (dBA) and nighttime 
levels above 50 dBA for residential receptors (dBA that may be exceeded 50 percent of 
the time within an hour (L50) 

 
• An increase in noise levels greater than 5 dBA 

 
4.6.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Burns and McDonnell was contracted by Basin Electric as a third party independent contractor to 
conduct an operational noise assessment study for the Groton Generation Station.  The objective 
of this noise assessment was to verify that the noise levels emanating from the Groton 
Generation Station were below the noise limits set by the SDPUC for the facility.  These limits 
were set for the nearest occupied residence to the Groton Generation Station and are 60 
dBA(L10) daytime and 55 dBA(L10) nighttime.   
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4.6.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on noise may result if any of the following were to occur from operation of 
the Groton Generation Station: 
 

• Exceeding local, State or Federal noise regulations or guidelines at sensitive receptors, 
such as residences, hospitals, or schools 

 
• Substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels at the nearest sensitive receptors 

within the project vicinity that would not be compatible with public health and welfare13

 
  

4.6.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
Daytime measurements were taken by Burns and McDonnell personnel on August 4, 2008, at 
6:00 P.M., with additional daytime measurements taken on August 5 between 6:00 A.M. and 
1:00 P.M.  Nighttime measurements were taken from 10:00 P.M. on August 4 through 5:00 A.M. 
on August 5, 2008.  Burns & McDonnell personnel conducted operational noise level surveys 
while the facility was operating at roughly 200 MW (full-load, 100 MW per turbine).  Sound levels 
were measured at a point just south of the nearest sensitive receptor to the Groton Generation 
Station, a residence located 1,700 feet north of the generating station.  One-minute measurement 
samples were taken in which steady-state sound levels were achieved.  The measured daytime 
dBA-weighted Leq and L10 levels are given in Table 4.5-1, Measured Daytime Noise Levels at 
Nearest Residence to the Groton Generation Station, and the measured nighttime dBA-weighted 
Leq and L10 levels are given in Table 4.5-2, Measured Nighttime Noise Levels at Nearest Residence 
to the Groton Generation Station.  The limits for each timeframe are included in the appropriate 
table for reference.  None of the values exceeded the limits established by the SDPUC, and all 
values were below levels necessary to create vibrations.  Also, noise levels during operation did 
not exceed the ambient noise levels at the nearest sensitive receptor (42 dBA-weighted Leq and 44 
dBA-weighted L10) beyond levels that would not be compatible with health and welfare.  Ambient 
noise measurements were not taken during the early morning hours, which may explain a larger 
differential between the ambient noise levels and noise levels produced during facility operation.  
Overall, the noise increases during operation are not substantial and in most cases are not at levels 
that would be perceived.  
 
Based on the operation noise assessment, even with increased output without Western’s 
operating limit, significant noise impacts would not occur since operation of the facility would 
not increase noise levels that would exceed noise limits established for the nearest sensitive 
receptor, or result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels. 

                                                 
13 Noise will have no effect on public health and well being due to interference with speech or other activities and 
will not result in undue, long-term annoyance as long as the yearly average Ldn is below 55 dB (von Gierke, 1975). 
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4.6.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
Based on the operation noise assessment, operation with Western’s operating limit would not 
cause significant noise impacts since operation of the facility would not increase noise levels that 
would exceed noise limits established for the nearest sensitive receptor, or result in a substantial 
permanent increase in ambient noise levels. 
 

Table 4.5-1, Measured Daytime Noise Levels at Nearest Residence 
 

Time 
Leq 

(dBA) 
L10 

(dBA) 

L10 
Limit 
(dBA) Comments 

6:10 A.M. 52 53 60 Birds, light insects 
6:14 A.M. 53 54 60 Birds, light insects 
6:20 A.M. 54 55 60 Birds, light insects 
6:22 A.M. 52 53 60 Birds, light insects 

10:17 A.M. 49 53 60 Birds, insects, and 1 car 
10:18 A.M. 45 48 60 Birds and insects 
10:19 A.M. 48 51 60 Birds, insects, and 1 truck 
10:20 A.M. 47 50 60 Birds and insects 
1:48 P.M. 42 45 60 Birds and insects 
1:49 P.M. 43 46 60 Birds, insects, and 1 car 
1:50 P.M. 42 43 60 Birds and insects 
1:51 P.M. 41 41 60 Birds, insects, and 1 truck 
6:02 P.M. 44 47 60 Insects and birds 
6:03 P.M. 46 50 60 Insects, birds and 1 truck 
6:04 P.M. 46 51 60 Insects, birds and 1 car 
6:05 P.M. 44 48 60 Insects, birds and 1 car 

 
Table 4.5-2, Measured Nighttime Noise Levels at Nearest Residence 

 

Time 
Leq 

(dBA) 
L10 

(dBA) 

L10 
Limit 
(dBA) Comments 

9:51 P.M. 50 52 55 Insects and 2 cars 
9:51 P.M. 46 47 55 Insects 
9:53 P.M. 46 47 55 Insects 
9:54 P.M. 46 47 55 Insects 
11:55 P.M. 43 44 55 Insects 
11:56 P.M. 45 46 55 Insects 
11:57 P.M. 44 44 55 Insects 
11:58 P.M. 44 44 55 Insects 
2:07 A.M. 47 47 55 Insects 
2:08 A.M. 47 48 55 Insects 
2:09 A.M. 47 47 55 Insects 
2:10 A.M. 48 48 55 Insects 
4:15 A.M. 44 44 55 Insects 
4:16 A.M. 45 45 55 Insects 
4:17 A.M. 47 47 55 Insects 
4:18 A.M. 47 47 55 Insects 
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4.7 Human Health, Safety, and Security 
 
4.7.1 Identification of Issues 
 
Issues related to human health and safety include the transport, storage, use, and disposal of 
chemical materials and wastes. 
 
4.7.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Since no new chemicals or oil facilities, controls, or plans would be needed to support increased 
generating station output without Western’s operating limit, the analysis for human health and 
safety was limited to an examination of the control measures and plans in place for the Groton 
Generation Station.   
 
DOE’s guidance document, “Recommendations for Analyzing Accidents under the National 
Environmental Policy Act, July 2002” (DOE 2002) was used to evaluate and discuss issues that 
consider “intentional destructive acts,” the potential environmental consequences of such acts, 
and identification of “reasonably foreseeable accidents.” 
 
4.7.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact on public health may result if any of the following were to occur from 
operation of the Groton Generation Station: 
 

• Interference with emergency response capabilities or resources 
 
• Creation of worker health hazard(s) beyond limits set by health and safety regulatory 

agencies or that endangers human life and/or property 
 
A significant impact may result from chemical materials use or creation of solid wastes if any of 
the following were to occur during operation of the Groton Generation Station: 
 

• Improper disposal of solid or sanitary waste generated by the generating station that 
would pose a threat to the public health and environment in the project vicinity 

 
• Spills or releases of hazardous materials, hazardous substances or oil in excess of 

reportable quantities within the project area that would pose a threat to public health and 
the environment in the project vicinity 

 
• Impaired implementation of or physical interference with an adopted emergency 

hazardous materials spills response plan or emergency evacuation plan 
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4.7.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
During operation of the Groton Generation Station, public health and safety could potentially be 
affected by spills or leaks in storage containers for fuel, lubricants, fluids, and chemicals (see 
Tables 3.6-1 and 3.6-2).  The risk of accidental spills is reduced by compliance with existing 
regulations applicable to the transport, storage, use, and disposal of chemical materials and 
wastes.  Adequate control measures are in place to prevent off-site releases of chemical materials 
or wastes during operation of the generating station.  The elimination of the operating limit 
would increase the frequency of maintenance activities, increasing the use of chemical materials, 
lubricating oils, and insulating mineral oils.  However, the elimination of Western’s operating 
limit would not require any changes to control measures and plans, require additional use of 
chemical materials, or require the installation of additional chemical storage facilities or vessels.  
The storage, handling, and use of all chemicals would continue to be conducted in accordance 
with applicable regulations.  Chemicals are stored in appropriate chemical storage facilities.  
Bulk chemicals are stored in storage tanks, and most other chemicals are stored in returnable 
delivery containers.  Chemical storage and chemical feed areas are designed to contain leaks and 
spills.  Concrete containment pits and drain piping design allow a full-tank capacity spill without 
overflowing the containment area.  For multiple tanks located within the same containment area, 
the capacity of the largest single tank determines the volume of the containment area and drain 
piping.  Drain piping for reactive chemicals is trapped and isolated from other drains to eliminate 
noxious or toxic vapors. 
 
Over-the-road hazards associated with the transport of hazardous materials and wastes would 
continue to be minimized by adherence with the applicable U.S. Department of Transportation 
and SDDOT regulations.  Standard operating procedures for the transfer, storage, and use of 
chemical materials, including both fuels and non-fuel substances, are in place.  Transfers of 
chemical materials are limited to specific locations and follow specific procedures to prevent 
leaks and spills from contaminating the environment.  Storage locations for chemical materials 
and oils have adequate secondary containment and spill prevention measures as described in the 
SPCC Plan for the facility. 
 
Considering the control measures and plans in place, it is unlikely that any of the circumstances 
that would cause significant impacts, as discussed above, would occur to human health and 
safety from elimination of Western’s operating limit. 
 
Intentional Destructive Acts 
 
As with any U.S. energy infrastructure, the Groton Generating Station could potentially be the 
target of terrorist attacks or sabotage.  If a fire, explosion, or chemical release occurred at the 
proposed plant as the result of a terrorist attack, such events could cause injury and/or death of 
workers.  The risk to workers or the public from damage to generating station facilities as a result 
of accidental or intentional actions by outside parties is low because public access is controlled, 
the site is monitored, and an emergency response plan and site security plan exists for the Groton 
Generation Station.   
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4.7.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no change in facility operations and effects to 
the risk of accidental spills from the transport, storage, use, and disposal of chemical materials 
and waste would not change.  Considering the control measures and plans in place, it is unlikely 
that any of the circumstances that would cause significant impacts, as discussed above, would 
occur to human health and safety. 
 
4.8 Environmental Justice 
 
4.8.1 Identification of Issues 
 
Executive Order 12898, "Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations," provides that "each Federal agency shall make 
achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, 
policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations." The Executive 
Order makes clear that its provisions apply fully to programs involving Native Americans. 
In the memorandum to heads of departments and agencies that accompanied Executive Order 
12898, the President specifically recognized the importance of procedures under the NEPA for 
identifying and addressing environmental justice concerns.  The memorandum states that "each 
Federal agency shall analyze the environmental effects, including human health, economic and 
social effects, of Federal actions, including effects on minority communities and low-income 
communities, when such analysis is required by NEPA." 
 
4.8.2 Impact Assessment Methods 
 
Environmental justice impacts were addressed for the Groton Generating Station in the Groton 
Generation Station Unit 2 Project Amended Environmental Assessment (Western, 2007).  The 
results of the environmental justice evaluation were incorporated into this EIS and updated, 
where appropriate.  The focus of the Environmental Justice review in the EA was on the 
construction and operation of the Groton Generation Station with the addition of Unit No. 2.  The 
analysis in this EIS focuses on operation of the Groton Generation Station with and without 
Western’s operating limit.  A comparison of affected population groups (race and income) was 
made to determine whether disproportionately high minority or low income populations would 
be affected by increased operation of the Groton Generation Station.  
  
4.8.3 Significance Criteria 
 
A significant impact related to Environmental Justice would occur from operating the Groton 
Generation Station if there were a disproportionate effect on minority or low-income populations 
in the area. 
 
4.8.4 Operation without Western’s Operating Limit under Western’s Proposed Action 
 
No impacts to environmental justice communities would occur as a result of Western eliminating 
its operating limit.  The poverty rate for Brown County affected by the operation of the Groton 
Generation Station is 9.9 percent, while minorities comprise 4.9 percent of the population.  This 
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poverty rate is less than the State of South Dakota’s poverty rate of 13.2 percent.  The minority 
population for the affected area is lower than the State of South Dakota (11.3 percent).  The 
operation of the Groton Generating Station without Western’s operating limit would not have a 
disproportionate negative effect on minority or low-income populations in the area.  
  
4.8.5 Operation with Western’s Operating Limit under No Action Alternative 
 
Under the No Action alternative, there would be no change in facility operations and, therefore, 
no impacts to environmental justice communities. 
 
4.9 Cumulative Impacts Analysis 
 
CEQ regulations for NEPA define “cumulative impact” as “the incremental impact of the action 
when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of what 
agency or person undertakes such other actions.  Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time” 
(40 CFR 1508.7).  Guidance from the CEQ states that cumulative effects analysis should be 
conducted within the context of physical resource, ecosystem, and human community thresholds 
(CEQ, 1997), which are characterized as follows: 
 

• Cumulative effects are caused by the aggregate of past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions.   

 
• Cumulative effects are the total effect, including both direct and indirect effects, on a 

given physical resource, ecosystem, and human community of all actions taken, no matter 
who has taken the action.   

 
• Cumulative effects are analyzed in terms of the specific physical resource, ecosystem, 

and human community being affected.  Environmental effects are often evaluated from 
the perspective of the proposed Project. 

 
• It is not practical to analyze the cumulative effects of an action on the universe; the list of 

environmental effects must focus on those that are truly meaningful.   
 

• Cumulative effects on a given physical resource, ecosystem, and human community are 
rarely aligned with political or administrative boundaries.   

 
• Cumulative effects may result from the accumulation of similar effects or the synergistic 

interaction of different effects.   
 

• Cumulative effects may last for many years beyond the life of the action that caused the 
effects.  

 
• Each affected physical resource, ecosystem, and human community must be analyzed in 

terms of its capacity to accommodate additional effects, based on its own time and space 
parameters. 
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4.9.1 Cumulative Impact Analysis Methods 
 
The cumulative impacts analysis places the impacts from operating the Groton Generation 
Station without Western’s operating limit into a broader context that takes into account the range 
of impacts from actions taking place over a given space (geographic region of influence) and 
time (temporal parameters).  The geographic region of influence is specific to each resource and 
is generally the same as presented for each resource in Chapters 3.0 and 4.0.  Based on the 
regions of influence related to the operation of the Groton Generation Station, the cumulative 
impact analysis only focuses on cumulative air, climate and water resource impacts.  The regions 
of influence for the other resources addressed in the EIS are limited in their geographic context, 
and/or the incremental impact of increased output from the Groton Generation Station is 
minuscule compared to the context of other past, present, and reasonable foreseeable projects.   
For example, Section 4.6 addresses noise impacts from the proposed elimination of the operating 
limit.  Noise impacts from the Groton Generation Station would not affect the closest, sensitive 
noise receptor, and there are no other past and present projects that generate noise impacts within 
the region of influence for noise outside of ambient noise conditions.  Also, there are no 
reasonable foreseeable projects within the region of influence for noise. 
 
The cumulative effects on air and water resources are identified by adding the impacts of 
operating the Groton Generating Station without the Western operating limit to past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions defined in this section.  This includes projects or activities 
that have already occurred, are ongoing, are funded for future implementation, or are included in 
firm near-term plans.  Significance criteria of cumulative impacts for each resource are the same 
as presented in sections 4.1.3, Air Quality, and 4.3.3., Water Resources.   
 
4.9.2 Projects and Activities Considered 
 
Past, present and reasonably foreseeable future projects and activities that occur or may occur in 
the future within the geographic regions of influence for air and water resources are described in 
this section.  The CEQ guidelines suggest that agencies should focus on “the current aggregate 
effects of past actions without delving into the historical details of individual past actions” 
(CEQ, 2005).   
 
The region of influence for the air quality analysis is the state of South Dakota.  For a list of the 
past and present projects within the state of South Dakota, Western relied on the SDDENR’s list 
of facilities that have received a Title V air quality operating permit within the state of South 
Dakota.  This list is available at http://denr.sd.gov/des/aq/aatitleV_c.aspx (SDDENR, 2010).  The 
list is provided in Appendix B and includes power generation facilities, ethanol plants, and 
industrial facilities, including pipeline pumping stations and landfills.  
 
Reasonably foreseeable projects for the air quality analysis were defined based on proposed 
projects being tracked by the SDDENR and the SDPUC.  The SDDENR lists the Basin NextGen 
Project and the Big Stone II Project.  Western has determined that these two projects are not 
reasonably foreseeable since Basin Electric has put the NextGen Project on hold and the 
Big Stone II participants have announced that they will not construct the project at this time.  
Therefore, only the Hyperion and Basin Deer Creek Projects are reasonably foreseeable and 
included in the analysis for air quality.  Basin Electric is proposing to construct and operate a 
300-MW natural gas-fired combined cycle power generating facility (Basin Electric, 2010).  The 
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new facility, known as the Deer Creek Station, would be located approximately six miles 
southeast of White, South Dakota, in Brookings County. Basin Electric has begun submitting 
applications for environmental permits for the facility.  Hyperion is a Dallas-based oil company 
that is considering plans for building a new energy center that consists of an oil refinery and 
power plant.  Hyperion officials have indicated that an area in Union County is one of several 
potential locations they are considering and have started submitting applications for 
environmental permits for that site (Hyperion, 2010). 
 
Based on a review of the 2008 and 2009 Electric Dockets at the SDPUC (SDPUC, 2009), there 
are no current applications for Facility Permits other than the Basin Electric Deer Creek Project.  
Basin Electric has submitted applications for interconnection to Western for two additional 
simple gas turbines at the Groton Generation Station.  System studies addressing these 
applications are pending and Basin Electric currently has no plans to install additional units.  
Therefore, the installation of additional turbines at the Groton Generation Station is not 
reasonably foreseeable. 
 
The region of influence for the water resource analysis includes Lake Oahe on the Missouri 
River since WEB  withdraws water from Lake Oahe for domestic and industrial uses.  Based on 
work completed by Reclamation for the Red River Valley Water Supply Project (see 
http://www.rrvwsp.com/products.htm for project information), current average annual Missouri 
River depletions equal 15,391,000 acre-feet.  Reclamation updated the Missouri River monthly 
depletions from Missouri River reaches for the period of record, 1929 - 2002, and gave this 
information to the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) (Reclamation 2005b).  Reclamation applied 
these depletions to the historic natural flow record to determine present level depleted 
streamflows.  Table 4.8-1, Current Missouri River Depletions, shows average annual depletions 
(at a 2002 level of Missouri River basin development) for the period of record (1929 - 2002) at 
relevant locations. 

 
Table 4.8-1, Current Missouri River Depletions (Reclamation 2005b). 

 

Missouri River Reach  Average Annual Depletions in ac-ft  
Total Above Gavins Point Dam  7,556,000 
Fort Peck Dam to Garrison Dam  (3,882,000) 1 
Garrison Dam to Oahe Dam  (398,000) 1 
Total Below Gavins Point Dam  7,835,000 
Total Missouri River Depletion  15,391,000 

1 
These depletions are included in the total above Gavins Point Dam 

 
The Corps (2004a) identified approximately 1,600 water intakes on the Missouri River. Of 
these, 302 intakes and intake facilities are used by American Indian tribes.  Intakes on the 
Missouri River are primarily for municipal, industrial, and individual water supplies, fossil and 
nuclear-fueled power plant cooling, and irrigation withdrawals.  Ninety-four percent of the 
population served from the Missouri River is located downstream of Gavins Point Dam.  In 
addition, 73 percent of the generation by thermal power plants using the Missouri River is 
located below Gavins Point Dam.  
 
On Lake Oahe, there are 218 water supply intakes including eight municipal intakes, two 
industrial intakes, 179 irrigation intakes, 21 domestic intakes, and eight public intakes 
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(Corps 2004a).  Of the 218 intakes, 14 water supply intakes serve the Standing Rock 
Reservation.  These consist of two municipal intakes, nine irrigation intakes, one domestic 
intake, and two public intakes.  Nine water supply intakes service the Cheyenne River 
Reservation, including one municipal intake, three irrigation intakes, and five domestic intakes.  
The municipal water supply facilities serve a population of approximately 48,050 persons 
(Corps, 2004a).  Depletion on the Missouri River system also occurs from natural causes, such as 
evaporation.  The Corps (2004b) estimates the total average annual water loss due to evaporation 
on all Missouri Reservoirs at 3,055,000 acre-feet.  The average annual water loss in Lake Oahe 
due to evaporation on this reservoir is 932,000 acre-ft. (Corps, 2004b).   
 
For the Red River Valley Water Supply Project, Reclamation analyzed future depletion projects 
that were reasonably foreseeable by 2050, which is the project’s planning horizon.  Future 
depletions total an additional 155,000 acre-ft/year from the Missouri River Basin.  These future 
depletions are specified in Appendix C (Reclamation, 2005). 
 
4.9.3 Cumulative Impacts 
 
Air Quality 
 
Air emissions from other facilities in South Dakota are typically low enough to remain under the 
100 tons per year threshold such that the plants can be permitted as synthetic minor sources, or 
like the Groton Generation Station, air emissions are low enough to remain under the threshold 
requiring a PSD review under PSD and Title V regulations.  Exceptions include the Big Stone 
plant, and the proposed Deer Creek and Hyperion projects.  Regardless, emitted pollutants 
include NOX, CO, hydrocarbons, and SO2 and are subject to limitations in the Title V permits.  
Facility air permits include specific limits on emission of pollutants and/or operational limits to 
ensure emissions remain below permit requirements.  The closest facility to the Groton 
Generation Station with emitted pollutants is the James Valley Ethanol LLC dBA POET 
Biorefining facility, about 6 miles north, northwest of the generating station.  Due to this distance 
and the permit limitations, it is unlikely that air emission impacts from the Groton Generation 
Station would be additive in a manner that would exceed significance criteria.  Since the distance 
from the Groton Generation Station to the other existing and proposed facilities in South Dakota 
would be greater, it is even more unlikely that air emission impacts from the Groton Generation 
Station would be additive in a manner that would exceed significance criteria14

  
.  

Greenhouse Gas 
 
Since CO2 is relatively stable in the atmosphere and generally mixed well in the troposphere and 
stratosphere, the impacts of CO2 emissions are essentially independent of where the emissions 
occur and, due to the relatively small fraction of emissions projected to be generated by the 
Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit when compared to regional or 
global emission levels, it is expected that CO2 emissions from the generating station would have 
only a negligible impact on both local and global ambient concentrations of CO2. 

                                                 
14 The reference to the significance criteria relates to the significance criteria defined in Section 4.1.3 of the EIS, which 
states a significant impact on air quality may result if the predicted concentrations of Criteria Air Pollutants would 
exceed State and/or Federal ambient air quality standards.   
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The compounding of numerous minor or insignificant events can have a cumulative impact over 
a period of time.  Thus, a continued increase in global CO2 could contribute to global events.  
Global events can then lead to localized impacts.  In order to estimate a localized impact 
resulting from increased emissions, modeling to determine ground-level or atmospheric 
concentrations of CO2 resulting from the action would need to be performed, and there would 
need to be a standard to which results could be compared.  Currently, there are no Federal 
standards for CO2. 
 
Western concludes that the Groton Generation Station, as well as other sources in the state of 
South Dakota, would emit CO2, which could have an undetermined effect on local, regional, or 
global climate change.  Because numerous models produce widely divergent results, and there is 
insufficient information, Western is unable to identify the specific impacts of regional CO2 
emissions on human health and the environment.  The lack of information and differences in 
predictive models have made it difficult for scientists and other experts to link a direct cause and 
effect of anthropogenic impacts of climate change on a global scale, much less on a local scale. 
As a result, Western believes that any attempt to analyze and predict the local or regional 
impacts of the proposed plant’s CO2 emissions when added to other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions cannot be done in any way that produces reliable results.  The 
converse of the uncertainty in estimating impacts from an increase in greenhouse gases is also 
true: a cumulative analysis of the impacts from reductions in greenhouse gases (reduction in 
hours or carbon sequestration) also would not produce reliable results.  Therefore, climate is 
excluded from the cumulative effects analysis. 
 
Water Resources 
 
A depletion study was not conducted addressing water depletions for the Groton Generation 
Station, considering the size of the depletion for the Groton Generation Station (maximum water 
use of 57 acre-feet per year) compared to the size of existing Missouri River System depletions. 
(15,391,000 acre-feet per year).  However, it is recognized that existing and future depletions of 
water from the Missouri River, including WEB withdrawals for the Groton Generation Station, 
would affect the amount of water flowing through the Missouri River mainstream system.  
Depletions could also reduce reservoir elevations in Lake Sakakawea and in Lake Oahe.  The 
total system multiple use storage capacity is 39.0 million acre-feet (Corps, 2004b).  The purpose 
of this storage capacity is to carry the system through critical dry periods.  The balancing of 
reservoirs and flow in the Missouri River will continue to be independent of specific water 
supply projects and more in line with the Corps’ need to balance competing interests as outlined 
in its Master Manual. 
 
The purpose of the Corps (2004b) Master Manual is to meet water supply requirements to the 
extent reasonably possible. The Corps obtains necessary data and adjusts the system to assure 
that water is supplied (Reclamation, 2005). 
 
Based on the small amount of the Groton Generation Station depletion and the water 
management of the Missouri River System in accordance with the Master Manual, the water 
resource use by the Groton Generation Station would not incrementally contribute to cumulative 
water resource impacts that exceed the significance criterion for water use.  
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5.0 Other Required Considerations 
 
5.1 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
 
The operation of the Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit would result 
in some unavoidable adverse impacts.  The generation of additional energy using gas turbines 
would cause unavoidable emissions of air pollutants that can be considered an adverse impact.  
However, these additional emissions would be below applicable ambient air quality standards 
and in accordance with the Title V air quality operating permit.  Operation of the generating 
station without Western’s operating limit would result in the generation of additional quantities 
of solid and liquid wastes.  Additional generation station output without the operating limit 
would result in the depletion of additional water from Lake Oahe, but at a fraction of the total 
water available for municipal and industrial use.  Additionally, depending on the time of the year 
that the generating station is used, additional exhaust stack visual plumes would be evident 
during the colder times of the year that are more conducive to plume formation.  None of these 
unavoidable adverse impacts would be significant. 
 
5.2 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
 
This section describes the irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources associated 
with operating the Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit.  A commitment 
of resources is irreversible when its primary or secondary impacts limit the future options for a 
resource.  An irretrievable commitment refers to the use or consumption of a resource that is 
neither renewable nor recoverable for use by future generations. 
 
There are no irreversible commitments of resources for operating the Groton Generation Station 
without Western’s operating limit.  This is due to prior commitment of resources for the 
construction of the generating station. 
 
Resources irretrievably committed for operation without Western’s operating limit would be an 
annual consumption of more natural gas, up to 2.383 billion cubic feet of natural gas; annual 
consumption of more water, up to a maximum of 7,643,750 gallons, or 23.4 acre feet of water 
per year; and relatively minor quantities of fuel for maintenance vehicles, operating supplies, and 
miscellaneous chemicals, including catalysts for water treatment and CO control. 
 
5.3 Relationship between Short-Term Uses of the Environment and the Maintenance of 

Long-Term Productivity 
 
NEPA regulations require that an EIS describe “the relationship between local short-term uses of 
man’s environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity”.  Short-
term uses include the life span of the power plant and its associated facilities.  Long-term uses 
refer to the time period following restoration and rehabilitation, during which the environment 
continues to be impacted.  Most short-term uses of resources were committed with the 
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construction of the Groton Generation Station and would not change with elimination of 
Western’s operating limit.  The short term use of water and chemicals would contribute to the 
maintenance of long-term productivity by lowering NOX and CO emissions from the generating 
station.  
 
Elimination of the operating limit could shorten the life of the facility, since the generating 
station could operate more often.  If the facility were re-used after its life as a power facility, 
development of the industrial facilities at the power plant footprint would be permanent, and 
topsoil would be lost at the building footprint and within the paved road footprint.  If the facility 
were decommissioned and all facilities removed, natural resources in the vicinity, such as 
wildlife and land use, would be expected to recover quickly.  It is unlikely that the natural 
resources or human communities in Brown County would be adversely affected in the long-term 
by the operation of the Groton Generation Station. 
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6.0 List of Agencies, Organizations, and Persons to Whom 
Notification of Availability or Copies of the Draft EIS were Sent 

 
Federal Agencies and Representatives 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural 
Utilities Service 

Mark Plank Washington DC 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Office of Federal Activities 

 Washington DC 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 8 

Larry Svoboda Denver CO 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Dana Allen Denver CO 

United States Senate John Thune Washington DC 

United States Senate Tim Johnson Washington DC 

United States House of Representatives Stephanie H. Sandlin Washington DC 

 
Regional, State, and Local Government 
Brown County Board of County 
Commissioners 

Tom Fischbach, Chair Aberdeen SD 

Brown County Planning and Zoning 
Commission 

Gary Vetter, Director Aberdeen SD 

South Dakota Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources 

Joe Nadenicek, Staff 
Attorney 

Pierre SD 

South Dakota Department of 
Transportation 

Toby Wolf, Regional 
Operations Engineer 

Aberdeen SD 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission Patricia Van Gerpen, 
Executive Director 

Pierre SD 

Office of the Governor, South Dakota Mike Rounds, 
Governor 

Pierre SD 

 
City of Groton City Council 

 
Gary Heitmann, 
President 

 
Groton 

 
SD 
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Native American Tribes and Related Bodies 
Flandreau Santee Sioux Josh Weston Flandreau SD 

Lower Sioux Indian Community of 
Minnesota 

Jean Stacy Morton MN 

Prairie Island Indian Community of 
Minnesota 

Marlys Opsahl Welch MN 

Santee Sioux Tribe of Nebraska Roger Trudell Niobrara NE 

Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Mike Selvage Agency Village SD 

Spirit Lake Tribe Myra Pearson Fort Totten ND 

Upper Sioux Indian Community of 
Minnesota 

Kevin Jensvold Granite Falls MN 

Yankton Sioux Tribe Robert Cournoyer Marty SD 

 
News Media and Libraries 
Groton Daily Independent LaVanne Helmer Groton SD 

Aberdeen American News  Aberdeen SD 

Alexander Mitchell Public Library  Aberdeen SD 

 
Organizations and Institutions 
Basin Electric Power Cooperative Cris Miller, Project 

Manager 
Bismarck ND 

South Dakota Clean Water Action  Sioux Falls SD 

Sierra Club North Star Chapter  Minneapolis MN 
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7.0 List of Preparers 
 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)requires the Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) be prepared using an interdisciplinary approach.  The NEPA evaluation integrates all 
aspects of the environment, including the natural sciences, social sciences, and environmental 
design arts.  Table 7-1 lists the preparers and reviewers who participated in preparing this  EIS.   
 

Table 7-1, List of Preparers and Reviewers for the EIS 
 

Name Education/Experience Project Role 
Western Area Power Administration – Lead Agency 

Erika Walters 
B.S., Biochemistry and Biology 
M.B.A. 
6 years experience 

NEPA Document Manager; 
Technical reviewer 

Matthew Blevins 
B.S. Chemistry 
M.S. Environmental Engineering 
15 years experience 

Technical and NEPA compliance 
review of the EIS 

Matt Marsh 
B.S. Soil Science 
M.S. Land Rehabilitation 
18 years experience 

Upper Great Plains Region NEPA 
Specialist 

Dave Swanson 

B.A. Biological Sciences 
33 years experience 

Air Quality, Climate, Water 
Resources, Noise, Human Safety, 
Health and Security, Cumulative 
Impacts, Environmental Justice 

Stephen Tromly 

B.S. Resource Conservation 
M.A. Anthropology with emphasis in 
Physical Archaeology 
19 years experience 

Native American Coordination 
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9.0 Index 
 

A 

Air Quality · 1-6, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8, 2-9, 2-11, 2-12, 2-13, 3-1, 3-
6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-10, 4-21, 4-23, 5-1 

Annual average operating limit · 1-2, 1-4, 1-5, 2-1, 2-2, 2-
11, 4-4 

Anthropogenic · 3-3, 3-4, 4-6, 4-8, 4-9, 4-24 

B 

Basin Electric · 1-1, 1-2, 1-4, 1-5, 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8, 2-12, 3-
8, 3-9, 3-12, 3-14, 3-16, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-12, 4-14, 4-21 

C 

Capacity factor · 1-5, 2-2, 2-11, 2-12, 4-4, 4-10 
Carbon dioxide · 4-4 
Carbon monoxide (CO) · 2-3, 2-9, 3-6, 3-7 
Chemicals · 3-15, 4-18 
Climate change · 2-13, 3-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, 4-24 
Corps of Engineers (Corps) · 4-22, 4-23, 4-24 

D 

Deer Creek Project · 4-22 

E 

Emissions · 2-2, 2-5, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10, 2-11, 2-12, 2-13, 3-3, 3-
4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-8, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-8, 4-9, 4-
23, 4-24, 5-1, 5-2 

F 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission · 1-4 

G 

Gas turbine · 1-1, 2-5, 2-6, 2-8, 2-10, 4-2, 4-22 
General Electric (GE) · 1-1, 4-2, 4-3 

Greenhouse gas · 2-3, 2-4, 2-10, 2-13, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 
4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-23 

Groton · 1-1, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 2-1, 2-3, 2-5, 2-7, 2-8, 2-11, 2-
12, 2-15, 3-1, 3-4, 3-6, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, 

3-14, 3-15, 3-16, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-8, 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 
4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-17, 4-18, 4-21, 4-22, 4-23, 4-
24, 5-1, 5-2, 6-1, 6-2 

Groton Generation Station · 1-1, 1-5, 1-6, 2-1, 2-3, 2-5, 2-8, 
2-11, 2-12, 2-15, 3-1, 3-4, 3-6, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, 3-
12, 3-13, 3-14, 3-15, 3-16, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-8, 4-9, 4-
10, 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-17, 4-18, 4-21, 4-22, 
4-23, 4-24, 5-1, 5-2 

I 

Intentional Destructive Acts · 2-15, 4-18 

L 

Lake Oahe · 3-9, 4-9, 4-10, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24, 5-1 
Large Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) · 1-1, 

1-2, 1-4, 2-1, 2-3 

M 

Missouri River System · 4-24 

N 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) · 4-2 
Native American · 1-1, 1-6, 1-7, 6-2 
Natural Gas · 2-2, 2-5, 4-3 
Nitrogen oxides (NOX) · 2-3, 2-5, 2-10, 2-13, 4-2, 4-23 
Noise · 2-14, 3-1, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, 4-1, 4-14, 4-15, 4-16, 4-

21 

O 

Open Access Transmission Service Tariff (Tariff) · 1-1, 1-4, 
2-1, 2-4 

P 

Particulate Matter (PM10) · 2-8, 3-7 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) · 2-2 

S 

Significance Criteria · 4-2, 4-6, 4-10, 4-11, 4-13, 4-15, 4-17 
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South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources (SDDENR) · 1-6, 1-7, 3-8, 3-14, 4-2, 4-3, 4-21, 
6-1 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (SDPUC) · 1-6, 3-
12, 4-14, 4-15, 4-21, 6-1 

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) · 2-8, 3-6, 3-7, 4-3, 4-23 

U 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) · 3-5, 3-6, 3-
14, 6-1 

V 

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) · 2-9, 3-6, 4-3 

W 

WEB Water Development Association (WEB) · 2-12, 3-8, 3-
9, 4-10, 4-22, 4-24 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A – Groton Generation Station 2009 Operational Report,  
Air Emission Inventory 
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Appendix B – State of South Dakota Title V Air Quality Operating Permits 
Permit # Facility Location County 

28.0502-04 Heartland Grain Fuels Limited Partnership Huron Beadle 

28.0801-04 NorthWestern Energy (Huron) Huron Beadle 

28.0701-04 NuStar Pipe Line Operating Partnership LP former Kaneb Wolsey Beadle 

28.3302-04 Trussbilt Huron Beadle 

28.0501-12 Broin Enterprises Inc Scotland Bon 
Homme 

28.0501-06 South Dakota Soybean Processors Volga Brookings 

28.0502-06 Valero Renewable Fuels Company LLC Aurora/Brrokings County Brookings 

28.2201-06 South Dakota State University Brookings Brookings 

28.9901-06 3M Company Brookings Brookings 

28.9905-06 Daktronics, Inc. Brookings Brookings 

28.1101-03 Brown County Solid Waste Landfill ABERDEEN Brown 

28.0101-03 Avera Saint Lukes Hospital Aberdeen Brown 

28.0501-03 James Valley Ethanol LLC dba POET Biorefining Groton Brown 

28.0801-03 NorthWestern Energy (Aberdeen) Aberdeen Brown 

28.3301-03 3M Company Aberdeen Brown 

28.0505-03 Heartland Grain Fuels Limited Partnership Aberdeen Brown 

28.9905-03 NuStar Pipe Line Operating Partnership LP former Kaneb Aberdeen Brown 

28.0802-03 Basin Electric Power Cooperative - Groton Generating 
Station Groton Brown 

28.3303-03 Molded Fiber Glass Companies Aberdeen Brown 

28.1101-15 American Colloid Company Belle Fourche Butte 

28.0701-15 Williston Basin North of Belle Fourche Butte 

28.0801-18 NorthWestern Energy (Clark) Clark Clark 

28.0701-18 TransCanada Northern Border Inc - CS10 Crocker Clark 

28.0801-19 Basin Electric Power Cooperative Vermillion Clay 

28.2201-19 University of South Dakota Vermillion Clay 

28.0501-05 Glacial Lakes Energy Watertown Codington 

28.0701-05 Magellan Pipeline Company LP Watertown Codington 

28.0801-05 Western Minnesota Municipal Power Agency - Watertown 
Power Plant Watertown Codington 

28.1101-05 Watertown Regional Landfill Watertown Codington 

http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-04_permit_20080701.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-04_permit_20071017.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-04_permit_20070514.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3302-04_permit_20061011.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-12_permit_20080428.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-06_permit_20090209.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-06_permit_20090605.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.2201-06_permit_20070529.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9901-06_permit_20090929.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9905-06_permit_20090501.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-03_permit_20080516.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0101-03_permit_20091026.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-03_permit_20071009.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-03_permit_20091030.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3301-03_permit_20071113.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0505-03_permit_20070306.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9905-03_permit_20061128.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0802-03_permit_20090310.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3303-03_permit_20090825.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-15_permit_20091109.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-15_permit_20060427.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-18_permit_20090807.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-18_permit_20090401.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-19_permit_20090310.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.2201-19_permit_20081104.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-05_permit_20090702.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-05_permit_20041227.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-05_permit_20090825.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-05_permit_20081224.pdf�
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28.3305-05 Benchmark Foam Inc Watertown Codington 

28.1107-21 Pacer Corporation White Bear Mica Plant Custer Custer 

28.1101-08 Mitchell Regional Landfill Mitchell Davison 

28.0701-08 NuStar Pipe Line Operating Partnership LP former Kaneb Mitchell Davison 

28.0501-08 Prairie Ethanol, LLC dba POET Biorefining - Mitchell Mitchell Davison 

28.3301-22 Dakota Foundry Inc WEBSTER Day 

28.0701-23 TransCanada Northern Border Inc - CS11 SD I-29, Exit 157 Deuel 

28.0701-26 TransCanada Northern Border Inc - CS9 NE 1/4 NE 1/4 Section 28 T124N 
R 66W Edmunds 

28.0502-26 Aberdeen Energy, LLC Mina, SD Edmunds 

28.0102-27 VA Black Hills Health Care System, Hot Springs Medical 
Cente Hot Springs Fall River 

28.0801-28 NorthWestern Energy (Faulkton) Faulkton Faulk 

28.0502-29 Northern Lights Ethanol Big Stone City Grant 

28.0801-29 Otter Tail Power Company Big Stone City Grant 

28.1101-36 Pierre Regional Landfill Pierre Hughes 

28.0801-38 NorthWestern Energy (Highmore) Highmore Hyde 

28.0801-42 Otter Tail Power Company Lake Preston Kingsbury 

28.0501-43 Dakota Ethanol LLC Wentworth Lake 

28.0801-43 Madison Generation Plant MADISON Lake 

28.1155-09 Wharf Resources (USA) Inc Lead Lawrence 

28.4402-09 Spearfish Forest Products, Inc. Spearfish Lawrence 

28.0501-44 POET Biorefining - Hudson Hudson Lincoln 

28.4401-44 ShowPlace Wood Products Inc Harrisburg Lincoln 

28.0502-44 Siouxland Energy and Livestock Cooperative Transload 
Facility Hudson Lincoln 

28.0105-01 Sioux Falls Water Reclamation Facility Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.0201-01 John Morrell & Company Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.0303-01 Earthgrains Baking Companies, Inc. Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.0701-01 Magellan Pipeline Company LP Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.0703-01 NuStar Pipe Line Operating Partnership LP former Kaneb Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.1101-01 Sioux Falls Regional Sanitary Landfill Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.4401-01 Norcraft Companies LLC dba StarMark Cabinetry Inc Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.4402-01 Dakota Kitchen and Bath Inc Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.3306-01 Design Tanks LLC Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.9906-01 Midwest Railcar Repair Inc Corson, SD Minnehaha 

http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3305-05_permit_20090812.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1107-21_permit_20091109.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-08_permit_20081224.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-08_permit_20070105.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-08_permit_20080804.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3301-22_permit_20060217.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-23_permit_20090401.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-26_permit_20090401.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-26_permit_20090928.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0102-27_permit_20070905.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-28_permit_20090423.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-29_permit_20090319.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-29_permit_20090609.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-36_permit_20090102.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-38_permit_20090423.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-42_permit_20050805.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-43_permit_20070816.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-43_permit_20091109.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1155-09_permit_20091119.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4402-09_permit_20080505.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-44_permit_20080804.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4401-44_permit_20050830.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-44_permit_20081217.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0105-01_permit_20090901.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0201-01_permit_20061004.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0303-01_permit_20090702.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-01_permit_20080211.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0703-01_permit_20070409.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-01_permit_20090326.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4401-01_permit_20070621.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4402-01_permit_20081103.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3306-01_permit_20091030.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9906-01_permit_20080910.pdf�
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28.9907-01 CCL Label Inc Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

SD-
0000264 Northern States Power Company Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.3309-01 The Bergquist Company Brandon Minnehaha 

28.0504-01 Buffalo Ridge Energy, LLC Sherman Minnehaha 

28.0106-01 Sanford USD Medical Center Sioux Falls Minnehaha 

28.0803-04 NorthWestern Energy (Mobile B) Portable PORTABLE 

28.0802-28 Northwestern Energy - Portable #3 HURON PORTABLE 

28.0101-02 Rapid City Regional Hospital Rapid City Pennington 

28.0801-02 Black Hills Corporation (Ben French) Rapid City Pennington 

28.1101-02 Rapid City Regional Landfill Rapid City Pennington 

28.1121-02 GCC Dacotah Rapid City Pennington 

28.1143-02 Pete Lien and Sons Inc Rapid City Pennington 

28.1150-02 Hills Materials Company Rapid City Pennington 

28.4401-02 Rushmore Forest Products Inc Hill City Pennington 

28.4428-02 Countertops Inc Rapid City Pennington 

28.0601-02 Simon Contractors of South Dakota Rapid City Pennington 

28.0702-02 Rocky Mountain Pipeline System LLC Rapid City Pennington 

28.0802-02 Black Hills Corporation (Lange) Rapid City Pennington 

28.4429-02 Fuels Reduction Services LLC Portable Pennington 

28.0301-54 Associated Milk Producers Inc Cass Clay Division Hoven Potter 

28.0501-55 Tri-State Financial LLC dba North Country Ethanol Co Rosholt Roberts 

28.4401-55 Woodland Cabinetry Sisseton Roberts 

28.0801-57 NorthWestern Energy (Redfield) Redfield Spink 

28.0503-57 Redfield Energy LLC REDFIELD Spink 

28.0801-58 Fort Pierre Power and Light Plant Fort Pierre Stanley 

28.0501-61 POET Biorefining - Chancellor Chancellor Turner 

28.0502-61 NuGen Marion Energy LLC MARION Turner 

28.0503-61 Summit Green Energy, LLC - Genesis I Parker Turner 

28.0801-07 NorthWestern Energy (Yankton) Yankton Yankton 

28.3306-07 Sapa Extrusions Inc. Yankton Yankton 

28.0701-07 NuStar Pipe Line Operating Partnership LP former Kaneb Yankton Yankton 

28.9906-07 Kolberg-Pioneer Inc Yankton Yankton 

http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9907-01_permit_20090213.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/SD-0000264_permit_20040713.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/SD-0000264_permit_20040713.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3309-01_permit_20070509.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0504-01_permit_20071217.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0106-01_permit_20080708.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0803-04_permit_20060908.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0802-28_permit_20080715.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0101-02_permit_20080623.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-02_permit_20061019.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1101-02_permit_20091020.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1121-02_permit_20081201.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1143-02_permit_20081112.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.1150-02_permit_20090813.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4401-02_permit_20050405.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4428-02_permit_20091030.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0601-02_permit_20051114.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0702-02_permit_20081010.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0802-02_permit_20080111.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4429-02_permit_20090831.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0301-54_permit_20061128.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-55_permit_20071231.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.4401-55_permit_20090813.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-57_permit_20090807.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0503-57_permit_20091001.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-58_permit_20080630.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0501-61_permit_20090921.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0502-61_permit_20090817.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0503-61_permit_20080911.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0801-07_permit_20050120.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.3306-07_permit_20080605.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.0701-07_permit_20071218.pdf�
http://denr.sd.gov/pdfaq1/28.9906-07_permit_20090819.pdf�
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Appendix C – Future Missouri River System Water Supply Depletions 
 

 
 

 
 
Source:  Appendix B2 – Missouri River Depletions, Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement for the Red River Valley Water Supply Project, Dakotas Area 
Office, and Bureau-of-Reclamation. 
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Appendix D – Draft EIS Comment and Response Document 
Western Area Power Administration received two letters on the Draft EIS.  One letter was 
received from the U.S. Department of the Interior and provided no comments.  A second letter 
was received from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  Each of EPA’s individual 
comments were bracketed and assigned a comment number.  The EPA letter is provided in this 
appendix.  Western developed a response to each comment and included its response below each 
EPA comment.  Where applicable, Western made changes to the Environmental Impact 
Statement based on EPA’s comments and incorporated these changes into the Final EIS.  If 
changes to the EIS were made in response to an EPA comment, the response includes a reference 
to a section in the Final EIS where the change was made. 
 

Response to EPA’s Comments on the Draft EIS for Groton Generation Station 

Comment No. 1:  Elimination of Western’s operating limit, the proposed action, will result 
in the Clean Air Act permit becoming the new effective cap on its generation capabilities 
and an approximate 70% increase in both carbon dioxide and water usages based on Table 
2.6-1 of the Draft EIS.  Correspondingly, an increase in air emissions is also expected.  

Response No. 1:  An increase in permitted air emissions is not expected from the Groton 
Generation Station as a result of removing the 50-Megawatts (MW) annual average generation 
limit. The Station would operate in accordance with the emissions limits and restrictions 
specified in the air construction permit and Title V operating permit previously obtained for this 
facility.  It is a correct statement that removing the 50-MW limitation could allow the units to 
operate more frequently and generate more carbon dioxide equivalents and use more water (see 
Table 2.1 in Final EIS) than it currently does, but the facility would still be limited to the 
emission limitations specified in the air permits, which would also limit the amount of water for 
emissions control.  The carbon dioxide CO2 equivalent (CO2e) increases are not substantial in the 
global CO2 inventory.  Water usage is minor (see Response No. 29).  The Groton Generation 
Station would be compliant with their Title V operating limits.   

Comment No. 2:  EPA is concerned that the Draft EIS does not evaluate all reasonable 
alternatives associated with the project purpose and goal. It does not discuss alternatives 
such as demand-side Management or increased plant efficiency that could, at least in part, 
address the increased demand for power. EPA recommends that the Draft EIS consider 
reasonable alternatives, such as these that may be outside of Western’s authority. 

Response No. 2:  Based on EPA’s comment, Western has revisited its alternatives considered 
but eliminated from full evaluation.  Western’s proposed Federal action is limited and relates to 
whether or not the operational limits within its Large Generator Interconnection Agreement 
should be revised so the operation limits coincide with the requirements of the current Title V 
permit.  As such, Western does not agree that its alternatives analysis to that proposed Federal 
Action needs to be expanded.  Section 2.3 of the EIS provides Western’s rationale for not 
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addressing generation-related alternatives.  However, in response to EPA’s comment, Western 
has expanded the discussion under Section 2.3, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated, and 
included information on Basin Electric’s demand-side management activities.   

Basin Electric’s Purpose and Need is to provide additional peaking energy beyond what Groton 
Generation Station is administratively limited to by the terms of the FONSI (DOE/EA-1524; 
2005) issued by Western (i.e., Groton Generation Station is limited to 50 MW annual average 
generation).  Basin Electric’s overall system generation needs continue to grow but it is tempered 
by their implementation of various conservation and energy efficiency programs.   

Basin Electric selected the combustion turbines at Groton Unit 1 and Unit 2 for their increased 
efficiency over traditional combustion turbines.  Groton 1 and 2 are the first commercial 
electrical generating facilities to utilize the General Electric (GE) LMS 100 turbines. LMS100 
turbines are considered to be the most efficient simple cycle combustion turbines currently 
available. The selection of the LMS100 turbine enhanced Basin Electric’s position for delivering 
low-cost, reliable power supply with high-efficiency power generation equipment. The higher 
efficiency of the units also reduces emissions when compared to less efficient operating systems. 

Basin Electric routinely has ongoing system-wide studies to periodically evaluate power 
requirements associated with the current state of the economy, projected growth in demand for 
power, and the types of power generation facilities needed to operate cost effectively.  As part of 
this review, Basin Electric considers the operating condition of its facilities in terms of age, 
efficiency of operation and required pollution control upgrades that are required for the facilities 
to operate.  With the projected increase in activity in the economy and the increase of renewable 
energy sources in Basin Electric’s portfolio, there is a need to provide additional peaking power 
generation capability and flexibility to respond to projected demand, especially since Basin 
Electric’s plan to have a coal-fired baseload generation unit meet its current projected power 
generation deficit was cancelled.  Recently (2007, 2008, and 2009) Basin Electric underwent 
improvements at the Laramie River Station (Units 1, 2, and 3), which increased output by 36 
MW total in western service area, thus, increasing the fuel-based efficiency on those units. 

Comment No. 3:  EPA also recommends that the Final EIS further re-characterize the 
project need and include a description of the original basis for the operating limit in the 
LGIA. Further characterization of the project need would include additional information 
regarding the amount of additional production capability needed and the expected 
population growth (when, where, and how much).  Section 1.0 of the Draft EIS notes a 
deficit of 800-900 MW for the eastern portion of the system. An assessment of what portion 
of this deficit will be satisfied by the proposed action and a more detailed description of 
expected population growth may aid in illumination of alternatives, connected actions 
required to support the project, and impacts that are indirect or cumulative.
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Response No. 3:  In response to EPA’s comment, Western has provided more information on 
Basin Electric’s purpose and need.  In addition, Western has provided some additional 
background below that relates to Western’s need for agency action and Basin Electric’s specific 
requests to Western.  Basin Electric initially proposed a single 100-MW peaking station in 2003.  
The Rural Utilities Service (RUS) and Western were identified as having Federal actions that 
required National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) compliance.  Basin Electric submitted a 
loan request to RUS for financing the facility and a request to Western for interconnecting the 
Groton Generation Station with Western’s transmission system.  Both agencies participated in 
the subsequent development of an Environmental Assessment (EA) with scoping to comply with 
NEPA.  RUS, guided by Section 24 and 25, CFR Title 7, Part 1794, Environmental Policies and 
Procedures, stipulates that for a natural gas-fired electric generating facility, RUS is required to 
perform an EA with Scoping. However, DOE regulations define any generating project that has 
an annual average generating output of 50 MW or more as significant, requiring an 
Environmental Impact Statement to be performed.  

Based on a Power Supply Analysis (2003) that evaluated the overall system needs between 2004 
and 2027, Basin Electric needed Groton Generation Station Unit 1 online and operating within 
two and a half years of Basin Electric committing to build the project.  Because of this time 
constraint and the understanding of system load forecasts at that time, Basin Electric agreed to 
limit the output of the Groton Generation Station Unit 1 to 50 average MW.  Thus, Western did 
not require the preparation of an EIS for the interconnection and agreed to participate in the RUS 
EA process.  The same NEPA requirements were also present when the Groton Generation 
Station Unit 2 was proposed.  Unit 2 was determined necessary as a result of a revised Power 
Supply Analysis approximately two years later.  Basin Electric also agreed to limit the output of 
the Groton Generation Station, with the addition of the second generation unit, to be within the 
50-MW annual average limit. However, with both units the peaking capability at high demand 
periods was doubled, even with the same annual limit. Western thus agreed to participate in the 
EA for the second generation unit. Western adopted the RUS EAs for the Groton Generation 
Station Units 1 and 2.  In both the Findings of No Significant Impact (FONSI) issued by 
Western, the generation output restriction was noted for the Groton Generation Station limiting 
its electrical output on an annual basis to 50 MWs.  Western’s determinations in its FONSIs 
noted that output above the 50-MW annual average limitation would only be addressed after the 
completion of an EIS that evaluated the effects of the increased output. 

With the removal of the operating limitation, the Groton Generation Station does not gain any 
additional peaking generation capability during peak load conditions; it allows the facility to 
operate more hours to either backup/firm up wind generation or during periods that it is 
economical to operate the facility. As such, growth in the form of population growth is not a 
pertinent factor to evaluate.  Western’s proposed Federal action of removing the operating 
limitation does not provide for additional capacity from the generating unit on an hourly basis. 
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The elimination of the 50-MW annual average limitation allows for additional hours of operation 
to provide for a more economical and low-cost operation of Basin Electric’s overall generation 
portfolio. 

Comment No. 4:  EPA recommends that Western provide additional information to 
substantiate and clarify assessment of the project impacts.  The conclusion that cumulative 
air impacts will not exceed significance criteria references an analysis; however, the 
analysis and criteria are neither summarized nor included.  We recommend inclusion of 
the analysis and a description of the significance criteria. 

Response No. 4:  The Groton Generation Station consists of two 100-MW combustion turbines. 
The station was built in phases which meant individual permitting efforts, including a Permit to 
Construct through the South Dakota Department of Environmental and Natural Resource 
(SDDENR) and EA with Scoping through the Rural Utility Service and Western. The first unit 
EA was completed in 2005 (DOE/EA-1524) and, after issuance of the FONSI, started operations 
in 2006. The second unit EA (DOE/EA-1524-S1) was completed in 2007 and, after issuance of a 
separate FONSI, started operations in 2008. 

Because the Groton Generation Station is located in Brown County, South Dakota, which is in 
attainment or unclassifiable for all the pollutants regulated under the Clean Air Act, the facility 
was not subject to nonattainment new source review.  Only when new major stationary sources 
are planned or major modifications to existing sources in areas designated as attainment (under 
Section 107 of the Clean Air Act for any regulated pollutant) is a prevention of significant 
deterioration (PSD) review required. 

As part of the air permitting process for each of the units, Basin Electric requested operational 
and emission limitations to allow the Groton Generation Station to forgo a PSD review and PSD 
Permit. The Groton Generation Station is not classified as one of the 28 named PSD categories; 
therefore, its threshold is 250 tons per year for the regulated pollutants under the PSD program.  
A review of the potential uncontrolled emissions indicated that the nitrogen oxide (NOX) and 
carbon monoxide (CO) emissions required limitation (on an emissions basis, not a modeled 
ground-level impacts basis) to allow the Groton Generation Station to forgo a PSD review and 
permit.  Because the Groton Generation Station was not subject to PSD review, air dispersion 
modeling was not required under the Federal PSD regulations.  However; the SDDENR 
requested modeling for comparison to the PSD significance criteria levels and the NAAQS for 
CO and NOX.  The modeling results are shown in the following table.  Modeling was conducted 
based on the annual limit for NOX (238 tons per year) and at maximum CO pound per hour  
emission rates.  There were no exceedances of the PSD Significance Level or the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for CO or NOX.  In accordance with PSD rules, if the 
modeling does not exceed the PSD significance levels, then the project is protective of the 
NAAQS.  See Section 1.4.1 in the Final EIS for more information.
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Groton Generation Station Combustion Turbines Generators 
Dispersion Modeling Results 

 Maximum Modeled Concentration 
(ug/m3) 

 Annual 
NOX 

1-Hour 
CO 8-Hour CO 

Result 0.22 16.5 5.57 

Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration 
Significance Level 

1 2,000 500 

National Ambient Air 
Quality Standard 100 40,000 10,000 

    

 

The SDDENR established emission limits that restrict the facility-wide emissions to 95 percent 
of the applicability threshold. Both nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide emissions are limited 
to 238 tons per 12-month rolling average for the units. 

Comment No. 5:   EPA recommends clarifications, updates, and revisions to the discussion 
of greenhouse gas emissions and their impacts.  It would be helpful for Western to clarify 
greenhouse gas emissions in terms of carbon dioxide equivalents for annual emissions and 
the life of the project based on current operations, current allowable emissions, and the 
proposed action’s allowable emissions.  We note the need to update the document with 
respect to some of EPA’s regulatory activities regarding greenhouse gases.  Finally, we 
recommend including a discussion of any opportunities to mitigate those impacts. 

Response No.5:  Section 2.4.4, Operation for Air Quality Control, has been updated in response to 
this comment.  EPA’s comment on opportunities to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions is 
provided in response to EPA comments No. 20 and 24.   

A summary of the current actual and allowable greenhouse gas emissions for the No Action 
alternative and emissions for Western’s proposed Federal action has been added in Table 2.4-2 in 
the EIS. 

The EPA has promulgated the Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule, and the Greenhouse 
Gas Tailoring Rule which will control emissions of greenhouse gases using the Clean Air Act’s 
New Source Review.  The “Tailoring Rule” would subject sources that emit more than 75,000 or, 
in some instances, 100,000 tons of CO2 equivalent terms (CO2e) to the PSD program.  Western’s 
proposed Federal action will not require the Groton Generating Station to obtain an air permit 
modification which could subject the facility to PSD for greenhouse gas emissions. 
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The station would have to be modified and increase emissions under the air permit for a 
greenhouse gas PSD air permit to be required at the thresholds mentioned above. 

Western did not attempt to calculate life of the project greenhouse gas emissions because the life 
of the project is unknown.  In addition, the greenhouse gas global emissions and regulatory 
environment pertaining to greenhouse gas emissions are also unknown at this time.   

Mitigating emissions of greenhouse gases are discussed in response to comments No. 20 and No. 
24. 

Comment No. 6:   The Draft EIS does not fully address indirect project impacts. EPA 
recommends discussion and consideration of the indirect effects of connected actions 
triggered by the project and if necessary, expansion of the affected area description. For 
example, the Draft EIS should address whether increased natural gas production will be 
necessary to support the increased power generation capabilities of the plant and if so, 
what impacts, such as increased greenhouse gas emissions would occur and where. 

Response No. 6:  Based on EPA’s comment, Western believes that the EIS appropriately 
addresses indirect project impacts, considering Western’s proposed Federal action.  Basin 
Electric has a natural gas supply contract with its wholly owned subsidiary, Dakota Gasification 
Company, to provide the natural gas required to operate the Groton Generation Station.  The 
capacity of this system will meet the full output needs of the Groton Generation Station, since 
the Groton Generation Station may operate at full output to meet Basin Electric’s needs as 
discussed in response to Comment No. 3.  Dakota Gasification Company owns the Great Plains 
Synfuels Plant which produces synthetic natural gas from coal and is located adjacent to Basin 
Electric’s Antelope Valley Station near Beulah, North Dakota. Dakota Gasification Company 
will either deliver their product up to Groton Generation Station’s contracted amount or deliver 
their production to market at the common use hub at Ventura, Iowa.  No additional natural gas or 
greenhouse gas emissions will be produced by Dakota Gasification Company’s Great Plains 
Synfuels Plant to specifically operate the Groton Generation Station.  Dakota Gasification 
Company will produce up to its capability regardless how Groton Generation Station operates, 
the natural gas will be produced and the emissions will occur whether consumed at the Groton 
Generation Station or with an alternate consumer that purchases the natural gas at Ventura. 

In addition, Western does recognize that fugitive greenhouse gas emissions are likely occurring 
from the natural gas production and delivery systems.  An analysis of fugitive greenhouse 
emissions was not conducted for the reasons specified above and the lack of relevant 
information.  Western is not aware of or provided information on fugitive greenhouse gas 
emissions from the gas production and delivery systems; and therefore, cannot estimate 
emissions. 
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Comment No. 7:  Consistent with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, it is EPA’s 
responsibility to provide an independent review and evaluation of the potential 
environmental impacts of this project.  As Western did not identify a preferred alternative 
in the Draft EIS, EPA’s rating is based on the proposed action alternative.   

Response No. 7:  Western’s preferred alternative is its proposed action.  A statement has been 
added to the Executive Summary, and at the end of the Section 2.1 to identify Western’s 
proposed Federal action as its preferred alternative.   

Comment No. 8:  EPA is concerned that the Draft EIS does not evaluate all reasonable 
alternatives associated with the project purpose and goal.  The purpose and need of the 
project are described as “the need for additional peaking resource to serve projected 
additional member load growth (page ES-2).”  The Draft EIS presents only the proposed 
alternative and the no action alternative; however, the Draft EIS should “[i]nclude 
reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency” (40 CFR 1502.14(c). 
The Draft EIS mentions one additional alternative wherein Groton Generation Station 
would generate electricity at a level which would cause it to violate its Clean Air Act permit 
but indicates that this alternative was considered infeasible because it was outside 
Western’s authority.  While EPA does not consider this alternative to be a reasonable one 
given the facility’s current permit limits, the Draft EIS should consider other reasonable 
alternatives that may be outside of Western’s authority. 

When considering alternatives, EPA encourages consideration and discussion of demand 
side management through energy conservation and whether increased power production 
through increased plant efficiency or renewable energy sources could cover base-load 
demand to free up Groton Station peaking capacity.  We recommend that the Final EIS 
consider these measures that could serve, at least in part, to address the increased demand 
for power within the service area. 

Response No. 8:  Based on EPA’s comment, Western has revisited its alternatives analysis.  
Based on this review, Western has provided additional rationale in Section 2.3 of the EIS further 
explaining why no generation-related alternatives were carried forward and fully analyzed in the 
EIS.  Also, see response to comments No. 2, No. 3, and No. 20.  In addition, based on the 
scoping process conducted by Western for the EIS, Western did not receive any input that 
suggested other reasonable alternatives should be addressed to Western’s proposed Federal 
action.   

Comment No. 9:   Section 5.3 of the Draft notes”[e]limination of the operating limit 
[imposed by Western] could shorten the life of the facility, since the generating station 
could operate more often.”  Reduction in the need for the plant to operate would feasibly 
reduce wear and tear, prolonging the period over which the plant is operable.
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Response No. 9:  As indicated in Section 5.3, the operating life of the equipment could be 
shortened by the frequency of operation.  More important is the number of start ups and shut 
downs, which result in more wear than normal operating hours.  So, if the hours were increased 
but the number of start ups and shut downs were reduced there might be a balance or actually 
lessening of wear on the equipment.  It would depend on the need and duration of operation of 
Groton Generation Station Units 1 and 2.  Also, any reduction based on Basin Electric’s energy 
efficiency programs would be dependent on the need and duration of operation.  See response to 
Comment No. 10a for further information on Basin Electric’s purpose and need. 

EPA Comment No. 10a:  EPA recommends that the Final EIS include further 
characterization of the project need. The need for the project is stated but not 
characterized. Additional characterization may provide foundational information to 
address some of EPA’s other comments regarding connected actions, indirect effects, and 
cumulative effects.  

It is important to understand whether this project is part of a larger effort to increase 
peaking power generation capability. Basin Electric has proposed elimination of the 
operating limit imposed by Western in order to meet an “additional peaking demand for a 
projected member load growth (page ES-2).” Section 1.0 indicates that there will be a 
deficit of 800-900 MW for the eastern portion of the system by 2014. An assessment of how 
much of this deficit will be satisfied by the proposed action may aid in illumination of 
alternatives, connected actions, and cumulative impacts. 

Response No. 10a:  In response to EPA’s comment, Western has provided additional 
information on Basin Electric’s purpose and need as discussed under the response to Comment 
No. 3.  The language “additional peaking resource to serve projected additional member load 
growth (Executive Summary and Section 1.2 )” refers to removing the 50-MW annual average 
limit to allow for additional hours of operation at the Groton Generation Station.  Basin Electric 
has also installed additional peaking generation in 2010 in the form of the 100-MW Culbertson 
Generation Station located near Culbertson, Montana. The Culbertson Generation Station utilizes 
natural gas via the Northern Border Pipeline and has the same General Electric LMS100 turbine 
that the Groton Generation Station units have. The LMS100 turbine is the most efficient large 
frame turbine currently commercially available. Both the two Groton and Culbertson Generation 
Stations underwent previous NEPA analyses that evaluated project alternatives, connected 
actions and direct, indirect and cumulative impacts. The removal of the 50-MW annual average 
limitation does not cause additional infrastructure (transmission, substation, gas or water 
pipelines, etc.) to be constructed, internal to the generating station or external.  The direct, 
indirect and cumulative impacts have been addressed in the Draft EIS. 

Basin Electric has an identified 800-900 MW deficit project for its east service area by 2014 and 
a 1,200 MW deficit by 2021, based on the most recent power requirements analysis.   In order to 
satisfy that demand, Basin Electric proposed the following mix of generation types:
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• 300 MW of wind generation  
• 200 MW of peaking generation  
• 250 MW of intermediate generation  
• 600 MW of baseload generation  

Since the completion of the power requirements study, Basin Electric has proceeded to develop 
the intermediate generation facility at Deer Creek, added 700 MW of renewable energy, and 
cancelled its proposed 600 MW of baseload coal generation.  Part of the need for 200 MW of 
peaking generation would be offset by the increase in operating hours at the Groton Generation 
Station. 

None of the 800-900 MW deficit would be satisfied by Western’s proposed Federal action. The 
proposed action provides no additional capacity to Basin Electric’s generation portfolio. 
Western’s proposed Federal action would provide more hours of operation for the Groton 
Generation Station in any given year, but within the limits imposed by the current Title V air 
operating permit. 

Comment No. 10b:  Section 1.2 indicates that although growth is anticipated in every 
consumer class, the need for increased peaking capability is primarily in response to 
anticipated growth in the commercial load within the summer months. It describes the 
increased demand as being located in the eastern portion of its nine state service area 
(western Nebraska, northwestern and central Iowa, portions of southern Minnesota, all of 
South Dakota, portions of eastern Montana and western and central North Dakota). It does 
not characterize how much population growth is expected or specifically where it may 
occur. This information may not only help justify the project but may also help other 
decision makers evaluate and plan for the project. Beyond refinement of the project area, 
additional description of when, where, how much, and what type of population growth is 
projected may also aid in illumination of connected actions required to support the project 
and the indirect and cumulative impacts.” 

Response No. 10b:  Basin Electric has not historically included peaking-type generation in its 
generation portfolio. System studies have indicated the need to have peaking facilities available 
in order to provide low-cost power production for Basin Electric’s membership. Furthermore, 
with Basin Electric adding more than 700 MW of renewable energy in recent years, there is 
additional need to backup/firm up the wind generation with natural gas generation, which in part 
can be accomplished with additional hours of operation for the Groton Generation Station. 

With the removal of the operating limitation, the Groton Generation Station does not gain any 
additional peaking capability during peak conditions; rather, without the operating limit the 
facility would be allowed to operate more hours.  That additional operation time would supply 
peaking power needed to serve projected commercial load growth primarily in summer months.  
It would also be used to backup/firm up wind generation or during periods that it is economical 
to operate the facility. As such, growth in the form of population growth is not a pertinent factor 
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to evaluate, as Western’s proposed Federal action of removing the operating limitation does not 
provide for additional capacity from the generating unit on an hourly basis.  The elimination of 
the 50 MW annual average limitation allows for additional hours of operation resulting in a more 
economical and low cost operation of Basin Electric’s overall generation portfolio. 

Comment No. 11:  EPA also recommends that Western describe the original basis for the 
operating limit it imposed in the LGIA.  Understanding why Western included the 50 MW 
operating limit in its original agreement with Basin Electric may further illustrate the need 
for the project or highlight connected actions and additional alternatives.  Again, this piece 
of information may be important for decision-makers affected by the project. 

Response No. 11:  See response to Comment No. 3 

Comment No.12:  The Draft EIS refers the reader to the prevention of significant 
deterioration (PSD) air quality permit, which was granted for the permitted facility to 
operate at the increased production rates of 787 Million BTU/hr per unit.  The Final EIS 
should present and discuss the air impact analysis results to substantiate the Draft EIS 
conclusion that no adverse impacts will occur from Western’s proposed action, which 
enables an increased production rate. 

Response No.12:  A PSD permit was not granted for the Groton Generation Station; Basin 
Electric holds a minor source air construction permit for the entire facility.  Emissions are limited 
below 250 tons per year for each pollutant; thereby, not subjecting Basin Electric to PSD.  The 
787 million BTU/hour heat input rate per unit that is allowed was granted per the construction 
and Title V Air Quality Permits. The Title V Air Quality Permit allows the Groton Generation 
Station (two-100-MW combustion turbines each rated at 787 million BTU/hour) to operate with 
the 238 tons per rolling 12-month average limitation for NOX and CO. The increased annual 
generation rate, potentially occurring by removing the 50-MW annual average limit, would not 
increase emissions above the construction permit and Title V operating permit limits for this 
facility.  Also see response to comment No. 4. 

No changes to the air permit are required; therefore, Basin Electric will not apply for a PSD 
permit for the Groton Generation Station.   Since the generating station will not be subject to 
PSD, air dispersion modeling was completed only for the state’s review for comparison to the 
NAAQS and the PSD Significance Levels for CO and NOX.  The NAAQS modeling that was 
submitted for the state showed no impact at the maximum permitted rate.  Removing the 50-MW 
average annual limit would not increase any ground-level impacts.  Since these analyses were 
only required for state review and would not change as a result of Western’s proposed Federal 
action, it is unnecessary to re-model CO and NOX emissions and submit to the SDDENR.  See 
Section 4.1.4 of the FEIS for more information on the air impacts analysis, and the response to 
Comment No. 4.
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Comment No. 13:  On January 22, 2010, EPA announced a new hourly NO2 standard of 
100 ppb based on the 3-year average of the 98th-percentile of the annual distribution of 
daily maximum 1-hour concentrations.  The final rule for the new hourly National Ambient 
Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) was published in the Federal Register on February 9, 2010 
and the standard was effective on April 12, 2010.  Since the air quality permit application 
was submitted (November 2006), no analysis conducted for the new NAAQS.  The Final 
EIS should include the results from near-field modeling for the 1-hour NO2 NAAQS. 

Response No.13:  Air dispersion modeling was not required for the Groton Generation Station 
since it was not subject to PSD, per the Federal rules.  However, the state requested modeling for 
NOX and CO for the synthetic minor source air construction permit that the site received.  The 
Groton Generation Station does not require a new air permit or an air permit modification; 
therefore, air dispersion modeling for NO2 was not  conducted for this facility.  In addition, the 
SDDENR has not completed ambient air monitoring to support the new 1-hour NO2 NAAQS and 
has not fully determined attainment and nonattainment areas; therefore, background values are 
not readily available.  Also, see response to comments No. 4 and No. 12, and Section 4.1.4 in the 
Final EIS.  The impacts from the proposed Federal action would not exceed the limits set in the 
Title V permit.  

Comment No. 14:  The Groton Generation Station alone comprised 9.64% of South 
Dakota’s 2005 carbon dioxide emissions (Draft EIS, page 4-8).  The basis or supporting 
data for this number should be disclosed in the Final EIS.  Also, the station’s current actual 
emissions, the station’s current allowable emissions, and the allowable emissions based 
upon the proposed action are not clear.  EPA recommends Western clarify what value it 
considers to represent the station’s current actual carbon dioxide emissions, what value 
represents the station’s current allowable carbon dioxide emissions, what value represents 
allowable carbon dioxide emissions under the proposed action and the rationale and 
supporting data for those values.   

Response No. 14:  The current emissions of greenhouse gases are taken from the 2009 Air 
Emissions Inventory report.  The current allowable greenhouse gas emissions are from the No 
Action alternative and are based on a 438,000 megawatt-hours (MWh) annual output average of 
50 MW for the site, while burning 3,412 million cubic feet of natural gas.  Western’s proposed 
Federal action is based on 743,760 MWh (based on 238 tons per year of NOX or CO) annual 
output while burning 5,795 million cubic feet of natural gas.  The projected emissions from the 
No Action alternative and Western’s proposed Federal action are summarized in Table 2.1 in the 
Final EIS.  Also, see Response No. 5.   

Comment No. 15:  The Draft EIS presents a number of different values for carbon dioxide 
emissions from the plant under its current agreement.  It is not apparent which value 
Western considers to be representative of the current actual emissions.  The value in the 
table on page ES-4 is based upon the 2008 emission rate (up to 187,333 metric tons per 
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year), the value in Table 2.1 is also based on the 2008 data (205,860 tons/year), the value in 
Appendix A is based upon 2009 emissions 918095.78 tons/year), and Section 3.1.2 presents 
a value based upon 2009 production (25.49 thousand metric tons per year).  The Draft EIS 
also presents a number of different values for carbon dioxide emissions from the plant as a 
result of the proposed action.  The value in the table on page ES-4 is based upon the 2008 
emission rate (318,192 metric tons per year) and the value in Table 2.1 is also based on 
2008 data (349,563 tons/year).   

Response No. 15:  The values represented in the tables differ depending on the units, as well as 
the operating year.  In some cases, tons were used to represent the values, while in other cases, 
metric tons were used to represent the values.  In general, greenhouse gas emissions should be 
presented in metric tons, to be consistent with standard international greenhouse gas reporting 
protocols.  Table 2.1 in the EIS has been revised to reflect metric tons.  The no action alternative 
is based on 2009 data. 

Comment No. 16:  The Final EIS should disclose all project-related greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, not just carbon dioxide.  The total GHG emissions should be presented in 
carbon dioxide-equivalent terms (CO2e) for annual emissions as well as total GHG 
emissions expected over the lifetime of the proposed action.  The Draft EIS uses EPA’s 
equivalency calculator to describe projected emissions from the plant in terms of annual 
emissions from vehicles.  It also presents information regarding carbon dioxide emissions 
to provide a sense of Groton Generation Station’s contribution to greenhouse gas 
production on a global and state scale (Section 4.2.4).  These estimates should be based on 
all project GHG emissions not just carbon dioxide. 

Response No. 16:  Section 4.2.4 has been updated to address the comment.   

Western did not attempt to calculate life of the project greenhouse gas emissions because the life 
of the project is unknown.  In addition, the greenhouse gas global emissions and regulatory 
environment pertaining to greenhouse gas emissions are also unknown at this time.   

Comment No. 17:  In addition, the Final EIS discussion of the Clean Air Act and GHGs 
should be updated to reflect EPA’s recent regulatory activities.  Similarly, where the Draft 
EIS refers to draft Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) GHG-NEPA guidance, it 
should reflect the recent CEQ Draft 2010 Guidance not the Draft 1997 Guidance.  

Response No. 17:  Section 4.2.1 has been updated to reflect the comment. 

 Comment No. 18:  It would also be helpful to describe how the proposed GHG emissions 
may affect any relevant Regional, Tribal, or State climate change initiatives, such as the 
Midwestern Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord of which South Dakota is an observer.
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Response No. 18:  Section 3.1.2 has been updated to reflect the comment. 

Comment No. 19:  EPA also notes that the Draft EIS does not estimate the project’s 
“upstream” indirect GHG emissions, including methane and carbon dioxide emissions 
from natural gas production supporting the Groton Generation Station and fugitive 
methane emissions from both transporting methane to the Groton Station and within the 
Station.  Because this information may be of interest to the public in obtaining a complete 
picture of the GHG emissions associated with the proposed project, it may be helpful to 
estimate and disclose them. 

Response No. 19:  Quantifying the indirect greenhouse gas emissions from upstream sources 
falls outside the scope of the Groton Generation Station EIS.  There are no fugitive natural gas 
emissions at the Generating Station as natural gas is not vented; to do so would create a very 
dangerous situation as natural gas is combustible.  The proposed Federal action would not 
change the natural gas situation for this facility.  Western recognizes that there may be fugitive 
GHG emissions from the gas production and transportation, but there is no readily accessible 
information to develop a greenhouse gas assessment.  See response to Comment No. 6. 

Comment No. 20:  EPA also recommends revising the discussion of the link between the 
proposal’s GHGs and climate change risks.  As described in the CDQ 2010 Draft 
Guidance, the estimated level of GHG emissions can serve as a reasonable proxy for 
assessing potential climate change impacts, and provide decision makers and the public 
with useful information for a reasoned choice among alternatives.  Accordingly, to the 
extent that the proposed action (as compared to another alternative or no action), an 
alternative, or mitigation measures will result in lower GHG emissions, EPA recommends 
that the discussion reflect that lower GHG emissions overall would result in lower climate 
change risks.   

Response No. 20:  In Section 4.2.4 of the EIS, Operation without Western’s Operating Limit 
under Western’s Proposed Action, Western presents some findings from the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) November 2007 “Climate Change 2007 Synthesis Report,” 
also known as the Fourth Assessment Report on Climate Change.  The IPCC report finds that, 
“most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is very 
likely (i.e., more than 90 percent likely) due to the observed increase in anthropogenicError! 
Bookmark not defined. greenhouse gas concentrations.” In the same section, Western indicates 
that the Groton Generation Station without Western’s operating limit could emit more CO2, 
which could have an undetermined effect on local, regional, or global climate change.  Likewise, 
lower GHG emissions from the Groton Generation Station could result in lower climate change 
risk.  However, as noted in Section 4.2.4, because numerous models produce widely divergent 
results, and there is insufficient information, Western is unable to identify the specific impacts of 
Groton Generation Station’s CO2 emissions on human health and the environment.  This lack of 
sufficient information and the use of widely diverging models are evident in the IPCC report 
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where it states in the Key Uncertainty section “Difficulties remain in reliably simulating and 
attributing observed temperature changes to natural or human causes at smaller than continental 
scales.”  

As a result, Western believes that any attempt to analyze and predict the local or regional 
impacts of the station’s CO2 emissions on human health and the environment or the climate 
change risks cannot be done in any way that produces reliable results. 

 
Comment No. 21:  This discussion should also be addressed in the context of the cumulative 
impacts of GHG emissions. 

Response No. 21:  Section 4.8.3 has been updated to reflect this comment. 

Comment No. 22:  We also believe the discussion of climate change in Chapter 3 “Affected 
Environment” would benefit from a summary discussion of ongoing and projected regional 
climate change impacts relevant to the action area, based on U.S. Global Change Research 
Program assessments.  

Response No. 22:  Section 3.1.1 has been updated based on the comment. 

Comment No. 23:  Similarly, we believe the Final EIS should include a discussion of 
whether and how the proposed action should be adapted in light of projected climate 
change impacts, as well as a discussion whether the impacts of the proposed action may be 
exacerbated by climate change. 

Response No. 23:  Section 4.2.4 has been updated to address this comment.  Table 2.6-1 was 
revised in the Final EIS to reflect this comment. 

Comment No. 24:  The Final EIS should analyze in detail potential means to mitigate the 
proposal’s GHG emissions and disclose the estimated GHG reductions associated with such 
measures.  Consistent with the Executive Order 13514 policy “…to make reductions of 
greenhouse gas emissions a priority for Federal Agencies…” EPA recommends that 
Western commits to implementation of reasonable mitigation measures to reduce project-
related GHG emissions.  Such measures may include but are not limited to 1) capture and 
sequestration of carbon dioxide at the plant, 2) emission reduction or improved efficiency 
at the plant. 3) carbon offsets, 4) investing in transmission lines for renewable energy, and 
5) adding renewable energy sources and increased energy efficiency beyond that required 
by state law.  The addition of renewable energy sources and increased energy efficiency are 
additional measures that could be used for mitigation.  They were discussed within the 
alternatives section above, however, this does not preclude their use for mitigation. 

Response No. 24:  In response to this comment, Western has revisited its alternatives analysis 
and provided updates in Section 2.3 of the EIS, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated.  
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Western considered whether or not the EIS should address alternatives or mitigation to reduce 
greenhouse gases.  Since CO2 and other greenhouse gases are unavoidable components of the 
combustion of natural gas, reductions in greenhouse gases could be obtained by two means: a 
reduction in the number of hours of operation, or confinement of the greenhouse gases away 
from the atmosphere by capture and sequestration.  For the reasons noted in Section 2.3 of the 
EIS, Western did not fully analyze these alternatives.  However, based on the comment, Western 
has provided, in Appendix E, a description of the activities and programs undertaken by Basin 
Electric to address environment, energy security, and energy efficiency.  Basin Electric’s 
Environmental Commitment, Green Energy, and Energy Security fact sheets are also available 
at: http://www.basinelectric.com/Miscellaneous/pdf/Facts_Sheets/Green_Energyfactshee.pdf;  
http://www.basinelectric.com/Miscellaneous/pdf/Facts_Sheets/EnvironmentalFactShe.pdf; and 
http://www.basinelectric.com/Environment/Energy_Security/index.html. 

Comment No. 25:  The Draft EIS indicates that water usage will increase from a maximum 
of 33.6 acre-feet/year to 57 acre-feet/year (table, ES-4).  This is approximately a 70% 
increase in water usage by the plant.  Section 3.2 indicates that the facility does not 
discharge to surface water or groundwater but that Basin Electric transfers its process 
water offsite for treatment and discharges its non-contact cooling water to evaporation 
ponds.  EPA recommends that Western address whether additional construction will be 
required for storage of the non-contact cooling water.  If additional storage must be 
constructed, Western should describe how it will mitigate the impacts of that construction 
with stormwater permits and associated best management practices. 

Response No. 25:  No additional storage facilities are required to facilitate the increased 
generation resulting from the removal of the 50-MW annual average limitation.  The water 
storage facilities are for storm water collection only.   

The trade off for reduction in NOX emissions is an increase in water consumption.  To clarify, 
the Groton Generation Station injects demineralized water into the combustion turbines to reduce 
NOX emissions.  A vendor-supplied trailer-mounted water treatment unit is brought on-site to 
provide water treatment of the water supplied by WEB Water Development Association (WEB).  
The water treatment unit requires periodic regeneration.  To accomplish the regeneration, the 
vendor removes the water treatment trailer from the site and it is replaced with a subsequent unit.  
The treatment unit is transferred off-site to be regenerated.  All the water that is injected into the 
turbines for NOX control is vaporized and passes with each turbine’s exhaust stream.  No treated 
water for NOX control is discharged on site. 

Comment No. 26/No. 27:  EPA recommends Western explicitly address how much of the 
water utilized under both the current operating limit and the proposed action will be 
discharged to the evaporation ponds and lost.  EPA also encourages Western to consider 
and discuss whether the quality and quantity of the non-contact cooling water are such that 
its reuse, either directly or through a process such as groundwater recharge and/or 
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recovery, is a viable option.  The groundwater recharge and recovery process would likely 
entail additional site-specific hydrogeologic evaluation and permitting through the South 
Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources (SDDENR)3. 

Response No. 26/No. 27:  The evaporation ponds collect stormwater that falls within the Groton 
Generation Station.  The quantity of water is dependent on precipitation events not on the 
generation rates of the facility.  Since no new facilities are required, a site specific 
hydrogeological evaluation and permitting process is not required.   

Waste heat transfer fluid is used to dissipate heat from the intercooler to the atmosphere.   This is 
a closed loop system.   Water injected into the turbine is used for NOx control (see Response No. 
25) which is vaporized and passes with each turbine’s exhaust stream.  There is no process or 
cooling water that is available to be discharged. 

Comment No. 28:  EPA recommends that the Final EIS include the analysis that was used 
to support the determination that cumulative impacts are unlikely to exceed significance 
criteria and a description of the significance criteria.  The Draft EIS describes two projects 
as reasonably foreseeable actions that were considered in the analysis for cumulative 
impacts.  These projects are the Hyperion oil refinery and power plant and the Basin 
Electric’s Deer Creek Station a 300-MW natural-gas fired power generation facility.  In 
addition to these future sources, the document describes the James Valley Ethanol dBA 
POET biorefining facility located six miles from the Groton Generation Station and 
references future population growth that will be enabled by this project.  Section 4.8.3 does 
not substantiate the conclusion that air emissions impacts from the Groton Generation 
Station are unlikely to be additive in a manner to exceed significance criteria.  It does not 
explain the significance criteria nor does it present the analysis to support the conclusions.   

Response No. 28:  Based on EPA’s input, Western has added a clarification to Section 4.8.3.  
The reference to the significance criteria relates to the significance criteria defined in Section 
4.1.3 of the EIS, which states a significant impact on air quality may result if the predicted 
concentrations of Criteria Air Pollutants would exceed state and/or Federal ambient air quality 
standards.  NOX and CO emissions (the criteria air pollutants emitted in the greatest quantities 
from the Groton Generation Station) were modeled for ground-level impacts to compare to the 
NAAQS for the air construction permit issued for the Groton Generation Station.  The results 
showed the impacts were below the PSD significance levels. Results that are below the PSD 
significance levels does not require additional modeling that includes all sources in the area 
because it is assumed that the contribution of this facility cannot contribute to an exceedance of 
the NAAQS.  Therefore, the Groton Generating Station has been shown to not exceed the 
NAAQS.  Response No. 4 displays the results of the modeling. 
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Comment No. 29:  The project may cumulatively contribute to water quality impairment in 
Lake Sharpe, the portion of the Missouri River downstream of the Oahe Dam.  The water 
for the project is withdrawn from Lake Oahe on the Missouri River.  Lake Sharpe, the 
portion of the Missouri River from the Oahe Dam to the Big Bend Dam, has been identified 
on South Dakota’s 2010 Integration Report as impaired for coldwater permanent fish life 
by temperature (page 126)4.  The location in the water column of the dam release (top, 
middle, bottom) may affect this impairment, and it also may be affected by a reduction in 
flow.  While it is unlikely that the WEB withdrawals for Groton are the sole contributor to 
impairment, they may cumulatively contribute to the impairment.  EPA recommends 
Western consider this possibility and disclose the current impairment of the area 
immediately downstream of where the withdrawals for the project may be increased. 

Response No. 29:  South Dakota has listed Lake Sharpe as impaired for waters not meeting 
water temperature criterion for the coldwater fish life propagation waters beneficial use. South 
Dakota’s state agency responsible for the fisheries, the South Dakota Game Fish and Parks, 
considers the river segment of the tailrace section below Lake Oahe and the headwaters of Lake 
Sharpe suitable as a year-long cold water fisheries.  The combined physical limitations of the 
Lake Sharpe reservoir and the natural variation of ambient temperatures, precipitation and the 
management of the mainstem Missouri River system provide circumstances that do not provide 
an opportunity for Lake Sharpe to be a year-long cold water fishery. 

The temperature of water in Lake Sharpe is dependent on the water level in Lake Oahe and the 
short residence time in Lake Sharpe. The level of Lake Oahe is dependent on the water flows 
into Lake Oahe, which is dependent on the precipitation events in Montana, Wyoming, North 
and South Dakota and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers management of the Missouri River. 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulates per the Missouri River Master Manual taking into 
account many factors including flood control, power generation, navigation, recreation etc.  On 
average the Missouri River flows approximately 25.1 million acre feet of water thru the 
reservoirs in South Dakota. Lake Oahe’s discharge is 114 feet above the lake bottom. Lake 
Oahe’s discharge may or may not be below or above any established thermocline. The residence 
time that Lake Sharpe provides for this flow is approximately 44 days verses the 449 days of 
retention for Lake Oahe. Lake Sharpe’s temperature is influenced by ambient air temperature and 
its short residence time. The additional 15 acre feet of water per year, represents 0.00006% of 
overall average Missouri River flow.  The additional 15 acre-feet consumed by the Groton 
Generation Station under Western’s proposed Federal action would be minuscule compared to 
the water level of Lake Oahe, corresponding to a lack of subsequent temperature effect of Lake 
Sharpe. 

Comment No. 30:  The Draft EIS does not provide an assessment of indirect impacts to the 
project or from actions connected to the project.  For example, the Draft EIS does not 
describe the supply for increased natural gas demand or what increases may be required to 
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natural gas supplies or transmission capabilities for the project.  Section 1.1 alludes to 
“system upgrades or additions necessary to accommodate the proposed project and ensure 
that they are in the project scope.”  EPA recommends that Western expand upon this 
statement to describe any additional planned activities which the project necessitates.  As 
mentioned above in the greenhouse gas section, EPA also recommends discussion of 
increased production of natural gas or coal gasification and the impacts associated with 
such actions. 

Response No. 30:  The natural gas supply system for the Groton Generation Station was 
addressed in the response to Comment No. 6.  Basin Electric requested an interconnection for 
120 MW for each generating unit at the Groton Generation Station.  Western performed System 
Impact Studies as a part of the Generation Interconnection evaluations for Units 1 and 2.  No 
system upgrades were required for interconnecting the Groton Generation Station with Western’s 
transmission system.  

Comment No. 31:  Since the proposed action is in an area that has both low-income as well 
as minority communities the Final EIS should include an analysis of the impact this action 
will have on these communities.  The Draft EIS does not do this.  While the Draft EIS notes 
that Western mailed scoping meeting notices directly to Tribes, [it] does not address 
whether Western held meetings or hearings in areas that might impact the greatest number 
of affected communities, including Tribes and low-income communities.  EPA recommends 
that the impacts to human health, economic and social effects of the proposed action on 
minorities and low-Income communities be discussed in the Final EIS. 

According to the Council of Environmental Quality NEPA/Environmental Justice 
Guidance: 

Federal agencies are to make the achievement of environmental justice part of their 
mission by identifying and addressing as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse 
human health or environmental effects of their programs, policies, and activities on 
minatory populations and low-income populations, and allowing all priorities of the 
populations a meaningful opportunity to participate in the development of compliance with 
enforcement of Federal laws, regulations, and policies affecting human health or the 
environment regardless of race, color, national origin or income. 

In the memorandum to heads of the departments and agencies that accompanied Executive 
Order 12898, the President specifically recognized the importance of procedures under 
NEPA for identifying and addressing environmental justice concerns.  The memorandum 
states “each Federal agency shall analyze the environmental effects, including human 
health, economic and social effects of Federal actions, including effects on minority 
communities and low-income communities when such analysis is required by NEPA.”
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Response  No. 31:  In response to this comment, Environmental Justice sections have been 
incorporated into the EIS. 
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Erica Walters
Western Area Porver Administration
L)cpartnrcnt of Encrgj
P.tl. Box 281213
Lakewonri. C() 80228-82 Ii

Re: Dra{t Environmental Irnpaet Statemcnt lbr
Madilication of thc {irc,ton Generation Station

lntcrconnecticn Agrecment. CEQ #20 I iX)3S5

Dear Mls. Walters:

'l'he Environmental Protection Agency'(EFA) ftegion I has reviewed the Drafl Finvironmunial

Irnpact Statement (EIS) {br the Moditication of the Groton {ienerati$n Station Interccnnection

Agreement. We provide our comrnents in accordance with our review under Section 103{2X{-l} o['th.e

National Envirerrunental llolicy Act {NIIPA).42 U.S"C.4332(2XC)- and Secticn 309 of thc Clean Air
Aet. 4! t-].S.C.. 76f)9.

lJasin Electric Power Cocperative {Basin Electric} has requested the Western Area Pqrr+.cr

Aelministration {Western} eliminate the operating limit hom thcir Large Generator Intcrconnection

Agrecment (LGIA) for the Groton Generation Station. located approximately five nrilcs scuth of
(ireiton. South Dakota. 'l'he current operating limit irnposed hy Westcrn prevents Basin I'lectric's
production at the Groton {ieneration Station from exceeding 50 MW on an average annual hasis. "l'he

Statiqn's maximum prcdtiction capability is 100 MW; however. this f'ull capacity would not be

availahle to rfie plant because it would result in violation of its Clean Air Act penniL lllimination oi
lWestern"s operuting timit. the proposcd action. will result in the Clean Air Act pennit beccrning thc

lnew effectivc cap on its generation capahilities and an approximate 70yo increrue in troth carban

lciioxide and watcr usage baxd on Table ?.6-1 of the Uraft EIS. Corresporulingl-v--. an increasc in air

lcrnissions is alsu cxpected.

ln completing our review. EPA has identified several recommendations for additional

cgnsiderarion and disclosure in the Final EIS. We hope to assist Westcm with fuil exploration of
alternotir.es anrj the identilication and irnplernentation of irnportant mitigati*n tools. While F,FA

appreciates Westem's concise appnrach fbr development of the l)raft ElS. we generally recommend
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expa&sion of the infbrmation and analysis presented. The docurnent dcles nat fully characterize the

inrpacts of the praposed action {direct. indlrect, or curnulative} cr ccnnccted actions. Wc have

summarized our corrmellts below'and nrovide our detailed comments in an enclas*re to this !ett*r.

EPA is concerned that the Draft L.lS dtxs not evaluate all reasonable altematives associated

*.ith the project puryose and goal. It does not discuss altematives such a*s demand-side manage$lent.

or increased plant cfficiency that could. at least in part. address the increased derrand tbr pow'er. I-,PA

recommends that the Draft EIS cansider reasonable alternatives, such as these. that may be oulside r"rf
Westem's authorib-. HI),A also recommends that the Final EIS furthen characterize the pro.iect need

and include a descriptit'rn of the original basis fbr thc operating lirnit in fhe L-GIA. Further

characterirstion of the project need woulcl include additional in{bmration rcgarding the anount of
additianal productian capatrility needed and the expected population growth {wh'en. where. and how
rnuch). Section 1.0 cf rhe Draft f;lS notes adeficit of 800-900 MW lbr the eastern gnrlion cf the

sy$tem. An assessment of w'hat portir:n of this deficit witl be satisfied by the prcposcd action and a

more derailed description of exprected population grorth may aid in illurnination of'alternatives.
connected actions rcquired to support the praject. and impacts that are indirect r.rr cumulativ-e.

EPA recamrnends that Westem pravide addition.tl information to substantiatc and clarity its

aasessmenf af project impacts. ThE conciusian that curnulative air impacts will not exceed

significance criteria rcfcrences an analysis; however" the analysis and criteria arc neither summarized

nor included. We recommend inelusion of tl,le analysis and a description cf ihe signi{icance criteria.

The Crcrton Generation Station alane ccmprised 9.64% of South Dakcta's 2005 carlxrn

dioxide enrissions {pagc 4-8). The Station eppears to represent a notable f'raction of South Dakota's
tctal greenh{ruse gas praduction. EPA rccommends slarifications. updates. and revisions {a the

discussion of greenhouse gas emissions and their impacts. It would be hclpful for Western to clarify
gr-eenhouse gas emissions in terms of carbon dioxide-equivalents f'or annual emissions and the life tlf
the project based on eurrent operations. current allowable emissions" and the prerposed action':i
allowahle emissions. We nate ttre need to update the document with respect to some of [,I]A's
regulatory actif ities regarding greenhouse gases. Finally. we recommcnd including a discussiein of
any cpportunitics to rnitigate thase impacts.

Thc Draii EIS docs not fully :rtldress indirect project impacls. EPA rccammends disctssion

and consideration of the indireict eflbcts of connected actions triggered by the pnrjcct and- if
necessary. expansion of the affected area description. For examplc. the Draft EIS should address

whether incrcased natural gas praduction will be nccessat-v to support the increased power generation

capahilities of thc plant and. if so. what impacts. such as increased greenhouse gas emissions- wr:uld

occur and where.

Consistent with Section i09 af the Clcan Air Act. it is EPA's responsihiiity to provide an

inelependent review and evaluation of the potential environmental impacts cf this project. ,{s Vcestem

did not identis'a pret-erred alternative in the Draft [riS. EPA's rating is based on the proposcd aetian

alternative" Based on the proeedures EPA uses to evaluate the adequacy of the informatiun and the

potential environmental impacrs of the propased action. H.PA is rating this Draft EIS as

1
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Environmental Ccneems - Insufficient Informationo 
oEC-2". 'fhe EC-2 rating rn€ans EPA identifid

pctential environmental impacts to airquality ard water quality that should be avoided or reducecl-

EPA also concludes that tlre Draft EfS dses nct contain sufficient information to fully as es$

environnrental impacts tlrat should be avoided in order ta firlly protect the environment. EPA did
identify oppo*mities fsr additional information disclosrne and mitigation. A full description of
EPA's EIS raring syst€m is enelosed-

If you have aay questions regarding our csmments or this rating" pleas contact me st 303-
312-6004 cr Maggie Fierce of my staff at 3CI3-312-6550.

Sincerely, , "

--" |,t i t',r)'*{'!!.----*-
L,-/' tr) Yt

Larry Svoboda
Director, NEPA Campliance and Review Pmgrarn
Office of Ecosystems Protection and Remediation

Enclosures



EPA Region S lletailed Conrnents
Modification af Gnoton Generation litation

lnterconnecti*n Agreement Oraft EIS

Alternatives Analvsis

EPA is concerRed that the Draft EIS does not cr"aluate all reasernable altematives assu:iated with the
pr$ject purpose and goal. The purpose and need of the pro.iect are described as '1hc nett! fbr
additional peaking resource to servc orojected additional member load growth {page ES-2}." The
llraft EIS presents only the proposed aiter*ative and the nc action ahcmative: however. the Draft IltrS
should "[i]nclude reasonablc alternatives not within juridiction of the lead agency" t40 CI"'R
150?.latc)). "fhe Draft EtrS mentians one additional altcmative wherein Croton Generation Station
w.ould generate clcctricity at a level which would cause it to violate its Clean Air Act pcmrit Lrut

indicates that this altcmative rvas considcred inf'eru;ible [recausc it was or.rtside Western's authority.
While EPA does not consider this alternativc to be a reasonable one given the facility"s surrcnt permit
limits. the Draft EIS should consider erther r&$onable altematives that may he outside of Western's
au{hority.

When considering aliematives. UPA encouragcs consideration :rntl qliscussion of denrand side
ffianagement thmugh energy conservation and whether increased powcr producticn through increased
plant efficicncy or rsne$'able energy sources could cover trase-load demand to fnee r.lp Croton Station
peaking capacity. We recommend that the Final EIS consider these measures tlrat cr:uld serve. at
least in part. to address the incrc;;sed dcmand fbr power within thc service area" Thqse nrcchanisms
may not only serv'e to reduce the pro-|ect's contribution to air ernissions. grcenhouse gas emissions.
and dcmand fcr water but may also serv'e tn pralang the lift of the facility. Section 5.3 of the Draf't
notcs "[e]limination of the operating limit fimposed by Western] couid shorten the Iife oi'the tbcility.
since the gcnerating station could opcrate rnore often." Reduction in the neerl fi:r thc plant to operatc
would feasibly reduce wcar and tean, pnrlonging the pericd over wiriclr the ;:lant is operatrle.

tssrgqlruldXsed

H,PA necornrnends that the ilinal EIS include f'urther characterization of the proiect need. 'fhe necd
lbr thc project is stated but not eharacterized. Aelditional characterization may provide t-oundational
information to address some of EPA's ollrer comments regarding connected actions- indircct ell'ects.

and cumulati ve effbcts.

It is irnportant to understand whether this prcject is part of a larger effort ta increase peaking power
generaticn capability" Basin Electric has prop,osed eliminatiern of the operating limit imposed hy
Westem in oreier to ffeet an "additional peaking demand fcr a projected mernber load growth {page
trs-3).- Secrion 1 .0 intlicates th.at there will he a deficit af 800-900 MW lor the eastern grortion of the

system by 3fll4" An assessment of how nruch of this cleficit will Lre satisfied by the proposed action
nray aid in illumination of,alternatives. connected actions. and cumulative impacts.

Secticn 1.2 indicates tFnt although growth is anticipated in every consumer class, the nced for
increased peaking capability is primarily in resgronse to anticipatcd gro*th in the ceimmercial load
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*'ithin the summer rnonths. It descritn's the increased demand as being lacated in the eastern portiotl
of, its nine-s|ate se'rvice area {western Nebraska. ru:flhwestern and central lowa. prortions of southem
Minncsota. all of South Dakcta- portions of eastern Montana. and western and central Ncrth Dakota).
It does nat characterize h*w rnuch pcpulation growth is expected or specillcally where it nray t)ccur.

This information may nat CIntry help justill' the prcrject but may also to help other <jecision-makers

evaluate and plan for the project. Beycnd refinernent of the project area. additional description of
when, wherc. hcw rnuch, and wtrat t3,pe of papulation growth is projected may atrso aid in
illuminatiun of connectetl actions required to support the projeel and the inclirect and sumulative
impacts.

F"PA also recommends that Western describe the original basis lbr the operating limit it imposr:d ln
the LtilA. lJnderstanding why Westem included the 50 MW opcrating limit in its criginal agreernent
with Basin Elc.'ctric may tirrther illusrate the need l"crr the project or highlight connected actions end

additir:nal alternatives. Again. this piece of information rnay be irnportant for decision-nrakers
affectettr hy the project.

Env ironmsnal Consecuenccs

Air Oualitv

'l'he Draft EIS refus lhe reader tn the preventicn ol'significant deterioration {PSD) air quality
prrnit, which was gpanted firr the pcnnitted facility to operate at the increased producti*n rate of
787 Millicn BTIJ/hr per unit" The Final l:iS should present and discuss the air impact analysis

results to sutrstantiate the Draft EIS conclusion that no adverse imnacts w'ill occur f-rum VCestem's

proposed acticn" which enables an increased production rate.

On January 2:, 3010. IPA announced a new ]rourly NO2 standard of 100 ppb based on the 3-ycar
average of thc 98th-pereentile of the annual distribution of daily rnaximum l-haur cqrnc.entratrions"
'fhe final rurlc for the new trourly National Arnbient Air Quality'Standard {NAAQS) was

pubtished in the l.'ederal Rcgister on February 9- 2010. and the standard was efTective on April tr 2"

?01S. Since the air qualiry permit applieatiern was suhmitted {Novembcr 3005}. no analysis was

conducted for this new NAAQS. The Final EiS shouid include the results from near field
rnodeling fcr the [-hor.rr NOr NAAQS.

{ireenhou$LGases

"fhe Croton Ceneratian Statian alone cornprised 9.64% of South Dakota"s 2005 carhon dioxide
emissions {l}raft EIS. page 4=8}. Tire basis or suppo$ing data for this number shauid be iJisclosed

in the Final IilS. Also, the station's current actual emissicns, the station's current aliowable
emissions. and the allor+abie emissions basrd upon the proposed action are not clear. HFA
recommends Western clarifu what value it considers to represent the station's current actual

carkrn dioxide emissions. what value represents the stalion's current allowable carbon dioxide
emissions, what value represents allowable carbon dioxide emissions under the proposcd aetion

and the rationale and supporting data for those values. The Draft EIS prescnts a nunrbcr of
diffcrent values for carbon dioxideemissions lrom the plant under its current agreement. lt is nul

,

2
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apparent r,+.hich value Western cr:nsiders to he representative af the current actml enrissions- 'l'he

value in thc rable on page ES-4 is based upon the ?008 crnission rate (up to 187.13i metric tons

per year). the value in Table ?,1 is also based on ?008 data i205.860 tcn#yeari, the value in
Appendix A is based upon 20i19 enrissians {28095.78 tons/year). and Section 3.1.2 presents a

value based r:pxrn 2009 production (?5.4q thousand metric tons per year). Thc llrall EIS also
pres€nts a number of diftbrent values for carlbon dioxide c-missions lrom the plant as a result o{'thc
prapcsed action. The value in the tatrle on page ES-4 is based i.lpon thc 2008 enrissian rale

t3 t 8.192 metric t*ns per year) and the value in Table 2. I is aiso hased cn 2008 data {349.563
tons/yearl.

'tr'he Final EIS should disclose all project-relateti greenhouse gas {$l lG) emissions. not just

carbo:: dioxide. 'l'he total CHG emissions should bc presented in czuban dioxide-equivalent tenns

{COre} fbr annual emissions as well as total GHG emissions expecte{ over the lifutime olthe
proposeri actian. 'lhe Draft EIS uses EPA's equivalency calcuiator to describe projected

ernissions frum the plant in temr.s nf annual emissions tiom v*hicles. [t alsc presents information
regarding cartron dioxide emissions to provirJe a sr:nse of Cruton Ge*eration Station's
co*tributian to greerrhouse gas producticn on a global and state scale {Section 4.3.4}. -l-hese

cslimates shtruld hc based *n all project GHG emissions not just sarbon dio.xide.

In addition. the F'inal EtrS discussion of the C'lean Air Act and CilCs sheiuld tre updated to reUc'ci

HPA's recent r*gulatory activities. Sirnilarly. where the Draft EIS ref'ers to drall Council on

Hnvircrunental Quality"{CEQI GHC}-NEPA guidance. it shoulci reflect thc recent CEQ l}rali 1010

Cui,Jancer not the Dralt 1997 Guidancc. It would also bc helprul to tlcscrihe how the prognsal',s

CI lC enrissions may alTect any relevant Reginnal. Tribal or State climate change initiatives. such

as thr: tUidr*estern Greenhouse {ias Reduction Accord'ol'which South Dakcta is an observer.

HPA also notcs that the Draft EIS dces not estimatc the project.s "upstream" indirect GF{G

ernissions. ineluding methanc iurd canbon dioxidc emissions frorn naturai gas protluction.

supporting the Groton Generating Station and fugitive methane emissians from both transparting
methane tt> th* Oroton Station and rvithin the Station. Becausc this information may be ol'interest
to the pubtric in obtaining a cor*plete picture of the GIIG emissions associated with the pruposed

praject. it may be helpthl to cstiml{rte and disclose them.

F.PA alser recorsunends revising the discussion of'the link betw*en the proposal"s GF{(is and

ciirnaie change risks. As iiescribed in the CEQ 2010 Drali Guidance. the estimated level af tiliC
emissions c$n serve as a reasonable prcxy for asscssing potentlal climate change inrpacts. and

provide decision makers and the public with useful infonnation ftrr a reasoned cheice irmong

alternatives. Aceor-dingly. to ttle extent that the proposed action {as compared to ansther
alternative Gr no acti$n). an alternative. or mitigation measures will result in lower GFI(i
emissions. EPA recommends that the disuussion reflect that lower GFIG ernissions cverall w'ould

result in lower clirnate change risks. This <iiscussion should alsc be addressed in the context o1-

the cumulative impacts of CF{C emissions.
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We alsc believe the discussion of climate change in Chapter l. "Affected Environment" would

trenefit f'rom a summary discussion of ongoing and proiected rcgional climate change impacts

relevant to the ac{ion *rea. based on ["i"S. Global Change Research Program assessments.

Similarly. we believe the Final EiS should includc a discussion of whether and ircw the prnposecl

action shauld he adaptcd in light *f prti.f ected climatc change irnpacts. as well as a discttssior"r o!'

whether the impacls of the proposed acticu may he exacerbatecl try clirnate change.

The F'inal ijls should analyze in dctail pntential rnesns to mitigate thc propcsal's {iHG emissions

ancl disclose the cstimated CHC reductions associated with such measures" Consistent with the

Executive Order 135X4 policy "...to rnake reductions of greenhouse g&s enrissians a priority fbr

Federal agencic.s...' trlPA recomrnencls that Western commits io implernentation nf reasonable

nritigation me&sures to rcduce proiect-related GHG emissions. Such measures inay include- but

are not limitcd to I ) capture and rcquestration of carlron dioxide at the plant. 2) emission

reduction ar impr+ved eflcie*cy at the planl 3) carbon cllsets. 4) investing in transmission Iines

lbr renewable energy. and 5) adding renewahle €nergy sourccs anr.l incrcased energy et'ficiency

heyond that required try state law. "lhe addition of rencw'able energy sources and increascd

energy cfficiency arc additional measures that could he used for mitigation. T'hey were discused
within the altematives section above: ho*ever. this does not preclude thelr use krr mitigation.

U-atcr Resourclt

The Drafi DiS indicates that water usage will increasc fiom a m&ximuin of 33"6 acre-lccf/year lo
5? acreJbed-vear [table. ES-4]. This is approximatel-v a 70% increase in water usagc hry the plant"

liection 3.3 indicates that the facility does not discharge to surface w'ater or gpundwater but thi*
Basin Electric transt-ers its process water ofl'site tbr treatment and discharges its tton-ctlntact

cooling water to evaporation pond.s. IIPA recommends that Westcm address *'hether additional

ccnstruction will be required {br storage of the non-contact c<xrling water. If'additional storage

must he constructesJ. Western shoulcl describe how it will rnitigate the impacts of'fhat construction

with a stormwater permil and associated hesl managcmenl practices.

HPA recommends Westenr explicitly address hcw much of the water utilized under bcth the

cunL'nt operating lirnit and the proposed ac'tion will be discharged tei the evaporation ponds and

tost. EPA also encourages Westcm to consider and discuss whether the quality and quantity ol'
the non-contact coaling water ars such that its reuse. either directly or through a prccess such as

grounctwater recharge and/nr reeovery, is a viable option. The groundwater recharge and

recovery process would likely entail additional site-specilic hydrogeologic cvaluation and

pennitting through ihe South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources

{sDI}ENIt}'.

- 
SDDENR Groundwater Dischargc Permining.
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t+. Cunrulative Imnacts

HPA recamrnends tirat {he Final EIS include the analysis that was used to support the

detennination that cumulativc impacts are unlikely' tc exceed significtince criteria and a

elescription of the signiticimce criteria. l'he Draft EIS describes trvo pro"iects as reasonablS'

ibreseeahle action$ that were considered in the analysis for curnul*tive in'lpacts. These prciects
are thc I lyperian oil refinery and power plant and Basin Electric's DeeE Creek Stati*n. a 300-MW
natural-gas fired pcwer generation faeility'. In addition to the$e future sources. the docr.rment

describes the Jarnes Valle-v fthanoi dBA POET biorcfining faciliry iocated six mriles from the
Croton Ceneration Station and references future pcpuiation growth that witrl he enahled by this
project. Section 4.8.3 does not substantiate the conclusion that air emissions irnpacts from the

Croton Generation Station are unlikely to he ad<litive in a manner to exceed significance criteria-
It does nct explain the significance criteria nor does it present the analysis to suppor{ the

conclusion.

'l-he praject may cumulativcly contribute to water quality impainnent in Lake Sharpc. the particn
cf the Missouri River downstream of the Oahe Dam" T'he water t'crr the proiect is withdrawn l'rom
l,ake Oahe r:n the Missouri Rivcr. I.akc Sharpe. the pr:mion ol'the Missouri River fnrru tfr* Oahe
Dam to the Big Bend Dam. has been identilied on South Dakcta'.s 2010 integrated Rcport as

inlpairecl tbr coldrryater pcilranent fish lile by tem.perature {pagc 136}u. 'l'he location in the water
column of the dam release {top. middle. hattam} may af}'ect this impninnent. and it also may be

affected by a reduction in ilcw. While it is unlikely that the WEB withdrawals lor Grotcn:rre the

scle contributor to impainnent. they rnay cunrulatively contribute to the impairment. IPA
recommends Wcstcrn consider this possibiliry and disclose the current irnpairment eif the arca

imnretiiately downstream of where the rvithdrawais lbr the prqlect rnay be increased.

{ndirect lmpac$

The Drafi EIS does not provide an assessment of indirl-ct in'lpacts to the project or from action:i

connected to the pruject. For exanrple. the Draft EIS does not descritre the supply lar increex;ed

naturai gas demand or what increases may tre required to natural gas supplies or transmission

capahilities for the project. Section I .l alludes to "system upgrades or additions nccessary to

acc*rnmodate the prclxrsed pn-lject and ensure that they are in the pmject scope"" F-PA

recamnrend$ that Western expanrl upon this stateffrent ta descritx any additional planned

activities which the project necessitates- As mentioned above in the greenhouse ga; sec{ien" EFA
also recornrnends discussicn of incrssed production of natural gas or coal gasitication and the

impacts assaciated with such actions.

Environmenta! Justice

lsincc the proposed action is in an arca that has both low-inconte as well as ntinority conrrnunilies" the

f final EIS should include an analysis cf the irnpacts this action wili have on thesc cammunities. 'fhe

* Sor:th Dakora Department of Enviranment and Natural Resources. 2010. The l0l0 South Dakota Integrated Repart tor
Surthce Water Qual it-v Assessrnent.
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Draft EIS does not do this" While the Draft EIS notes that Westem mailed scoping meeting natiees
directly ta Triks. docs not address whether Wesdern held meetings or hearings in areas that rnight
impact the greatest numhen of affected cammunities. including Trihes and low incame ceimmunities.

EPA recommends that the impacts tc human health, sconomic and social effects of the proposed

action on mincrity and low-incolne comrnunitics tre discussed in the Final ElS.

According ta the Council on Environmenta.l Quality N[PAlEnvironrnental Justice Cuidances.

Feder*l agencies ilre t{} rnake the achievement afenviranmwtul jastice part af'their misskrrt
hy identifi:ing and aeldressing as uppropriatt. dispr*sxtrtianately hi54h unel atlverse humcn
heutth nr environrnental ffiets a{ their prog,rams, ptiicies, unrl ue tivities on minority
pagrutukms cnd teru'intame pcpulutions. awl allou:ing till pttrtians oJ'the pupulutktn a
meuningfirl CIpp*rtunity t* participute in fhe development af, atry*iance with, enftrcement af'
Federal /rn+os. regaJcrriow, and poticies e$.{ecting hunun health ot' the entirctnmenr ra.gerreCfe.rs

qf ruce, c:o[ur, natirr.naf origincr incoEne.

ln the memarandum to heads of dep'arrnrents and ageneies that accompanied [xecutive Order i 28986,

the Presidcnt specifically recognized the importance of pmcedures under NEPA for identifying and

addressing environmentaliustice r:onccrns- The rnemorandum states "each Fcdenl agency shall
analyze the environrnentsl effects. including human health" eeoncmic and soeial effects" of Federal

actions. including effects on minority communities and law-incame communities. when sueh analysis
is required by NEPA."

: Cauncit on Environmental Quality. December I99?. Environmental Justice Cuidance Under the National
Environtnental Policy Act. rltl;, '.r',1 -:t ii';, :,,i ,r!'i!r; i''!-'rl .iii\1,!!'.r.!1
" Elrecutivc Order l?898. Fchnrary-. 1994. Executive Order on Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in

Minority Populations and L,ow-lncome Popularions. and Memorandurn.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Rating Systen* for
Draft Environmcntal Inrpact Statements

Delinitions and Follow-Up Action*

Euyironrnental Imp*ct of fFe Action

L$ - - tr ack of Objections: The Fnvironme*ta! Protection Agency (EPAi review has not identified any potentlatr

environrnental impacts re quiring substantive changes to the proposal" The reviert rnay have disclosed opportunities for
application of mitigation me+sures that could be accomplished with no more than minor changes to the proposel.

fC * - Environmenfal Ccncerns; The EPA review has identified environmental irnpacr: that should be avoided in order

to fully protecl the environmen!. Correctivs measures may require changes to ttre preferred alternativc or applicati*n af
rnitigation measures that can reduce these inrpacts.

SO - - Environmental Objections: The EPA review has identilied significant environmental impacts that should lre

avoided in order ta provide adequate protect:on for the environment. Corrective measures rnay rctluire substential

changes to the prefened altenrative or consideration ofsome other project alternative {including the no-action altcrnative

or a Bst? alternative). EPA intend: to rvorli with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.

EIJ - - Environmentatly Unsatisfactory: The EPA review hcs identified adverse environmcntal impacts that are of
sufticient rnagnitude that rhey are unsetislactory from the standpoint of public health or '.velfare cr environmental qualilv.

EPA intends to wcrk with the lead agency to reduee these irnpacrs" If fhe potential unsatislactory impacts are nst

corrected at the final EIS st*ge, this pro,posal will be recomrnended forreferral to the Council on Environrnental Quality

{CEQ}.

Adesuaev of the lpnact Staten]eqt

flategory t - - Adequatc: EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental inrpact(s) of the prefened

ahcrnative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to tlre project or action. Na further analysis of data

collectian is necessary, but the reviewer may suggest thc addition of clarifying language or information.

Category 2 - - Issufficient lnformation: The draft EIS does not contain suflrcient infarrnation for BPA to fully assess

environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the envircnment, or thc EPA re viewer h*s

identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in thc draft ElS,

which could reduce rhe errironmental impacts of the action. The identified additional inforrnation, data, ana!,ses cr
discussion should be included in the final EIS.

Catcgory 3 - - lnadequatr: IPA does nst believe that thc draft EIS adequately assesses poter,tially significant

enviranmental impacts of thc action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are

outside of the spectmm of alternativcs analyzed in the draft ElS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the

potenlally significant envirsnrnental irnpacts. EPA bclieves that ttre identified additional information. data. analyses. or

ciiscussions aie of such a rnagnitude that they should have fult public review at a draft stage" EFA does nat betrievc ihal

the rJraft EIS is adequare for the purpo$es o[ the Natia&al Environmental Policy Act andlor Sectiolt 309 review. and thus

shoutd be formallv reviseri and made available For public conunent in a supplemental or revised draft EiS. On 8re bgsis of
the potential signifteanr inrpacts involved, this propcsal could be a candidate for refcnal to the CEQ.

* Fism EpR Malgal 16.10 PolicJ- and Procedqel for rhe Review of F '

February. 1987.
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The following Basin Electric fact sheets are contained within Appendix E. 

• Environment Commitment, Conservation and Efficiency 

• Green Energy 

• Energy Security 
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Environmental Commitment, Conservation & Efficiency

Basin Electric and its membership support a clean 
environment and recognize the need to use energy more 
efficiently to hold down the cost of producing additional 
energy and to conserve our natural resources.

What Basin Electric is doing
Since the beginning
Basin Electric advocated responsible reclamation practices 
at the Glenharold Mine, which fed the Leland Olds Station, 
starting in the 1960s – long before it was required by law. 
That commitment continues through the Freedom Mine and 
its award-winning reclamation practices. The mine, operated 
by The Coteau Properties Company, supplies lignite to 
Basin Electric’s North Dakota facilities.

At our power plants
All Basin Electric and subsidiary facilities are 100 percent 
environmentally compliant. By 2012, Basin Electric will have 
invested more than $1.4 billion in power plant emissions 
control technology. More than $152.5 million will be invested 
annually to operate and maintain those controls.
More efficient turbines have been installed in the Laramie 
River Station’s three units near Wheatland, WY, and Leland 
Olds Station Unit 2 near Stanton, ND.
The Laramie River Station near Wheatland, WY, and 
the Antelope Valley Station near Beulah, ND, are zero-
discharge facilities. Water can only leave the facilities 
through evaporation.

Some of the coal ash from Basin Electric’s Leland Olds, 
Antelope Valley and Laramie River stations is recycled and 
sold for beneficial uses.
At the Leland Olds Station, variable speed drives have been 
installed on large motors. Their increased efficiency will 
means less electricity will be used by plant systems.
Three Basin Electric generating units employ General 
Electric’s highly efficient LMS100® simple cycle turbine 
technology: two units at the Groton Generation Station, and 
one unit at the Culbertson Generation Station. 
Basin Electric purchases the output of eight small power 
plants that generate electricity using waste heat produced 
by compressor stations along a natural gas pipeline.
By year-end 2011, Basin Electric will have about 763 
megawatts of renewable energy in its generating portfolio.  
(For more information on Basin Electric’s renewable energy, 
refer to the Green Energy talking points.) 

At our maintenance facilities
Several Basin Electric facilities have geothermal heat 
pumps, including the Gillette, WY, transmission maintenance 
shop and the PrairieWinds maintenance shop near Minot, 
ND. A similar system is planned for the South Dakota wind 
project’s maintenance shop.
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At our Headquarters
Building efficiency is being improved through the installation 
better window caulking, variable frequency drives, more 
efficient HVAC controls, more efficient lighting, and more.
About 1,000 light fixtures have been replaced with more 
efficient ones, saving about $900 a month.
About one-third of the Headquarters vehicle fleet is hybrid, 
including a plug-in hybrid Ford Escape.
Warm water created from the air conditioning process is 
used to heat the building during the spring/fall time frame 
versus using the hot water boiler. 
Humidifiers are programmed to operate eight hours daily 
only during winter months. 
Bathroom lights, faucets and flushing devices are now 
operated by auto sensors. 
At night, all lights – with the exception of one floor – are 
turned off.

At our subsidiaries
Since 2000, Basin Electric’s subsidiary, Dakota Gasification 
Company, has captured and delivered more than  
19.8 million tons (through 2010) of carbon dioxide from its 
Great Plains Synfuels Plant through a 205-mile pipeline to oil 
fields in Saskatchewan, Canada, for enhanced oil recovery.
Dakota Gasification Company’s Great Plains Synfuels Plant 
is using synthetic oils in motors, which reduces operating 
temperatures and results in energy savings.

For member cooperatives
Basin Electric offers programs and services to assist 
member cooperatives in their conservation and efficiency 
efforts, including the following:

• HERS- and CEM-certified staff can assist member 
cooperatives with commercial, industrial and residential 
energy audits.
• Member cooperatives can borrow specialized 
equipment for conducting energy audits from Basin 
Electric.

• Basin Electric schedules training for member 
cooperatives to assist in their efforts to promote energy 
efficiency.
• Basin Electric provides a discount to member 
cooperatives that buy compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) 
in bulk to market to their member consumers. 
• Since 1994, Basin Electric has been promoting 
innovative, efficient electric technologies. The Efficiency 
and Technology Display Program lets you see and feel 
firsthand how innovative electrical products work.
• Basin Electric offers funds to member cooperatives 
for their advertising efforts promoting energy efficiency.

What the membership is doing
Member cooperatives are engaged in a variety of 
conservation and energy efficient programs that promote, 
support and market load management, dual heat, water 
heaters, heat pumps, air conditioning, storage heating, 
grain drying, irrigation, photovoltaics, and numerous other 
programs.
Member-owners can receive rebates on the purchase 
of energy-efficient appliances through their member 
cooperatives.
Residential, commercial and industrial members can request 
energy audits from their cooperatives to learn about their 
energy usage and identify ways they can save energy  
and money. 
Member cooperatives that are part of Touchstone Energy® 
are participating in the Together We Save nation-wide 
advertising campaign promoting how little changes can add 
up to big energy savings. Basin Electric is also a member of 
Touchstone Energy.
Many member cooperatives have had load management 
programs in place for decades. Under these programs, 
member-owners volunteer to have water heaters, pumps or 
other major energy-using devices cycled off during periods 
of peak energy demand.

02-2011
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Green Energy

Through direct investments and annual payments under 
renewable power purchase agreements, Basin Electric 
has made a capital investment of more than $1 billion in 
renewable resources.

By year-end 2011, Basin Electric will hold about 763 
megawatts of green and renewable* energy capacity in its 
generating portfolio, including:

•	 719 megawatts of wind generation

•	 44 megawatts of recovered energy generation

•	 375 kilowatts of bio-gas generation

Basin Electric also has another large renewable resource 
in the form of 279 megawatts of hydropower (winter 
peaking power purchased from the Western Area Power 
Administration).

In February 2011, Basin Electric subsidiary PrairieWinds  
SD 1 commissioned the largest wind project in the nation 
owned solely by a cooperative, the 162-megawatt Crow 
Lake Wind Project, in central South Dakota. 

The project consists of 108 GE 1.5-megawatt turbines:  
100 are owned and operated by PrairieWinds SD 1 Inc.; 
one turbine is owned by Mitchell Technical Institute (MTI), 

Mitchell, SD, for training wind technology students; and 
seven are owned by a group of local community investors 
called the South Dakota Wind Partners. Basin Electric 
purchases the output of the MTI and Wind Partners turbines.

Basin Electric subsidiary PrairieWinds ND 1 owns and 
operates two projects in North Dakota: the 77 turbines of 
PrairieWinds 1, commissioned in 2009 and Minot Wind, 
which consists of two 1.3-megawatt turbines and three 
1.5-megawatt turbines. Both projects are located south of 
Minot, ND.

Basin Electric owns and operates a small wind project at 
Chamberlain, SD. The site has two 1.3-megawatt turbines.

Basin Electric purchases power from several wind energy 
projects owned by others:

•	 NextEra Energy Wind Energy Centers: 
	 •	Edgeley	Wind	Project	(ND):	40	megawatts 
	 •	Wilton	Wind	Project	(ND):	49.5	megawatts 
	 •	Wilton	Wind	2	(ND):	49.5	megawatts 
	 •	Baldwin	Wind	Project	(ND):	100	megawatts 
	 •	Hyde	County	Wind	Project	(SD):	40	megawatts 
	 •	Day	County	Wind	Project	(SD):	99	megawatts 

* To assist in the economics of the renewable generation, the renewable energy credits (also known as green tags) are used to meet member purchases, 
regulatory needs or sold to third parties. 
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•	 Corn Belt Power Cooperative wind resources  
in Iowa: 
	 •	Iowa Lakes Electric Cooperative 
	 				◦	Superior	Wind	Project:	10.5	megawatts 
	 				◦	Lakota	Wind	Project:	10.5	megawatts 
	 •	Hancock	County:	7.3	megawatts 
	 •	Crosswinds:	16.8	megawatts

•	 Six wind projects owned by others in Iowa, South 
Dakota and Minnesota.

Basin Electric purchases the output from more than  
100 small wind, solar and biomass generators owned by 
members throughout the cooperative’s service territory, 
totaling more than 2,200 kilowatts.

Basin Electric purchases the output from eight recovered 
energy generation sites along the Northern Border Pipeline: 
Culbertson, MT; Manning, St. Anthony, and Zeeland, ND; 
Wetonka, Clark and Estelline, SD; and Garvin, MN. 

•	 Each generates 5.5 megawatts of renewable energy 
from exhaust heat produced by the pipeline’s 
compressor stations.

•	 The sites produce power with virtually no incremental 
emissions and are considered carbon-free generation.

The sites are owned and operated by subsidiaries of Ormat 
Technologies of Reno, NV. 

Basin Electric also completed a Department of Energy-
sponsored	Wind-to-Hydrogen	project	near	Minot,	ND.	
The project investigated the potential for storage of wind-
generated electricity by using wind energy to power a 
commercial hydrogen generator to separate the hydrogen 
and oxygen contained in water. The hydrogen is then stored 
and used as transportation fuel.

Basin Electric has joined with other electric cooperatives 
across the nation to form the National Renewables 
Cooperative Organization (NRCO). NRCO is an effort 
among cooperatives to help each other to diversify 
generating portfolios and to look at renewables as part  
of an overall strategy. 

Basin Electric encourages the United States Congress 
to pass legislation extending the production tax credits, 
section 1603 grants, and clean renewable energy bonds for 
renewable	energy	by	five	years	or	more.	That	length	of	time	
is needed to provide continuity of policy to investors in the 
development of renewable projects. 

Two major issues face wind energy development: 
transmission constraints and wildlife protection. Establishing 
predictable and reasonable regulations regarding wildlife 
can help move wind energy projects forward more quickly 
and	efficiently.	Overly	restrictive	regulations	or	uncertainty	
in the interpretation of rules can delay or end wind energy 
development in this region altogether.

A national transmission grid will help ease transmission 
constraints and encourage development of renewables. 
Pricing	is	clearly	one	of	the	most	difficult,	but	most	important,	
issues facing the development of a national transmission 
grid. Only the development of a system-wide average price 
for transmission will clearly provide a path for the long-
distance transmission of renewable energy from rural areas 
to urban centers.

Visit Basin Electric’s website for answers to frequently asked 
questions about building wind projects:  
www.basinelectric.com/Electricity/Generation/Wind/ 
Wind_Facts/index.html.

03-2011
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Energy Security

America’s energy security depends on a carefully designed 
strategy to boost domestic energy production, reduce 
dependence on foreign oil, and protect the environment. 

Basin Electric advocates defined energy policy that gives 
industry certainty when planning for generation and 
transmission infrastructure; research and development 
of low-carbon technology; and energy efficiency and 
conservation efforts. Such certainty would also provide 
for long-term tax incentive structures and postpone the 
onslaught of burdensome regulations by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

With no energy policy in place, the EPA has had to rely on 
its existing, and outdated, legislative framework, placing 
a costly burden on the energy industry and ultimately the 
American people. This cumbersome regulatory process has 
left the industry with no framework of certainty in which to 
move forward; knowledge and certainty are necessary for 
industry make informed decisions. 

• Simply put: no decision is a decision for the energy 
security of this country.

A defined national energy policy will give the energy industry 
a foundation on which to build a path forward within a 
framework of achievable regulations.

Throughout its history, Basin Electric has forged ahead 
building and maintaining a secure power supply system, 
focusing on diversity, stability and innovation. The result: 
low-cost, environmentally responsible electricity for the 
membership.

Security
Through Basin Electric subsidiary Dakota Gasification 
Company, we operate a facility that’s a model for energy 
security: the Great Plains Synfuels Plant near Beulah, ND.

The Synfuels Plant demonstrates what is possible and 
necessary to secure America’s energy future. The facility 
produces energy from an affordable resource – coal – 
that’s available abundantly within our own borders. And its 
capturing and shipping a co-product – CO2 – that boosts oil 
production closer to home. 

We have been a leader in carbon dioxide sequestration, 
participating in the largest carbon capture and storage 
project in the world. Through our subsidiary, Dakota 
Gasification Company, we’ve been capturing carbon dioxide 
from the Great Plains Synfuels Plant near Beulah, ND, 
since 2000. The gas is compressed and sent via a 205-mile 
pipeline to Weyburn, Saskatchewan, where it’s used for 
enhanced oil recovery in the Weyburn and Midale oil fields.

During 2007, carbon dioxide capture from the Synfuels Plant 
increased to 2.7 million metric tons per year, making it part of 
the largest carbon capture and storage project in the world. 
As of Dec. 31, 2010, 19.8 million metric tons of CO2 had 
been successfully captured and delivered to customers.
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